FARM, CARDEN AND HOUSEHOLD.

The

Republican Journal.

department brief suggestions, facts
experiences are solicited from liousekeeprs. farmers and gardeners. Address Agricultural editor, .Journal <iffiee,Belfast Maine.]
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Requisites of Uood Butter.
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IModgett, of
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New York State,

making,
important

some note in butter

The first, (and a most
<ay> :
Foliowlei) : site) is good care of cows.
tiiis min eitme (1). scrupulously clean
milking and lean tin pails; (~), setting
oi milk
maintained temperature ot
tit)
fission oi light to develm esc. in. and m winter keeping
la evaporation oi water
riaji.-g :
a
vessel on' the stove; (:$), perfect
u.iik wl.i'e setting,ami abseci oft!
oi the surrounding atmosnt"
i
g at the end
j
:g
hours, by which time
ik "id ha1 e soured if desired for
■
e n
churning, the cream may
m a tin can and placed in a cellar
He
and Kept twenty-four hours longleti,] a at in e of 55 deg rees. I’liurng should lie at a temperature of about

1 >r. J.
Goon Do.MESTIi 1'KKTILlZElt.
Nichols, cilitoi' of the boston Journal
Chemistry, gives directions for preparing a home-made fertilizer as follows : To
one barrel of pure ground bone add two
barrels of hard wood ashes and half a
Mix on the floor
bushel of land plaster.
with a hoe. adding about four buckets of
water a iittle.it a time. Since this formula was lirst published many persons
have tried it and found it excellent.
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A la

in the churning lie is
word for the old fusli;
inn it.
There are "improved
: make butter
quicker, and
■r
-asii' managed, hut none of
i. can fully compete with
the old
u:n where the verv best butter is the
;.i g
And for this reason
object.
"in fashioned churn -till remains
a ;.h the best
n
Inutei makers in
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■1
le oi New York.
>' a -I
ng the In.tti r thoroughly is genn ,n, ;.i 1 \ iirateii I \
experts, and the waurpiisc shouid he pei
ii i: iin 1 destitute of odor.
applied freely until all
mm ed
The butter
silted, worked well, and left
v e to i .vents -four hours in a
;:i :In nughlv pure air, in ori; leu. then worked again carepressing >:;t whatever brine may
!:a e remained.
t
the preservation ot prop.
■. t
of i :lk rooms in inidsuui•ds ate pursued in Y'otk
s
ix the ust* of running vva: <
:
tlw! (especially in the absence
-aw; v of w ter) by means of pei:s(! acted milk houses, w here
ed to bring down the tern■
a pi'
at n re;
i
1" the foregoing we may add the filing
at lie ed from a published
paper
M
M B .lieha"(I, ( f New York
w
the const me!' a
a' a milk
:
\ft-- m
expel iments in eool•i set:re milk, lie has,
he says.
t tin.- ; i.ii
of eooliug his milk as;
o ;
t i-oiues from the cow, to a tetnxfot ."ill Peg. to dg deg
using a
o', ti.'-n ean
y mg to his dairymade of concrete with double
!
.’.
o. between
:eh is an interval of
inches in depth.
Into this house
ii'- admits air • t ; at night, and here he
iole to keep !iis ::.11 k two days before
•k mm
it. the hottest weather.
S'-vei-t when skimmed.
lie has
g :::..iv at all depths, trom Id
a wn to g inches, and thinks
es: he best depth when a cooler is used,
lb :
U that the amount of milk required
ae pii aid ot buttei varies under
upiy the same circumstances, some,v ;hill two dav s from ge
:
j
go o g i pounds of milk.
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Market.

Pr

of lnrf rattle b* loo tt> live

.-

quality. $7 ona7 .'m; tirst, $0 12‘8 a*’

weight,
;

extra

third. $4 oO«5 oo; poorest grades of coarse
ihinii ib
ox ell, bulls, cfc., $3 hO.j2 ^7
Brighton Hides, o1. ulOr 4r tt.; Brighton Tallow, 8
P tt), Country Hides, light ones, (>V P tb;
lica\y, >',.<■ P tb; C'ounlr\ Tallow. 4 k, «5< P tt); Calf
>kin- 12x12 c P tt. Sheep and Lambskins, 75rg

81

W u-kiiig Oxen—A few pairs each week is all the
" e note sales 1 pair, girth 7ft.,
market requires,
weight ; u m h tb. $145; l pair, girth o ft., «> in .live
weight J.'iOc !t., $120; 1 pair, girth i) ft., live weight
j'Miott., $l5o; i pair, girth 5 ft. 5 in., live weight 1800
It.. $70.
Mon- < attic
Y'-arlings, $s« 14 : 2 years olds, *i3
(i
years old. $25a45 each.
Miii-li't w.-— \\< quote the following sales; 1
iij'.. h cow at
; ;> do at $20 each; 3 do, at $4o; 1
springer at $10; I farrow cows at $25 each.
and
Lamb.-—Tite
Sheep
supply from the West
a•—t the same as those in la-t week.
Sheep cost 5<j
or: Lambs 51. ip; v 4P lt».
Veal calve- in good demand at t b> 7k,r 4:* tti,
1» v e weight.
swine—Western fat hogs cost, landed at the
P'tt>, live weight. < >n store
-laughter houses,0 a7
pig- price- are from to 12c \r tb for live weight;
or $2 to $.» p nead.
v

Profitable Patients.
The most wonderful and marvelous smvcss, in
where persons are sick or w asting away from
a conditii m of miserablcnes.- that no one knows what
nil- them profitable patients for doctor-' is obtain
<■•1 b\ the use of Hop Bitters. They begin to cure
from tin1 tlx*-! -lost* ami keep it up until perfect
health and strength is restored. Whoever is afiiicted in thi" way need not suffer, when they can get
>ee other column.
Hop Bitters,
“iVan-st "jphia
he lnuruiurcd, “1 give you for
Christina-nil tb : I Ia ... I Live \ou my-elt.’’ And
amid smiles am' -lushe- she whispered, “Make it a
pint of peanuts."
‘•Maii\ of tin* Bitter- advertised as tonics are
I»t v •ailmrii'- Wluat Bitter-is not a cathartic.
1. r. IM'vl 1
in

Tin- f-dlo.ving id 1 wan lately presented to a fariii >u--.‘X
!
hanging two barn doors and
m>-« It sev en hours, four shillings and sixpence.”
mer

SKINN Y MiUN.
“Wells’ Health Renew er” restore- health and
vigor, cures I>\spep-ia, Impotem e, >e\ual Debili*1
lvriT
ty
urious
is not eligible to public
No, a miniVi
in the United states. d’o occupy an elective
tli'-c he must first attniu his

■

majority."

“BUCHUPA1BA.”
Cpiick, -omplc *• cure, all annoving Kidney, Bladder and Urinary Diseases
$1. Druggists.

pla by ere," wrote a >t. Louis belle to a Chicaprofes-or. who ininiediali ly w rote her, saying
that he believed .-he also spelled that way.
“I

go

“ROUGH
'■dears

bugs, -kunk-. chipmunks gopher^. I5e. Druggists
B;e*ou

_

grade short-horns.
v nook I rings to our notice an
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Two

coffee-cups

one
a

of

teaspoon fill

lit tie hot

wa-

enough to pour. Urease the
a piece of far pork
and fry
light brown.

Take stale bread and
mi milk, then run
through a collo each quart add a spoonful of

mi

it

■

To

aki.-.

buttermilk,
dissolved in

s ■
ratus
le". and Host

■

<

ti..:: .utter: heat up two or three
and -tit them into the hatter with
lit.
Fry as any other griddle-

....

1

(.i:11u>t.K

ibis.

Hakes.

<■

!!

ip

cr.

two eggs,

spoonful

two ta lespoonfuis of
sugar and
hail nutmeg.
!' \si t;v.
Fruit and custard
are

iir.
ta!

pies
ar.ahiy spoiled by having a
lerust. This may i»e remedied

ting fine

top of the lower

of
'li 'la white of an egg: it will ahmoisture from the fruit orcustard,
"‘ineout oi the oven crisp and will
ret: ;:in so.
lb
11:n Hist i t i.
One quart of Hour,
'■
hes,ze.,i ; hen’s egg, one teaspoonMake into a moderate stiff
'•
milk.
Heat for half an
Make
at with the hand or cut
tin- biscuit-cutter
Stick with a
fork and hake m a hot oven, yet not sufficiently hot to blister tho biscuit.
Iloy.vt. (Team, one quart of milk,
one-third of a box of gelatine, four table'P> onfuis of sugar, three eggs, vanilla.
I
’he gelatine into the milk, and let it
stand half an hour.
Heat the yolks well
'Mb' the sugar, and stir into the milk.
m ; the kettle into a
pan of hot water and
.in ,
it begins to thicken like soft
•

crust

age

i.

-a\

w ar -•-u

11 inu-t l

ave

respondent, “the
a trumped-up

Veen

in.

or }.. should be ac-jiiaint'*d
dames Bvle’- l’eariinc for all
It- u-efulm*.-- in dome-tic
elear.-ing purpose-.
economy cannot well be over estimated.

Receipts.

..ann, boiled hotninv add a pint
:
water. and Horn enough to

u

Kvery lady, rich
with tin* value of

A eanai boat has been named Mr-. Langtry. It is
-uppoM d to be tlie ino*t beautiful tiling that walks
the water.
of the curative properties in
Wheat than oth *r of tin
vreal-.
A
these are
found in Wheal Bitters.
There

<

'■

a

-•

..

i

a-

Mr. V• -uiighu-band, who ha- s« \cu silver ladleam-mg hi- wadding presents, -ay- he i- in favor of
“silver
rvice ref inn."

a'o

,;o 'a

A

revive tin

an

Wash in two waters one cup
"... then stii into one quart of
Miter \\ ll!l
little sail, ami iioil
■‘
’* v: :M: :■ :. better
boiled
in .'at.
!>.■
.refill that it docs ti >t

CnniA.

vs

I- your wife’- lnalta poorAre your children
(live them Brown’s Iron Bitter-.
sickL
It will

1
Domestic

vki

charge.

|' intis of butter, destined
-tiune: In Philadelphia and

New ',.ik

just

in in
who -aid “the best part ol
wlii 'h a pieture cannot expre--.”
bad ••vi le ,tl;
had hi- ph-d--graph
go! lie* proofs.

bugle blew

failing

on

man

—

er

I■. :' ti.

is that

be\ erage, i- uni cr-ally
coneede-i -uperi'-r t-- ;• ii oilier drink- for tin* weary
♦
man <*t
:i.-r tb
-.i-'re robust labm-ir.
The
preparation- f Wall- «• linker A; ( o. have long been
Tim -1a>dal
-d merit in
i- line, and --nr readers
w
r.nit-f's !>n
will find
pur* 11
it a most healthful, delicious and invigorating beverage.

about .- gallons "1
me
••■•r per miuiite
The miik room
-II- i by g- feet, and the :u Ik is set
•tp ms. the i trgi st holding doo
:
s don
tw ice a

:■!

the

w;i-

beauty

The old

taken and
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ON RATS.*’
rats, mice, roaches, flies, ants, bed

out

j

are

im*re

din* futile demand- ft<
the Unit* d State- mi* -!-*.
■limes.

Acknowledged

-a.:
m,t

pieces show that
keep up with the

hood Article
Pearl's White Clveerino t'«<r
a

B\ tlioc.-an-ts wli<> u.-c
the skin,
it produce- a delightful effect
healthful. Druggists sell it.
“I

a-

and i-

did like mutton with capers,'’ Brown
brushed his clothes alter an attack from

iirv< r

said,

he

a ram.

A

henerai

stampede.

Never was su< h a rush made for any Drugstore
as is now at H. II. .Mood\’s for a Trial Bottle of
Dr. King’-New Discovery fort onsumption,Coughs
and Col Is. All persons atllieted with Asthma. Bronchitis, ll,*arseness, Severe ( oughs, or any affection
of the Throat and Lungs, can get a Trial Bottle of
this great remedy free, by rolling at above Drug
store.
The Pilot having said that Mrs. Langtry’s hands
large and expressive, the Post inquires, “Has

are

the Pilot

been trying

to

interview the lily?”

Tsherbatov,
Imperial Russian Navy, speaking
the efliciency of the Liebig Co.’s Coca Beef
Prince

Flag

of

Nicholas

Lieuc nant

Tonic, says : “It'is
Booth say“Did
“Benefited
say-

a

most excellent tonic.” Kdwin
good.” General Fran/ Sigcl
very much.” Invaluable in
biliousness, -i d; headache,

me
me

debility, dyspepsia,
nervousness.

An exchange speaks of a certain railroad as being of the feminine gender, because all her trains
are

behind.

“F. W. Kinsman, Esq. : Dear Sir,- With pleasure we order ten gross Adamson’s Botanic Cough
Balsam, show ing conclusively that merit has won
the «lav, and that your Balsam i- taking the lead
over the many bottles of
tr^sli that now flood tin*
market.”
From Smith, Doolittle «S; smith, Druggists, Boston.

1

....

l'*n kwheat Takes.
Pint of warm
water, half cup of yeast, quarter of Indian
t
two tablespoonfuls of
molasses;
n kwheat enough to make thin bat'"i -. let this rise over
night; in the morn
ing sift in spoonful of saleratus, and fry.
Huekwheat is so fine that it must be stirred and beaten well from the bottom or
there will he lumps.
Mi sii.
Stir tablespoonful Of salt and
'■up of il-mr mixed with one quart of Indian meal into a quart of boiling water;
beat it well, and boil gently two hours.
Turn tlie whole into dishes which have
t e c:
dipped into cold water, and set
in the morning cut into
away to cool,
'■es an inch thick and
fry brown in pork
a‘
serve pieces of perk fat with it.
■

[ Traveller.

o.\ the a i..
Oatmeal, Indian meal and
lion iny all require two things to make
ti 111 p< : iect : That is plenty of water when
first put on t<> boil, and a long time to
Have about two quarts of boiling
water in a stewpan, and into it stir one
cup of oatmeal, which you have already
wet with cold water: boil this an hour,
stirring often, and then add half a spoonful of salt, and boil an hour longer.—If it
should get too stiff, add more boiling water, or if too thin, boil a little longer; you
cannot boil too much.
< 'hoi oi.ate Pies.
One cup of butter,
two of sugar, one of milk, four of flour, a
spoonful of cream of tartar, half cup saleratus, four eggs and a nutmeg. Peat
the butter light, then add the sugar
-^'dually, heating until it is a cream, and
tom add the
eggs and milk; mix and
,!
111 the flour in which the
saleratus
'-’'earn of tartar have been mixed,
'•■ike fifty minutes
1 he filling was made
by using one
square of Maker’s chocolate, cup of sugar. yolks of two eggs, third of a cup of
boiling milk ; mix the scraned chocolate
and .sug"i together, aud then add, slowly. the milk and eggs, simmering about
ten minutes.
This must he
perfectly
cold before using.

Among the novelties announced for 1SS3 is an
almanac w ith a new' joke in it. Send in your order-

early

to avoid

disappointment.
Palpitation of the

Heart.

•J. M. Might, Syracuse, N. V., writes: “When I
tir-t commenced using your Brit dock Blood Bitkks I was troubled with
fluttering and palpitation
"f the Heart.
I felt weak and languid, with a
numbness of the limit- ; since using, my heart has
not troubled me and the numbing sensation is all
g‘ re.'
Price $1.00. trial size 10cents. For sale bv
R. H. Moody, Belfast.

The small hoy never wishes he was twins except
when two different Sunday School Christmas trees
are being held the same evening.
Tin*

name

of

gallant DeLong,

Commander of tin*
as that of
cold and perpetual snows of

ill-fated Jeannette, will pass into history

pitiless
certain!} killed him, as heart dis\ ietims—unless they use Dr. (oaves’
Heart Regulator. It is the only known specific for
the malady.

a

hero.

The

Siberia just

ease

a-

will kill its

It is said all things come to those who wait. That
may he, but a family w aiting for a load of coal may
freeze to death before it comes.

A

Row

of PearLs

Glistening through coral lips i- certainly a pleasing
objcet; but a row of discolored, bespecked teeth in
any mouth at all is a grievous drawback; add to
tlii- that such a set of teeth is usually
accompanied
by impure breath and one can se.are.eiy imagine anything more objectionable. soZODONT, the great
purifier of the breath and whitener of tin* teeth
obviates thi- state of the mouth completely, reselling its dental occupants Ir on destruction, and coun-

teracting the influence upon the. enamel of acid
cretions in the mouth.
lnil

se-

The Galveston News infers from notices found in
Washington newspapers, that when a gentleman is
elected to tin* United states Senate ids wife becomes much handsomer than she ever was known
to be before.

Society Belies.
remarkably delicate and lasting
fragrance society belles are loud in their praises of
Fleresion Cologne.
On account of it-

The only way to “win
to drive your furnace.

Renew

a

heat” in cold weather i-

Your

Lease.

Then* are times in every one’s life when energy
fails and a miserable feeling comes over them, mistaken for laziness.
Danger lurks in these symptoms, as they arise from diseased organs. Parker’s
Ginger Tonic will restore perfect activity to the
Stomach, Liver and Kidneys, purify the blood, and
renew your lease of health and comfort. [Advocate.
One of the lmvs acquainted with Fogg's
frequent
changes of abode, asked him which he thought was
Hie
mv

cheaper to

move or

pay rent.

dear boy,” replied Fogg;

moved.”

“I

I

can’t tell you
have always

Messrs. Ely Bros., Druggists, Owego, N. V.-—
About a year since a gentleman from Orwell, I’a.,
my attention to your Cream Balm as a remedy for Catarrh, Hay Fever, Ac. lie was so earnest
in asserting it to be a positive cure, (himself having
been cured by it) that I was induced to purchase a
stock. I must say that the Balm lias met mv best
expectations, having already effected a number id
cures ill tills locality.
I am using it with beneficial
effects. Respectfully, 1’. F. Hyatt, M. D. Borden,
town, N. J. Oct. 2fi, 1880.
Having been afflicted wllli Catarrh and cold in
the head, I tried a great many remedies without any
heneflcial effects, at last I used Flys’ Cream Baiiii,
which effectually cured me. I consider it a duty I
owe suffering humanity to recommend it to others
suffering from the same, almost universal, American disease.
IV. II. I. Hillard, dentist, Bordentown, N. J. Oct. 25, 1880. Price 50 cts.
2152
called

Anchor.

So may

in our minds, rife
branch-work of the ever-building

w<—looking

With
thought.

With salt weeds, and Hie scattered things that
life.
Or worthless shells or pearls of price, hath
—

Perceive, when turbid passions have

no

breath.

When (tod's high sunlight nothing slmdovveth
Hope's anchor-hold on golden grounds of faith!
[William (.ibson. in Harper's Magazine for

January.
Munchausen

A

BY

The

KPVYAHO

Whale

A

NUMBER

Katahdin was hound
The last bell had been rung,
and as the gang-plank was hauled in and
the lines east otl', the great wheels began
to revolve, and soon she was steaming
down the beautiful and placid Penobscot.
The city of Bangor gradually passed
from v iew, and walking forward I took a
camp stool, and seating myself near the
capstan on the hurricane deck I prepared to enjoy the picturesque scenery
that extends hack from the river on
either shore until it is lost in the gloom
of the distant hills. The throb of the
engine, combined with the balmy air,
had a peculiarly quieting effect on the
nerves and the inclination to doze was
almost irresistible, despite the beautiful
and ever-changing views presented to
the eye.
While enjoying this delicious sensation
and oblivious to all things else, I was
aroused by loud talking and laughing,
which came from a group of brown and
hardy looking men who were seated near
the rail on the starboard side of tne

good steamer

to Boston.

us

better, he smashed his

which

we

[Little

der,

own

batk had followed the boats, and when
the captain saw the whale was dead, lie
just ran her alongside of his carcass, and
made her fast.
“Well, Doctor, it took four months to
cut in that wh lie, and we got eight hundred tons of blubber out of him !”
“Say, look hea now, Chips,” said the
Doctor, "how many tons was dat bark of
tons

only,” replied

Chips.
“Den how you put
in her f”

eight

hundred tons

“Why,

you see, Doctor, that was blubber. When the oil was tried out it shrank,
and only left four hundred tons. That's
clear enough.
Don’t you see it!”
“I ’spects vou’s right, but 'tain't quite
clar.”
“Well, anyhow, it filled the bark with
oil, and we returned home and were paid
off and discharged.”
“Now, Chips, you don’t ’spects dis
nigger to believe dat yarn ? 1 think you
is de boss liar of dis crowd.”
Kiug-a-ding ding, sounded a bell, and
a
porter came forward, singing out,
“I’a-'sengers for Hueksport will land from
the port side, aft.”
[Forest and Stream.

They were apparently sailors,
they spoke in very loud tones 1

steamer.

spoopendyke

as

a

\ I'.NllKTTA (iltOAVIXO

(Ark.)

Cor.

Chicago Times.)

passed through

this

route to the Texas borwhere he has been for more t han ten
eu

years past engaged in the cattle business.
From him the Times representative learned of a tragic event which recently occurred on the border of the “Lone Star”
State, the particulars of which have never
before been made public. At the beginning of the late civil war Abraham Hall
lived in one of the thinly settled border
counties, lie was seventy years old and
reputed to he wealthy, owning a large
tract of land, great herds ol cattle and a
large but by no means costly residence.
He had a family comprising one hoy,
aged ten, and lour girls ranging from
eight to sixteen years. Though the State
was in a tumult, the old man claimed to
he neutral, and while his neighbors were
buckling on the armor Hall remained at
home. The South called for every man
capable of beai mg arms. Texas was scoured. Hal! was called on to volunteer, but
declined. One night a party of twelve
persons rode up to his house and repeated the demand for volunteers. The old
man said he preferred
death. He was
tak it from the house to a ravine 200
yards away, a rope put round his neck,
the end of which was thrown over the
limb of a tree, and Hall was once more
asked to reconsider his refusal
The old
man declined, wherepon he was drawn
up and let down senseless.
Reviving,
again he refused, and again he was drawn
up. This horrible scene was continued
until the victim ceased to breathe, and
the party rode away. The son of H all had
followed the party when they dragged
his father from the house, and, hiding
himself behind a clump of hushes, the lad
w as a silent and lion died
spectator. He
saw every thing, and, more, he recognized every actor in that cruel affair. When
the men galloped away he ran from his
hiding-place, cut down the body, and,
dinging himself upon it.

head, for
felt very much obliged to him;

hundred

Book

place to-day

for, I am certain, it be hadn't killed himself, we couldn’t have killed him. The

yourn
“Four

TI.XAS

William C. Fletcher

“Fo’gwacious!’’exclaimed the Doctor.
“He not only smashed the ’berg, Doctor,” continued Chips, “but what suited

MANNING.

SAX«l'lNAll\

Changed Growth

OCT <>! A \' AH 1 RAOKDV.

water!”

Story.

and as
could not fail to hear their conversation.
• me of the
group was a powerfully built
colored man, with hands and feet of immense proportions, and as lie was called
“Doctor" by bis companions, I inferred
that he was or had been a ship's cook by
profession. He bad ev idently been tellThe
ing some improbable sea story.
others were laughing and chaffing him
about tne “marine" story he had told.
Finally one of them, whom the others
called “(.'hips,' said “if they would clioke
their jaw-tackle he'd tell them a whale
story as is a whale story—and don't you
forget it either. Doctor."
This raised a laugh, and after a brief
discussion of (.’hips's reputation for veracity. he was told to “heave ahead."
“Nearly twenty years ago," said he,
“1 found myself out to.sea on a blutf
bowed old hark that was hound on a
whaling voyage. The old hooker looked
like a box under sail and when she was
on the wind she'd make as much
leeway
as an old mud scow. Her
spars were rotten to tin.' core, and it was a mystery
how they could hold themselves up. 1'hc
mizzen topmast was iu a particularly had
conditi' n. The rats had eaten a fig hole
into if near the heel, and when the
yards were braced upon the port tuck
the wind would blow into it and make a
ghost-like noise.
•■The captain of the old What Cheer
(that was her name) was an awful big
man, and his face was shaped like the
stern of a Dutch man-of-war.
But he
was a good
man, and treated his crew
well,
kite only weakness he had was
bis love for the old bark.
He was very
['articular with her decks and he kept us
washing and holystoning them about
half of the time until we arrived on the

Bloody Bevenge.

‘Stern all!' cried the mate, and I tell
we weren’t slow in backing the boat
out of his way.
The whale was so big it
was some time before he knew anything
had hit him. Hut when he did, wasn’t
lie just gathered himself up
he mad!
and started ; and the way he took that
boat through the water was awful!
“Now, about a mile ahead of the
whale, there was a great iceberg drifting
along, file whale saw it and he steered
for it, head on.
You see, he was so mad
he didn’t stop to think, and he just ran
his iigurehead right into it. lie struck it
so hard that the ’berg was knocked into
little pieces, no bigger than a good sized
pumpkin, and it was nine hundred feet
high, and thirty six hundred feet under
you

As. many a time, within the zone of palms,
in beauteous haven of some Indian land,
1'he voyager beholds, at noontide calms,
11 is anchor biting in the golden sand,
'Mid stony arboreseenee submarine,
Weeds, cowries, and the rare pearl-oysters seen
Distinctly through the waters crystalline.
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Cutting grain ami

grass by machinery is not
The /o incijtle lias long been
known and used, and it may not be uninteresting to briefly trace such portions of its history
a

REIilSTKUEI) AN OATH

1 o slay every man who had taken partin
his father’s death.
'I'ime passed ; the war ended ; voting
Hall managed his father’s estate and prospeied. IIis sisters aidi d him in the work.
Almost their nearest neighbor was Frank
Parker, who led the band that hung old
Hall in
Twenty miles east lived
John and Thomas Mantooth, two members of the party. The remainder were
scattered throughout the State.
one day in October, H7S. young Hall
bade his sisters good-by e forever, saving
“The time for revenge has come," and
without further explanation, he mounted
his horse and rode away. An hour later
he drew rein in front of Frank Parker’s
dwelling. Parker was in the yard. “1
come to ask why you killed my father,”
Hall said to him. Parker gave tiic reason,
adding that his conscience had troubled
him ever since. Hall asked him il he was
armed, and when the man dtew a pistol
Hall did likewise and tired. Parke: dropped in the agonies of death. The next
day Hall visited the Mantootiis. John
Mantooth he shot dead on the open prairie, after explaining the object ol his visit.
Thomas Mantooth met a similar fate on
the public highway. Before spring another
of the twelve had been slain. Hall

Fanner.

■•This,'' said Mr. Spoopendyke, as he
gazed around on his new acquisition of
six acres, “tins, my dear, is what I have
A farm and a farmer's
wanted.
life are the highways to happiness. Mrs.
Spoopendyke, don’t you think so."
!
“It's peifeetly lovely," rejoined Mrs.
Spoopendyke “I was born on a faint,
and was always healthy, though I had to
go a good ways for water.”
“I'll ti\ that, my dear," returned Mr.
Spoopendyke. “I'll bring the water.
Now, where are my agricultural reports .'
I must plant right oil' if we are going to
i have
crops, and when they are ripe we'll
i take them to market."
“1 see the report says you must give
your hen chopped turnip once in a while,”
Mrs.
said
her
I thumb on 1 lieSpoopendyke, putting
paragraph.
j
“Either that or cabbages,” returned
her husband. “I don’t know whether we'll
have cabbages enough." he continued

always

j

musingly.
“You might have less buckwheat,”
suggested Mrs. Spoopendyke. “1 should
think, though, that two acres would bo
enough for one ben : ami if it isn’t, you

KII.UNC HIS MAN IN A

PAUSIN'

lillAWX,

of

Woodlands.

The

AN ARTICLE OK INTEREST TO MAINE READERS.

In a recent article we attempted to show that
the question whether any portion of the land is
to he covered with a growth of grasses or of
trees is one that will be determined la rgely by
the nature of the soil. It appears that a coarse,
gravelly soil distributed by drift, or formed
from the decomposing rocks’ which underlie it,
is adapted by nature to the support of forest
growth, and it is only by cultivation that such
lands can be kept free of bushes and made available for the production of grass. On the other
hand, the tine soils of the western prairies,
largely composed as they are of vegetable matter, are equally well suited by nature to the
production of grass, and upon these soils forests can be started and propagated only by careful and continued husbandry. That the existence of native forests
depends largely upon the
character of the soil seems most likely from the
fact that almost
every variety of bur forest
growths has its favorite habitat, which seems
to have been selected from some peculiarity of
soil or of exposure. That the quality of the'soil
has much to do with determining the kind of
growth which covers it appears as well from
the circumstance everywhere observed that
when any one variety of trees has been removed for timber or destroyed by lire it is
regularly succeeded by a different variety, and
this difference in variety will be greater or less
according as the conditions of the soil have
been inort or less changed.
It is so common
an occurrence as to be considered as the established order of things that a growth of evergreen trees will be followed by one of broadleaved varieties whose foliage falls at every approach of winter, while the contrary result is
no less
frequently to be observed.’ In cases
where forests of any kind are completely destroyed by tire, or where the timber lias been
cut and then the lands cleared for purposes of
tillage or of pasturage, there a complete change
is commonly to lie seen in the nature of the
growth if at any time the woods are allowed to
renew themselves.
1 Ilex1 changes are
measure, to the
ing over the
seasons when the

large

pretty clearly due,

in

a

effect'produced

in burnground, fsitally fires prevail at
ground is very dry. and they
burn off so much of the better portion of the
soil, so that, upon a renewal of the forest, it
will be found that the pioneer growth first to
occupy such lands belongs to the class of trees
which thrive best in a soil having the mineral
elements in excess. Many of the level, sandy
plains of our Northern States were originally
covered with forests of the white pine, intermixed at times with some variety of oak. From
the dry ness of these lands the growth was liable to be swept off by tire, and with the growth,
there was a strong likelihood that the little vegetable mould upon the surface would be bunted. I pon these barren sands would then spring
til) tlie pitch pine—a variety which can withstand any degree of aridity in the soil, and
which will send its roots twenty feet or more
beneath the surface for the scant support it requires from tlie ground, bo well is tills variety
of tin pine adapted to the pioneer work of establishing a colony of trees upon denuded spots
that, although in its full development it attains
a height of seventy-live feet and a diameter of
thirty inches on barren lands from which all
mould lias been hurtled out. perfect specimens
of it may be found showing all marks of maturity. and evi it of age, bearing cones of ordinary
size, and prolific in seeds which arc capable of
germinating, end yet the tree itself dwarfed to
a height nt' not more than three feet, and a diatneter of less than two inches. Three or four
generations of this tree later, however, it will
produce a heavy forest growth. Tie n. when the
conditions sei m most favorable to its propagation. whim tlie decayed trunks of its progenitors
and tin fallen leaves have supplied, the surface
of the ground with a thin coating of mould, all
at once its seeds come to germinate: the whit,
pine springs tip under the shade, and reclaims
its old inheritance, instances like this are noted
to show how intimately are associated the quality of the soil and the character of the growth
upon it. Had this relation been familiar to the
arly settlers upon our wooded lands, they could
have taken the trees as an index to the soil, and
miieli of lb
land which lias been rendered
worthless In clearing might have been kept in
profitable productiveness by being devoted to
forest growth.
Atiottier circumstance which tins contributed
gn atly to change the character of our forest
growth, both'upon lands which have never
been cleared and upon the abandoned fields
and pastures which have grown up to native
woods again. I- the universal practice in this
country of allowing stock free range among the
growing timhi r. Fifty years of this treatment
will show marked results, and such results as
should effectually discourage the practice. Professor Sargent attributes to this cause greater
destruction of wood than that occasioned e\eu
by tires. Such may be the ease in sonn parts
of tin country, but in the pine-producing legions of the North and Mast this agency operates rather to change the varieties of growth
that go to make up the forests. The reasons for
this change art by no means obscure.
All tiebrowsing of cattle i» confined to broad-leaved
trees. These in the dt lieate stages of their earlv
growth are a favorite food with neat cattle,
prefern d even to grasses. The feeding upon
shrubs |>y cattle is limited to spring and early
summer, while the leaves and shoots are tender
and the abundant sap has all its sweetness. After.Inly the leaves and twigs are too dry and
hard for tempting food. The sugar of the spring
sap is less delicious in the form of woody fibre.
In the later summer and fall cattle do most
harm by breaking down the branches of the
smaller trees in wanton mischief, similar damage results from the practice of allowing swine
free range through the forests as i- still done iu
certain portions of the country. These animals
eagerly devour he mast before germination, and
thus cut otf the annual succession of trees necessary to the prolonged existence of the forest. It
will at once appear from these considerations
that the broad-leaved woods will have no chance
whatevertorenew themselves upon lands which
are thus pastured.
Wherever the browsing is
close enough to keep down all undergrowth, as
the larger trees mature and decay, the forest
must disappear and the land be left covered
only with grass.
But upon soils suited to the growth of evergreen trees the effect of close pasturing of forest lands is to change the growth from one of
broad-leaved trees, or a mixed one. to a grow tit
of exclusively narrow-leaved trees. No dometie animal browses upon the evergreen trees
except the sheep, and this only under the urgency of keen hunger in the depth of winter.
When snow-bound under the shelter of small
pines, sheep will manifest something of the peculiar habits of deer which are forced by the
deep snows in our northern woods to yard, as
it is termed: that is, the herd collects undci a
dense growth of small evergreen, and occupies
only so much ground as that over which it can
keep the snow trodden hard and smooth throughout the winter. The deer never go abroad from
this spot while the snow lies deep, blit they subsist entirely upon the leaves and bark of the
trees under which they find shelter. The injury
tints inflicted upon the young growth is very
considerable, and its effects may be traced for
years afterward. But the sheep does no browsing upon evergreen shrubs so long as proper
forage is supplied, lit Maine and New Hampshire. when the supply of hay and grain runshort in the long winter, boughs of pitch pine
or of Norway variety are sometime brought to
the barn-yard to eke out the scanty allowance
of food for tlie sheep. This is the extent to
which evergreens are fed upon by domestic
animals.
Practically they escape all injury
from the practice of pasturing forest lands.
The result of this usage, where the growth is of
a mixed character such as is
commonly met
with, is that the broad-leaved trees gradually
and
the
narrow-leaved
varieties as
disappear

in San Antonio.
this time the remain
j can buy a load now and then from the ing members ofBythe hand had become
:
neighbors.”
alarmed, and Hall suddenly paused in liis
1
“I'll think that over,”
Mr. earner ol bloodshed. For more than a \ear
! Spoopendyke. “Here's one replied
tiling certain nothing was heard of him, and the sun ivI don’t understand.
It says we should
iug objects of his hatred were beginning
vv haling ground.
test a few seed before planting; to be to think In- had
perished when he sudden"1 was coming aft one day to relieve j sure
they will germinate; but it don't, ly reappeared. This time his victim was
the wheel, and just as I was going on the
say bow to do it."
named Kindred Bose, one of the twelve,
quarter deck i accidentally dropped a
••Maybe it means to boil them,” sugquid of tobacco, i don't chew much, and gested Mrs. Spoopendyke: or perhaps but he died only after a desperate struggle. The men met one afternoon in the
tills 11::id wasn't any bigger than a pea.
y ou--"
winter of l-sn in a little village on the
The Captain happened to he standing
“Oh. perhaps you think it means to I
Mexican horde:. A street tight ensued
on
the starboard side of the quarter crack ’em with an axe to see il
they are and Bose was killed, falling from his
deck, lor'ard. when i dropped it, and lie hard ! I
s'pose you’ve got an idea you horse and dying on the street, while Hall,
saw it.
stick straws into 'em to see if they're
though wounded in three places, put
’What do you mean, sir! what do done ! Well,
you don’t; you put acid on
spurs to his louse and dashed away. The
you mean, sir, by soiling my decks with | ’em.
I'll get some acid and drop ’em in ;
friends of Rose pursued him into Texas.
such great chaws of tobacco?’ he said, and if it discolors ’em
they’re no good, The pursuit was continued three days,
much
excited.
very
and it it don’t they’re all right.
1 think friends of his former
victims joining in the
‘It was an accident, sir,’ I replied.
we ought to have some weevil
1 >r the
chase. Hall at last was run to cover, in
•It is only a very small piece. I'll pick it
pig.”
sight of his home, and near the spot
up and throw it over the side, sir.’
“1 don't know where your’re going to
‘No, sir, you shall not! It’s as large plant it," said .Mrs. Spoopendye, “unless where sixteen years before the father had
met his death.
Here Hall turned on the
as a cocoanut! Oofor'ard and get a shovit will grow with buckwheat or onions.
and fought until he was
pursuing
party
el and broom.'
You can't put it with the cabbage, be
riddled with bullets. His eldest sister was
I went for’ard, and after getting a cause the
pig and hen would light.
a horrified spectator of the tragic end of
shovel and broom, he made me sweep
“Don’t you know what weevil is?” de- her
brother. A year after she met one of
this tiny chew of tobacco into the shovel. manded .Mr.
Spoonendyke, glaring at his the party in a neighboring town; she
“
it
‘Carry
carefully for’ard, sir. and wife. “Got a notion it is some kind of was in
company with a female friend, and,
w hen you get on the t’gallant fork’s!, toss
weed for the pig to smoke, haven’t you ?
the entieaties of her companion,
despite
it as lar to lu’ard as you can, sir.’
Imagine it's gilt-edge note paper with a called the man to her, slipping her hand
“He was so polite about it I thought I
monogram for him to write on, don't you? into the
pocket of her dress as she did so.
had better accommodate him, and I went W ell, it isn’t a
swallow-tail coat or a plug
Davis,” said she, when the mat.
‘■Captain
on the t’gallant fork’s],
and just as I hat for him to
go to church in, neither! came
up, “you helped to kill iny brother;
tossed the shovel the old bark gave a You don’t
plant weevil, Mrs. Spoopen1”
heavy lurch to lu'ard. I let go the shov- dyke, any more than you do soap, clothes- take that and drawing a revolver
el. and it went spinning overboard.
SHE F1KE1) AT HIM.
or
stair-rods.
You buy it in barpins,
When 1 let go of it I threw up my hands
Davis was seriously wounded, and, in
rels, and I'll order some.”
and caught hold of the jib sheet.
If I
“1 think we ought to have some lace the contusion the girl escaped. This act
hadn't done this 1 should have followed curtains for the
front windows,” suggest- alarmed all who had taken part in the
the shovel. The captain thought I threw ed Mrs.
anxious to change death of young Hall, and they resolved
Spoopendyke,
the shovel overboard intentionally, and the conversation.
upon the extermination of the w hole famhe punished me by keeping me on deck
and we want a folding bedstead ily of Halls, of whom only three were liv“Yes,
my forenoon watch below for a week.
for the cow, and we’ve got to have a new ing -the eldest girl and two sisters. One
“Well, at last we reached the Arctic. arm chair for the pig. and I’m afraid night, after Davis’ life had been attemptYou see, we were after the right whales, those
cabbages won't do without a wet ed, the Hall homestead was surrounded
and had to go there to find them.
We nurse !”
squealed Mr. Spoopendyke. “1 by masked men. The barred doors were
cruised for a long time before we saw a
suppose I've got to hire a man to see that broken down and the three girls were
blow, and once or twice the old hooker the meadow don’t
go fishing on Sunday, mercilessly murdered. The assassins then
came near getting ripped in the ice.
If and
upset
your religious notions. <>h, tired the house and disappeared. The
this had happened she would have been
you’re a farmer’s wife, you are. If I had tragedy caused a sensation, but the exsquashed as Hat as a pancake.
time to write an index to you and get planation was made by interested parties
“One day, about this time, the lookout some
dodgasted hinder to lit you up with that Indians or greasers had murdered
in the cro’nest sang out ‘land ho!’
the girls, plundered the house, and then
a liy-leaf, you’d make a whole agricult“The captain was surprised, for he ural
set it on lire. This was
report.”
generally acceptdidn’t, expect to see land hereabouts,
And Mr. Spoopendyke shot into the ed, and only lately have the facts in the
lie sent the mate aloft to see what he house and to
bed, while his wife, having case leaked out.
could make out of it.
He hadn’t been
all the oil lamps into buckets of watput
aloft long when lie hailed the deck and
er, so they couldn’t explode during the
Remarkable Deal in Wiiist.- At
reported the land to lie a large floating night, fell asleep, dreaming that the
the Cuvier club house, Cincinnati, Clay
island.
steadily increase.
cabbage patch had eloped with the on“
‘A what, sir?’ replied the captain,
Farmers often observe, and not seldom deions, while the cow and the pig had died Culbertson, Jerry Kiersted, Alexander
plore, that their woodlands are rapidly changastonished.
of
and
the
windmill
weevil,
had
and
E.
G.
Webster
abandon
entered
inStarbuck,
“
ing to what they call black growth, leaving
‘A big floating island, sir!' replied ed
agricultural pursuits and started off to a game of whist. After the first hand them destitute of hard wood for fuel or other
the mate.
while the owners have not the shrewdness
uses,
through Ohio preaching the gospel, had been played, Mr. Webster, whose to discover
“
‘You’re crazy, sir!
a cause which is obvious enough to
Who ever heard
turn it was to deal, took the cards, shuf[lliooklyn
Eagle.
the unprofessional looker-on. Perhaps, howof a floating island in the Arctic Ocean ?
fled them, and after they had been cut ever. this unreadiness to find out
the reason
Take another look, sir,” angrily said the
j
by Mr. Kiersted, dealt. Each player, as for the change that is noticed arises from our
contain.
The Doc Fish.—The picked dog lisLi he
common
reluctance to trace to our own acts or
arranged his cards, appeared to he
‘It’s a whale, sii!' sang out the mate (sqalus Americanus),
management the causes of evils from which we
caught in such vast laboring under some unusual excitement. suffer.
From
what lias been shown to follow
in a seared kind of a voice.
numbers on the Maine coast, are valued Mr.
Culbertson, whose turn it was to the indulgence to stock of allowing it free range
“
‘That’s more like it, sir. 1 smell him for their oil—each liver being valued at
play, and who generally is very prompt through our woodlands, it will be plain to all
now,’ said the captain.
about a cent apiece—and sold to tanners; in
placing his card on the table, delayed how it happens that the old worn-out lands of
“Smelt him ?” inquired the Doctor.
the skins are also used for many purposes
tlie play until Mr. Starbuck broke the New Kngluml. no matter how closely they may
lx- fed, will yet grow up rapidiy to’pine’s and
“Yes, smelled him,” replied Chips. The writer was fortunate in observing ominous silence which
prevailed by ex- spruces, and hemlocks and firs, with not a tree
“Don’t you know that these old whalers some of the habits ot these fish
during the claiming. “Gentlemen, I have the most of a broad-leaved sort among them. [Boston
can tell when a whale is around before
past summer at Ogunquit, and the dam- remarkable whist hand 1 ever hold. I Advertiser.
they can see him ! Then how do they age they produce upon the fisheries of hold Id hearts.” “And I,” remarked Mr.
do it ii they don’t smell him ? The
cap- this State can hardly be computed. They Culbertson, “hold equally as remarkable
A PitESin 1 EiiT.vN Indeed. Yarmouth,Nova
tain called the mate down from aloft, and seemed to
appear till at once in such vast a hand. 1 have Id spades.”' “And I,” Scotia, has a witty and wide-awake Presbytethe bark was steered for the big whale. numbers that the
rian elder ol' pronounced Scotch antecedents,
great bay at Wells was nervously said Mr. Kiersted, “have the who.
although a persistent advocate of the
When we got w ithin a quarter of a mile fairly alive with them. One
l.d
diamonds.” “Of course, 1 hold the Id "Westminster Confession, will occasionally,
Wednesday,
of him, the boats were lowered and we four hundred
of
pounds
cod, hake, etc., trumps,” quickly chimed in the dealer, for convenience’sake and from an innate love
of social religious intercourse, attend the meet[Hilled toward him. I tell you he was a were caught in a few hours, and three Mr. Webster. To say the
players were
fish.'
Ilis
of his Methodist brethren.
back loomed up like a da\s later the men gave up fishing, and
big
excited at such an expose of the ings
unduly
At a recent prayer-meeting of the latter body
mountain, and he appeared to be a mile went dog Ashing for the livers. Not an hand but
feebly expressed their mental of Christians that was held as preparatory to a
edibie lislt could be had for love or money. condition at the time. The
long!”
conversation centennial service in commemoration of the
“Fo’ gwacious," exclaimed the; Doctor. The water seemed alive with the
dog Ash that ensued relative to this unexpected progress of Methodism in Nova Scotia, the
“Didn't we feel scared when our boat
minister dwelt eloquently upon the
-ninety nine per cent, being females— event in whist among the players and presiding
wonderful growth and prosperity of the Methgot near him !” Chips continued. “I'd a all with young (August 20tli) nearly' members, as
in during the odist Church, and of its great founder, John
they
dropped
given three months pay to be back on ready to be produced (alive); they breed,
afternoon, was decidedly animated. No Wesley, lie also expressed thankfulness that
the bark.
When the boats got near however, at any time. So
savage were one had ever heard of holding such hands to-day there were one hundred and nine Methenough, the mate he says to the second they that they hit at oars, the keel of the in whist. A case occurred in a Boston club odist ministers in Nova Scotia.
The meeting thus very naturally assumed a
mate, ‘Mr. Toby, pull your boat ahead, boat, or at tlie sail when hanging over. a year or so
ago where a player held the denominational character, and the minister
and throw the iron. What are you hold- When the trawls came in it was often
Id trumps, and also a similar case in a asked our good Presbyterian brother to lead in
ing hack for ?’ Then the second mate he found that they had eaten each other, and New \ ork club, but aside from these two prayer at the close. The elder complied, and
after thanking the Lord formally good things
says to the mate, ‘Mr. Ilium, you pull it man’s life would he in the greatest dan- no one could
report such hands as these.
lie had just heard ‘‘about this branch of /ion.’’
ahead and throw the iron.
What are ger by accidentally falling overboard, and
lie added, with much depth of feeling, “O Lord,
you holding hack for V Then the mate several eases are current of loss of life
A Hotel Man’s Luck.
we thank Thee for John Wesley, but weespecialhe got red in the face, and he says, give under such circumstances. Some idea can
ly thank Thee for ■fnlm Kiin.r; we thank Thee for
Mr. J. (I. Tyler, chief clerk at the Union the hundred and nine Methodist ministers in our
be gathered of the vast numbers of these
way, boys—who’s afraid f
Depot. Hotel, Ogden, had rheumatism in the !
but we especially thank Thee for the
“We were all afraid, and he knew it, Ash by the fact that from the small
village muscles of the chest and left shoulder. By ap- country,
hundred and thirteen Presbyterian ministers who
but as he didn’t dare return to the bark of Ogunquit about twelve boats
the
Great
German Remedy three days he are
the Word of Life throughout our
(dories) plying
before trying to harpoon the whale, we went out daily, and were Ailed to the realized complete restoration, and he is of the land.preaching
.1 >nen.’’
that
there
is
to
mustered up courage to pull the boat water’s edge in a few
the
St.
opinion
nothing equal
Presbyterianism will not lose anv lustre by
hours, so that in Jacobs Oil for
pain. The Great German Rem- that earnest elder, even in a Methodist prayernear enough for him to dart the
harpoon. this one spot over Ave thousand were edy is also a specific
for burns and sprains. meeting. [Editor’s Drawer, in Harper's MagaIt stiuck the whale squarely in the back.
brought in daily for several weeks.
[Salt Lake (Utah) Tribune.
zine for January.
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Bible

authentic. Pliny, who wrote about A.
HO, describes a machine used in some parts
of Haul, a sort of a cart pushed instead of being drawn by oxen. The cartjearried a box,
across the forward end of which was attached
a series of lingers, probably sharpened on the
i>.

1.

edges, and closely resembling a comb. This being pushed on to standing grain stripped off the
heads, which were caught iu the box. The celebrated bending machines of the West are simply reproductions of this one described, substituting reciprocating for stationary knives.
It is somewhat strange that this idea should
remain dormant for 1700 years. It was not

Society.

This national ami catholic organization lias
been engaged for sixtv-six years in circulating
the Holy Scriptures without note or comment.
it ha- listributed above forty millions of copie in more than eighty languages or dialects;
thus reaching by it* ministrations every <|tiarter of the globe.’
Not a few of these volumes have been granted gratuitously to mission churches. Sabbath

until 17*t; that Mr. Pitt

suggested a machine
revolving knives pushed against the grain,
and several reaping machines were built upon
this plan, or similar to it. In likJSiMr. Ogle, of
England, invented the reciprocating knife. This
machine had tin cutting apparatus at the .«'</•. a
reel to gather the grain, and a platform on
which it fell, which tilted to drop the gavel.
with

schools, hospitals, and asylums.
It lias prepared at great expense

the entire
Bible in raised letters for the blind.
it lias supplied hundreds of thousands of
volumes to immigrants
landing upon our
shores, and hundreds of thousands more to the
freedmen, and lias paid especial attention to
the spiritual wants of the North American Indians.
Its publications are furnished to those who
wish to purchase them at the mere cost of manufacture, and at ten tier cent, below cost to
auxiliary societies and dealers in hooks. Tims
the benevolent features of the Society's work
arc manifest, not in it* grants onlv. but also in
its sales.
Ii conducts an extensive system of col portage, not less than I TO persons being at present
employed in this service in our own country,
ami i’ll in foreign lands.
The Society is now engaged for the fourth
time in the genera! supply of the i’nited States
with the Scriptures. Many of the auxiliaries
of the Society are co-operating in tiiis work,
and contributions to their respective treasuries
ought to he larger than usual, that they may
not only lie able to accomplish efficient work at
home, but also have a considerable surplus to
aid the general work of the Parent Society at
tin’s period of increased expenditure.
it is hoped that individuals and churches accustomed to forward contribution' ilire -fly to
the Bible House, will feel disposed to continue
and enlarge their offerings, and that others,
who have not recently or ever assisted tile Society, impressed by the important hearing of
the present enterprise upon the welfare
the
land, will gladly sustain it by their hearty sympathies, their fervent prayer*, and their gi ncrous

Thus it

of

rally claimed to be inventors of valuable improvements. the most important of which was
that of IP soy, who patented the open guard
in

posed

McCormick

his inventions with
so

that he was

be the first inventor.

vigor and
generally supImprovements

this patent that most of the (so-called) flexible
bar mowing machines are built. Krom lN6t> to
1870

a

series of patents

w* re

issued which revo-

lutionized the whole tt'-xiblc bar system, and
this with tie- Morgan draft, are the patents
under which tin* Meadow King-Ce,,* is built;
a sleeve revolving on a tilting arm. which i- also
the shaft supporter, making t e eutti r bar flexible and conforming to tie- surface freely an t
independently; knife running iu any p sition.
James

G.

Blaine

for

1884.

The San Francisco Argonaut after editorially
reviewing the result of the fall elections says*:
And now, is not tic logical outcome of till
this the nomination of James G. Blaine as the
next Republican candidate for tic- Presidency?
lb has. ii i> true, d« !:. 1» d that lc* i> no longer
ambitious. W** ran well understand his feelings in view of hi> past history, for he is the
most distinguished victim of this conspiracy.
II. ui, tin* first
martyr to The national machine
aft* r it had attained the distinction of being
run by a Presidential boss.
Six years ago he
would have been nominated if Rosv Conk ling
had not intrigued against him. Two years ago
he would have bet n nominated if bosses < oiikbng. < 'atm-ron and Logan had not combined for
his defeat. He was e.vpel **<{ from the < abinet
by Boss Arthur. These political persecutions
havi empha-iz* d his popularity.
Hi'* distinguished ibility is not questioned. IIB distinguished party and national service B confessed.
Ills foi''ign policy lias been vindicated. His
patriotism and integrity arc challenge'! by no
loyal or hom-st man. He B beloved and D*»noi- d
by tb" iii!i"*'s of ih" Republican party
above any man in it. and. in our judgment, he
B tie* only Republican statesman who can unite
and enthuse the party as it' Presidential candidate in Is" 1 sufficiently to make an election possible.
Arthur, <irant. Colliding. Logan and
< .micron arc no longer a\ailable.
A military
man w*
will not have. Slc rmun B vain and
sliallow. and i' not a Republican. If r. R.
>Yas!ibunie, of Illinois, could overcom* tin* influence of Logan and i "at the local machine, he
would he available: would he strong with the
Germans, by reason of liB 'pi. ndid *i rvirf ;is
minist* r to France during the Fnmco-Prussian
war.
lianRon. of Indiana. !' perhaps availa!»h*. 1L would not he popular upon this roast,
<> t lii' vnb-s
ivasdll
by
Upon the * llillC'C qm*stion. but i' oih-awi'c a fairly ivpp-rntamr
R« publican, Cornell. of New York, is within
the category of possible candidates, if tic* f.-ud
in that Mate an be adjust'd. Beyond tlii' list
there arc dark horses.
But tin- party is not in
position to again become entlui'iastie over an
unknown nobody: nor, in our judgment. will
tin* party again submit to tin sacritice of a
prominent statesman, like Blaine, because be is
not satisfactory to tlie ambitious manage) -, who
> unable to attain a nomination.
are tin•ms> !\

is made for some-

thing, and even cockroaches have been found
efficacious in the materia tnediea. but we
have yet to find a scientist who ran explain
what pillow shams are made for.
[Philadelphia News.

Monterey, Mcx., is
see vvliat
they

to have street ears.
We
want of street ear-,
if a
to go. he would walk three
to catch a mustang, and
dit

Minister llannihal Hamlin is home.
MilliRussel! Young is routing home, and
Minister C: i'gent wants to c nue. somehow tieglitter of foreign courts never can take tin
place of American buckwheat rales and pumpkin pa
in the winter season.
Philadelphia
News.
ter. lobe

Ib was a pretty rlo-e man. without doubt.
At breakfast lie ,an an egg in two and guvs tie
in vv hired man one-half of it.
Tie help at" it
and held out hi- plate for mere.
"What!"
ga-ped the host, "want a hull egg!" "Of
eoiir-i
1 do." said the man. Tie bo>- stared
hlankly at him a moment, and then pushing the
ha If-egg across the table snappishly cried.
“Take it, eat it and kill yourself!"
flic man
ate it. and is still alive.
[Hailey's Httdget.
Deaf

to

much

machines as

that allowed tin* cutter bar to be elevated. This
was known as the hinged cutter bar.
The
•/
u ,<t. It is under
elevation was only to a

The Wheeling Register assures us that there
is no valid reason why a man should not live a
hundred years." True enough. It is (lie invalid rea-oiis which reduce the average longev ity,
[bowel! ( ourier.

The

reaping

and up to 1851 over
3000 patents had been granted on various attachments and devices, very few of which were
of any practical use. In 1853a patent was issued

[Philadelphia Clironiele-IIerald.

[I'ond

built

fjtjsljowcd improvements,

"Is there any certain cure foi wrinkles?"
asks a Southern girl.
Yes, sis. there is.
Die
if you
young, and yen'll never have wrinkles,
don't know how to die. call in a doctor.
Philadelphia Chremit lc Herald.

Mexican had a mile
miles the other wav
saddle it and ride to his destination.
l.ac Reporter.

pushed

success, so

Kvery day proves the power of the press.
The merchant who advertised for a bov vesterday. found a male baity on his steps init eve-

do not

Hussey

18.'!;!. and was successful.

a

in 1834

Fun.

everything

1847.

early

The interchange of Christmas presen.s in
many eases means the giving something you
can't alldrd in return for something vou don't
want.
[Wilmington Gazette.

It is -aid that

54 years ago that a machine was

Maine, built a combined reaper and thresher.
Hi- was followed by others, in part, who seve-

In some places a young man is not thought
much of unless he owns a building lot. < hit of
site, out of mind. [New Orleans Picayune.

ning.

was

having «U the essentials of our reapers of
to-day. Ep to this time xperiments were contined to England, hut in Ih-jo Samuel Love, of
in use

gifts.

Lots

recent invention.

as are

-———
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History of Mowing Machines.

Landlord.

I'oker Hill" tells id' a boarding-boils, keeper
who is afflicted with a very convenient degree
of deafness, lie |i. ars only wher. it is I'-r his
advantage to do -o.and apt to misuuders'and
to hi- own iiiterest. Hill giv es tin follow iug i ustallee
| this perv el'sity :
"Wli
1 vv, lit in in
breakfast yesterday
niornii,.. i went up to the counter and asked
my landlord it anybody had called to ask for

Tin: Mist mi s <u
\
Mi an Man. ••nhiic:inn
1 wonder what a mean man think- about
wlll‘11 111* goes !o bed.” '.*l\s Burdette, in tii
Haw k* /
“Win ii In
mi ns out
iics down.
Wien tic* darkm*" dost in about
me.
him. and lie B alone, ami comp* lied to be hon;.h at
"says the landlord: 'i: will 0, hist
es! with himself, and not a bright 1 bought. not
the cud of this vv• k.
a generous impulse, not a manly aci.noi a word
••
"■•aid I : 'lias there been a man here to
ol blessing, not a grateful look color* to bless
me this morning
a one-eyed malt!-'
him again; not a penny dropp' d into the out'Glad you want to pay it now : 1 nerd mo- !
stretched palm of poverty, nor tin* halm of a
ney very badly.' -ays my landlord.
loving word dropped into an aching heart: no
"Then I yelled:
11 as any body asked form,
'Unb> ains of encouragement a-i u, ai a ''nigthis morning?'
lib*. tli«-strong right hand ol fellowship
"'No. I don't want to site you, hut I -hall gling
o his fe**t :
r ach' d out to hclp'jim fall u man
expect tie money next Monday, sure,' say-my
when Horn of tic
come h> him as the *God
landlord,
hlc's you' of the depart* d day. how hr must
‘All right, I'll pay you,' yelled I.
ha'e himself.
How In* must try t<> roll away
You needn't yell' in that way.
I'm a little
from himself ami s!<*rp on tin* otic r 'id** of tin*
deaf, 1 know but I can still hear it thunder,'
be*l;wh**n tin* only victory he can think of is
says my landlord.
*ome mean \ ietory. in whi* li I. Ini' wrong« <l a
"Then comes in another boarder, and -ay s to
neighbor. No wundiT In■ always -iiei-rs wlc u
the landlord: 'Good morning.'
In* tries to 'inil*
ll*>w pur* and fairaml g-> »«1
i
‘I'll see in a minute.' -ay- tlie landlord ;
all the rest of tic world must look to him. ami
believe it's only about Sto-o it goes nil, right
how cheerless ami
lii'ty and dreary must his
along.
own path appear.
W hy. even one lone, B« *t“Pm going to pay tip next Monday.' said
ed act of meanness is enough to scatter crack* r
Hill, "and you bet I'll never stop with another crumbs in tin* he*l of the a\ lag*
man.
deaf landlord-not if I know it!"
[Virginia and what must be tic* h* lings of.ordinary
a man whose
City. Nev.. Kutcrprise.
whole life i' given up to mean actWhen
then* i' 'O much Miffi-ring ami heartache ami
Kissi.m; rm Hnnn.. Then- i> a popular
in tic* world, anyhow, why should you
notion, says Harper's Weekly, that it i- the misery
add on* pound of wi»,kedm*'s or sadiu" f<» the
privilege of the elcrg\ man who lit * the knot to g'-m-rai burden? Don't be imam my boy. Sufbe the tirst to kiss tin- bride on the cnuc!u*i *u
fer injustice
thousand times rather than comof the ceremony. Mr. Henderson. in hi* “Folkmit it olice.”
Lore of the Northern ( oiintie*,” relate* how a
clergyman. a stranger in the neighborhood, afTin following story of four boys, which tin'
ter performing a marriage in a Yorkshire vil( "•nsiitutiop.
is worth a
Atlanta
lage, was surprised to set* the party keep to- whole (tin.) of boohs for print’s,
the edification of
library
gether as if expecting something. “What are
s"
four ho;,
started a T w years
youth : "Tin
you waiting for?” he asked at last. “Please,
l’li<mad) ten ""ills
ago selling newspapers.
sir.” was the bridegroom's answer, “you’ve no
apiece ill" tirst morning they wi lit to work, and
kissed Molly." Not many years ago, we are
for two winters thereafter they went, barctold how a fair lady from the county of Dur- ;
the snow and sleet in the ftvizham, who was married m the south of England j footed, through
: ing dawn, on their morning rounds.
From the
so undoubtedly reckoned for the clerical salute
very tirst they saved a certain per"'ntagi of
that, after waiting for it in vain, -lie boldly took
their earnings, which they wisely invested in
the initiative, and bestowed a kiss on the much
Atlanta real estate. The oldest of them is turn
amazed south-country vicar. The practice, too,
eighteen yt ars of ag>. and the young) si twelve.
was in years past much kept up in S-otland. and
They have supported an in\ alid father and their
is referred to in the following old song, in
mother dl tin- time, and now have proper!
which the bridegroom, addressing the minister,
worth considerably over sC>,oi)o. bouses from
says:
which tin lent i' sgi
montb. and s2nu stock
It’s no very decent for you to he kissing;
ina building ami loan association. They have
It does not look wee I in the black coat ava;
edit ated themselves the meanwliile, remaining
’Twould have set you far better tae hue gi’en your
from school ibis year in order Unit tiny might
blessing
work the harder and build a home for their paThan thus hv such tricks to he breaking the law.
rents that i' to have a front parlor and a hay
Dear Wattie, quo’ Itobin, it’s just an old custom.
aii' the thing that is common should ne’er he ill
window in it. These liuje fellows haw been
ta’en;
carriers, newsboys, errand boys and apprenFor where ye arc wrong, if ye had na ha’ wished
tices about the ('(institution office, and one of
him,
them is now assistant mailing clerk. Their net
You should ha’ been first.
It’s yoursel’ is to
savings from their sab and salaries. exclusive
blame.
of their rents, lias been 82b a week for this
It has been suggested that this custom may be
year. Next year they can do better, and by the
a relie of the osculum pacis, or the presentuiion
iime the oldest of the brothers is of age the;
of the Pax to the newly married pair. Mr.
ought to haw a comfortable little fortune.’'
Henderson also inform* u> that some years ago
it was customary in Ireland for the clergyman
opposition ro an 1 ncup vscii hr i'v on Tin
to conclude tin* marriage ceremony with the
IT.a I Ps. Dealers in aimed tisli are a good deal
words, “Kiss your wife,” and occasionally “the
the proposition to raise tile.duty
bride-groom was hard put to prevent one or exercised over
on tin plates from 1 1-lu to 2 cents a pound, an
other of liis companions from intercepting the
increase of nearly lob per cent. This, the
salute designed for himself."
claim, will he a serious blow to the canned
goods interest all over tin- country, and will
There is still room for the school-master in
benefit no one. Tin plati arc almost wholly
the Pine Tree State. Tin* eensu* bureau has
made abroad, and do not come into competiissued a bulletin containing tin* statistics or illitc
tion with any domestic manufacture. Tin* canracy a* returned at the tenth census, and the
ning industry lias grown enormously within
showing Maine makes is not very flattering to tlie
past few w ars, and the annual product is
our pride.
Hut, ugly a* the figures look, our
n includes
estimated to lie about sob.doo.oub.
percentage of know-nothings is small when the
of fruits and vegetables, as well
compared with that of other States. It should as allpreserving
kinds of tish. with numerous other artibe much smaller than it is. even. That it is so
cles of food. Large factories for canning tisli
large is hut another evidence that our common have been established
along the coast of Maine
school system needs overhauling, and some feaas well as in this vicinity by Boston capitalists,
sibh plan evolved by which all classes shall be
made t" share our educational advantages. The and the business gives employmi nt to a very
large number of people. The increased tax
Tiegreatest danger to the state i* illiteracy.
would greatly enhance the cost of the goods
statistics for Maine arc as follows:
and materially interfere with the consumption.
Persons of 10 years of age and upward,
510,000
Petitions against the increased ta x are in circulaUnable to read,
18,000 tion
among the tisli trade, and the general opinUnable to write,
22,170
ion is if any change were made in tie'duty on
Whit*' persons 10 year* of age and upward, 5!s,on
l nablo to write,
tin
plates it should he on a lower instead of a
21,758
Native whites ten year* and upward,
4*5:5.158
higher scale. [Boston Journal.
Unable to read,
8,775
Foreign born whites, it) years and upward, 54,85:5
.V Harmonious Ciiukuh. A New HampUnable to write,
12,98.5
Colored persons lOytars and upward,
1.058 shire correspondent of the Boston Journal says:
The society at Webster, wliicli is now over
412
Unable to write,
7s years old. lias had only two pastors. The
first was Rev. Kbeuezer Price, who was Iiorn in
The New Biuxswick Smei.t Fisiikky.
Our market is now well supplied with fresh
Newlniryport. Sept. If. 1771. He was graduated
froth Dartmouth College in ]7itti; studied
smelts, and the wholesale price is down to f>
cents a pound.
The hulk of these tish come theology under Rev. Klihu Thayer, D. I >.. <■!'
from the Provinces. The} are caught largely
Kingston; began his labors a- a minister of the
on the north shore of New Brunswick, in the
Gospel at Belfast, Me., March, 17!*ti. and was
vicinity of tin' mouth of the Miramichi Hirer. called to Boseawen (now Webster) Sept. 2(>,
tsii!. He maintained his pastoral relation here
The season there for taking these tish in nets i>
limited l»v law to the time between November until May 10. 1K!7. almost 33 years. ••Father"
Price
was widely known outside of the pulpit
loth.
loth and February
The fishing is done
through holes in the ice with bag nets at the as a historian and as one actively interested in
( ltd of long poles.
The tishtng is carried on at
public affairs. In 1323 lie published a chrononight. The average catch per man for several logical register of Boseawen. a valuable work,
nights a week ago was over half a ton, and and now difficult lo obtain. He was the author
some men had two tons each.
The fishermen of the letter to Daniel Webster which elicited
get from one to three cents a pound, according his reply to his New Hampshire neighbors, botli
of which are to lie found in the published corto the size of their fish and the state of the
market, and many of them make $200 or $300 respondence of Mr. Webster. Rev. Mr. Price
during the season. In marketing the fish, the also preached the funeral sermon of Rev. Samuel Wood, I). D., of the First Congregational
old custom was to send all to Boston and New
York, whence they were distributed to smaller Church of Boseawen, who tilted Daniel Webster
for College.
places. Hereafter the catch will be frozen,
stored and shipped with due regard to the
When a man cheats himself, ho is one of the
weather and the market, and sent to different
cities bv the local merchants in New Bruns- worst victims of misplaced confidence. [Whitehall Times.
wick. t^oston Journal.
s
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Maine

Matters.

MAINE CENTRAL STOCK.

The Supreme Court at Rockland adjourned
Dec. 29. The last two days were devoted to
liquor eases. Six prominent sellers were found
guilty. Three eases go up on exceptions. Of
the fifteen other indictments brought against
Rockland liquor sellers, six go up on demurThere were
rer; the balance are continued.
sixteen divorces decreed during the term.
Portland is trying to find how she can protect
her water front at a reasonable expense.
The Bangor police have pretty thoroughly
wiped out the faro banks in that city.
The date for Governor-elect Robin’s reception
in Lewiston has been fixed upon for Feb. 1.
At Dexter, Dee. 28th. Kate I.yford. aged
four years, was burned to deatli by her clothes
taking fire.
it is said th at over GOO deer have been killed
in Maine this season. Close time begins January
1st.
The Governor and Council have pardoned
Michael Brophy. in the State Prison for larceny,
lie is in helpless consumption.
Elijah Lord, aged about fifty, unmarried, was
found Thursday morning, frozen to death near
the Eastern Railroad, near Conway Junction,
lie had been drinking.
The Machias I'uion estimates the yah eofthe
deer killed in the last twelve weeks in Washington county, from Dcnnvsville to Steuben, at

The I.cwiston Journal nas interviewed a
gentleman who is an authority on stocks, investments etc.
We quote as follows:
THE NEW LEGISLATE RE.
Some money has been made on Maine Central.
One year ago you could buy any amount of
The Maine Fanner of last week contained the
Maine Central fords. For the last three months
following interesting statistics in relation to the it has been selling freely at 75 to SOL Some of
it>
of
Maine
the
gathered by
speculators let their stock go, after that
Sixty-first Legislature
dividend was declared. Others held on and proeditor, Howard Owen, Fsq., for bis forthcompose to hold on. It is said by men who believe
ing volume of Biographical Sketches for ]ss.3, themselves "hiside," that the road will pay anwhich will be issued in a few days;
other dividend on the 15th of next February and
the stock w ill go up to par. i believe that the
‘•The compiler has biographies of 2s of the
road can continue to pay dividends. Here is one
31 members of the Senate. There are 2N Reitem -last year, the road laid out $150,000
publicans and 3 National (iroenbaekers. The big
oldest members an* lion. Seward B. Hume, of for new steel rails; this year it will have to lay
Washington county, and lion. Janu s \V. Clark, piit hut soO.ouu. I know men in this city who
have been told by insiders to hold on to their
of nxfurd county, who are each fill years of age.
The youngest member is Hon. Truest M. (*nod- stock till it goes up to par. It is reported that
1’ayson Tin ker is a large holder of Maine Cenal!. of York county, who i> 21). Five an from
tral stock. The most daring speculator whom I
:»o to 40 years of age. twelve from 40 t*> bo. six
from bo to E»o and tive from 00 to To. Five of know, i' a young man in this city who bought
the number* wen* horn out of the State; nine s-jn.nnu of Maine Central on pure cheek. He
didn't have a dollar of his own to buy it w ith,
w epe born in the towns w!a n the\ now reside.
Six an- graduates of colleges and the remainder but borrowed sTO.OOt! of a hank and gave the
stock
ill pledge to the bank besides his note. lie
wen* educated at the people's college, the comdidn't buy (ill the stock was up in the 70s, but
mon schools.and tin* higher seminaries of learning. Twenty-two ha\e had legislative experi- if he should sell out to-day he would make a
handsome thing on nothing, lie holds his stock
< Mini' facts are
ence. twenty-five arc married.
and belie vi allot her dividend is coming. 1 know
given a> follows :
a Lewi-ton
w ho bought 25 shaft s at
PROFESMuX OR 0< VF l’ATI< »N.
j till an 1 sold gentleman
at mi to !!(>. 1 am acquainted with a
Merchants.s Farmers.3 i
in the eastern part of the State, who
Manufacturers.4 I.a\v\ ers.3 gentleman
ow ns 1.0(10 shares of Maine Central, and who
Master Mariner, Lumberman. Painter, Treashas bought fin shares within a few months,
urer, in railroad business, Ice Healer. Mill
pay ing 75 to s5 for it. lie has about 600 shares
Agent, Farmer aiaI Teacher, station Agent,
that didn't cost him more than 10 to 12. If the
Meivlmnt and Farmer, Lumber Merchant
and Manufacturer, lv itur and Pul ,:slier..l each
stock continues to go up. his profits will be
NEWS AND GOSSIP FROM ALL OVER TIIE STATE
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Lilu-ral. i

I’aptiM.1

Tin Farmers Institute under the auspices of
the Maine board of agriculture', in connection
with tin West Winthrop Farmers' club, was
held in Winthrop Wednesday. A large delegation of prominent agriculturists wore present.
There will probably lie more railroad business
before the legislature tliis winter than has been
before that body for several years. The indications arc that the session will be long and inter-

enormous.

11KUGIOX.

(NMiirregatituialist

$5000.

*W< also learn from these >k> tehis tliai the
has succeeded in getting returns fr«;m
all but seven of tlie one hundred and tifty-om
members of the lower branch. The polite i
enmplexioil Of the present Hollse is a< Yellow :
Kepublicans. lob: National (ireonhaeks. ]•»;
Democrats. 20; total. Idl. of the members
from whom complete returns are p*eei\ed. : tie
following interesting tact- are collated: He
oldest member is Hev.‘Alfred K. Ives, of l.'astilie*, who i> 73. The youngest members an< harl* >
II. Prescott. J N<p. of Biddeford, the
editor and publisher of the Biddeford Journal,
and Hayward Peirce. 1N<).. »f Frankfort, who
are each 2d.
Five of the members are between
2" and 30 years of age, thirty bet ween Jo and 4<».
sixty-three between 40 and do, twenty-nine between do and oo. fifteen between 0*0 and To. and
two between 70 and so.
All but fourteen were
l*orn in the Slate; fifty-eight are natives of the
towns they now represent: thirty-one have legislative experience: twenty-seven received a
<
ollegintc education, and the remainder were
educated at the common and high schools and
academies.
There are twenty-one single men or widowers in the lower branch.
All the multitudinous
occupations or professions ar> embraced, the
tanners, a> usual, leading the van.
other sta- j
tistics are given as follows :

compiler

>

The engagement of Colonel John J. ( oppingof the i nitial States Army, and Miss Alice
Stanwood Blaine, eldest daughter of ex-Secretary Blaine is formally announced. It is rumored
that the marriage will take place in February
next in Washington.
Judge Samuel K. Gilman, for many years a
prominent citizen of Ilallowell. Me..' died on
Tuesday, Dec. 2(ith. aged over s4 years. As long
ago as is-27 Mr. Gilman was collector of the port
of Castiue. He was four years a member of the
legislature from Ilallowell. where he practiced
law many years and was judge of the municipal
court 19 years.
Judge Goddard of Portland thinks there will
be an increase of population during the next
decade in the manufacturing centres of Biddcford. Saco, Auburn, Portland. Cape Elizabeth.
Decring. Westbrook. Brunswick and Lewiston,
and in the farming regions of the St. John valley. and a decrease in the rest of the state of
Maine.
The trial of .Joseph Henderson, charged with
the murder of Wellington McDaniel at Moose
ri'.er in September, took place at Skowhegan
Wednesday. Thursday, the jury brought in a
verdict of murder in the second degree. Judg
Barrows then sentenced him to imprisonment
for life.
The girls at the Maine Industrial School, Hal
lowell, spent Christmas day and evening with
joy ful interest, till receiving presents from the
well loaded tree prepared and arranged for
their benefit. The many friends of the school
contributed liberally to make these children
happy, furnishing useful and fancy articles,
dolls, toys, confectionary, toilet articles, perfumery. books, Christmas cards, etc., in great
variety and abundance.

The features of special interest to Maine in
which the tariff has bet n changed by the Commission and the < ommittcc on ways and means,
are as follows : Lumber of all kinds is reduced
from 20 pi r cent, to 15 per cent, ad valorem:
] otators. butter, oats and wool arc practically
unchanged; hay (which the tariff commission
report would have put on the free list) is $1.50
pi ( ton: and potato starch and all other starch
is 2ets per 111. w. ich is a reduction of a half a
ci n; "ii wheat
siareh, and no change on potato
starch. The commission report made no distinetion between the duly on oranges and lemons u Ii- thi i- packed in foreign or American boxes. V i he instance of tli" delegation from Maine,
whim state has a large trade in packing boxes,
tlie way- and means committee have decided to
make a discrimination of 4 cents per box in favor
American boxes. The commission repent'd in favor of admitting Canadian wood
and ele mieal pulp free, lmt the delegation from
Maim which State lias extensive manufactures
"l wood puip. have asked the committees of the
senate and House to retain a duty of 15 percent,
now 20 per cent.) as most of the chemicals)
which liter i
production have a duty of 25
per cent, and no other articles advanced in
liiamilut tiiie are put on the free list. [Lewiston
.lournal.
I
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lioi lit \M>. Dee. 27. The ease of Harwell it
Da\ i-Tillson. on trial in tlie supreme
( "lil t during the
past week, resulted to-day in
1' A I I'|\.
Pin >FKSSI(>\ < Hi <H<
a
verdict for the defendant. The plaintiffs alFarmers'..4<
leged that in 1*73. Tillson contracted with them
■!
Farmers amt Mechanics.
to transport all granite for the St. Louis custom
Fanners and Merchant-.
house in Ye,-el from Hurricane Island to Ha 1
7
Farmers and Lumbermen.
timoiv; that after about himio of the total 15.000
Farmers and Surveyors
Farmer and Granite worker. Farmer a id
tons wen- carried. Tillson shipped the balance
Manufacturer, Farmer and Teacher, Far
ti'oin Rockland by rail. The writ claimed a
mer and Blacksmith, Farmer and Stone Mabreach of contract: also two small items, one
son..I each j
being for balance due oil a general average ad-<> i
Lawyers.
justment. and damages at $30,000. The jury re1Merchants.
turned a Ai-rdiet of $301 for the plaintiffs, that
h
Manufacturers..
being Ih" amount of the general average adjustPhysicians and Surgeons.
J
ment, and independent of the alleged contract
Lumber ManuPs and Dealer-.
1
to freight the-tone.
Clergymen.
Could and Robinson for
Merchants and Manufacturer.-*.
tli" plaintiffs.
I.ittlelield for the defendant.
Tanners.
A later ih -patch says: In the case of Harwell
Kditor and Publisher, Civil Kngineer. surA t o. \-. Tillson, reported Thursday, the failveyor, Teacher. Master Mariner, < onmivrure to recover damages for a breach of contract
<*ia 1 Traveller, Black.-mith, Milwright, some
in carrying stone was on account of the ruling
( utter,
Mechani'-, Paymaster, Boardinghouse Keeper, Hotel Proprietor. Fugii.et-r.
of Hu court, that it was within the statute of
Granite Dealer,
Machinist, shipbuilder.
frauds. Pile ease goes to the law court to deterSeaman..i each
mine the accuracy of this ruling.
...
....

Ill 1 K.K
<

>\

i:

<>nLriv.:aii<>naii-t.:'l

Adveitli-l.

rniversalisi
Muthoilist.IJ

Kpi-eopalian..

lioHian (.::
! rt*<> Thinker.
N" reliid-'iis j.ivf nee-._*.■)
V■ reltyrit>u> ptvfeivnee> ren »i ted.

liaptibt.II

I'nitarian.

s

I

n

ret*

liapti.-t.

1

Liberal..:»
nv Christian, In<tr}»en!ent, J’reshyterian,
( I'ristian ......1 each
“It seems to
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cupation.”
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urged by the roinmis-ioiier that tile ffsh

l game of our Mate have a great nionev
\;nm
in attracting summer touri-ts. and that
tforts
should be made to increase this value.
;
The Commissioner belie\e- s5 i> !es- than the
minimum cost of e\ery pound of trout taken
from Mooschead. Kaiigeley. or (irand Lake
stream by summer visitors or our own anglers.
htr stock of tisii and game can be
quadrupled,
but we must have better law- and they must he
rigidly enforced. It i> hoped that no more commissions t( taxidermists will he granted without the strictest scrutiny as to the
objects of the
applicants, and bonds should be required for
faithful adherence to the terms of the eominisStrenuous objection i> made to throwing
-Iiingle waste or slaughter-house refuse into
streams, as destructive t«» tish. Fishing with
nets of any kind should not be allowed above
tide wate. 'The run of salmon for the vear igood; large in numbers, but the average small
in size. The lisli ways are proving a success.
The streams are. becoming populated with salmon. as tin* result of spawn planting.
There has been distributed this season IVnobscot salmon fry in the different rivers, as follows, viz.—
an

Penobscot river. UOO.OOO
St. Croix river. 207,000
Mac bias river.
25,000
Kennebec river. *200,000
Androscoggin river. 200,000
Presutnpscot river. 140,000
Saco river....
Gi. uoo

Total.1,102,000
The report urges legislation upon the subject
of the rapid destruction of lobsters, and that
lobster planting should he resorted to.
The planting of land-locked salmon has been
amply repaid in most gratifying results at
Moosehead, at Enfield, and at Kangelev.
At Moosehead they have been captured on
the fly. from time to time, for the last two
years. At Enfield, lish estimated at most exaggerated weight, were seen on the spawning bed
this year, hut in all probability fairly estimated
hv one accustomed to judge'correctly of the
weight of lish in the water, fully equalling ten
or twelve pounds.
At Itangeley considerable
numbers have beeu taken by anglers for several years past.
In Kangelev lake alone, over flftv of two
pounds weight and over, were taken by anglers
last June. More or less were also taken in the
lakes below. Quite a number were seen by the
<.Commissioner on the spawning beds in Kangeley stream in October, some of them very large
aiid estimated by him and others at not less than
ten or twelve pounds.
The return for the subscription of §300 to the Grand Lake stream fund
was sixty-nine thousand eggs, which were divided equally between Moosehead, Kangelev and
Enfield.
Deer have been very plenty. The effect of the
law and its enforcement, imperfect though it
may he, has been a very marked increase of
these animals. A law, somewhat similar to one
in force in Nova Scotia, should be passed, forbidding the killing of more than two or three
moose or deer or caribou by any one person.
The laws in New Brunswick ami Nova Scotia
and other Provinces of the Dominion, requiring
the payment of §25 or §30 for permission to
hunt or shoot within their boundaries, by every
lion-resident, lias had the effect to precipitate,
upon our State an unusual number of hunters,
mostly for market.
Wild ducks are rare audio be seen hut in limited numbers, owing to the wide-spread crime
of baiting and netting. Farmers who like to
vary the monotonous fare of their tables by an
occasional duck or hit of venison, must aid in
fearlessly testifying in all eases of infractions of
our game laws that come to their knowledge.
If the Commissioner had the means of employing competent detectives, he would soon
root out this evil of poaching, which now bids
fair to exterminate the fish and game of our
State. Woodcock and plover and many of our
ruffed grouse, in close-time, are still shot for
market, along our lines of railway by our own
and outside poachers.
Our insectivorous birds
protection.
There is a statute forbidding their being killed,
hut as there is no penalty attached, it is value-

require

less.
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VSTKKN INDUSTIMES.

'File Boston Journal's c respondent, “C. L.
M..** who nv -ntly \ isited the eastern part of
the St at". <a \ the St. ('mix rot ton mill at Milltown started up about six weeks ago and is
now running Jbn looms, which number will be
doubled in tic spring. The goods manufactured are gray and eo.ored shirtings and brown
■,
(,"iton-.
Thi- mill is situated upon the New
Bnm-wiek side nt the St. < roix River, and i!
i- intended, it i- understood, to manufacture
exclusively for tie Lnglish markets. Tin
company own- lands upon the American side,
and may at some future time erect another mil!
to supply the American market.Shaw Brothers
Have placed 15u electric lights in their
tannery at Grand Lake Stream Limitation
.1‘lie vast amount of hemlock bark required
for the extensive tanneries of Lastern Maine,
it is beginning to be feared, will ere long ex; haust the supply.

that the reader of these carefully compiled statistic- must be impressed with
til-* large number o: members. of matur age.
who have pa>-ed the meridian of life, in both
hranelies. Thi- ought to give mature minds
and ensure an even balance, rendering it impossible tor unwise, ill-considered and hastily
digested measure-to slip through. It is easier
for a man to say **no" after lie gets to }*•> forty
years old. and lie is less worried about the results of such an aiisw r. There will !*■• iu-t
enough of youthful enthusiasm in the Legi-lature to give momentum to the weightier conn- !
sei of the older head.-: ’here i- an unusual I
number of those w:io jmve had experience in
legislative halls, who w ill grease the wheels of
the ma- him-, and guard against the blockade of
busiiie-s which would assuredly ensue w- re all
There are im n in both branches
green hands.
eminent in all the profc—imis. occupations and
industries, with a lively knowledge of the publie wants and interest-. and w< can but look
ter the best re-nits from iheir winter’s work.
N 1 Legislature has assembled at the capital for
years belter qualified to legislate for the best
-<“>d of the grand «> 1 Si at* which \v< all lo\
’’The jirepon 1--rau'-c of farmers, in The lower branch e-pecially. is not
only noticeable, but
exceedingly gratifying. If we did not remember vividly the pa-t.w- should -ay ii,;.- this
fact Would ell-ure tile passage of any m'-ustire
calculated to foster. < nr »ura_‘ and -’lengthen
the great interest of agriculture.
\\*.
have
known important ill- giving bounties to agricultural societies. pro\ idiug for in —ttering
of agricultural literature, ami iv-olv.*- providin~ for needed appropriations to the Agr'eultura! < oilegc. voted against by tanner- in the ;
! gisiature. and only -aved from ignominious j
defeat by the active help and timely support of 1
lawy.-r-. doctors, ministers and other-.
There are in the j p -mu Legislatin' M farnil is. whose
only occupation is that of lai in-1
mg. and there are *2*_' others who combine with
Lie- business of farming other and secondary
occupations. This i- a strong ami may he
made by perfectly fair and honorable m« an- a
controlling force in the legislation of tin>i"ii. Let tlie farmers organize for the forwarding of all tlio-i ciiterpri-es tliat -hall give
;
w life and vigor to agriculture, and in
doing
thi- they will he doing tiiebe-t po— ihle thing
Lt their constituency of
every class or ocii-
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The Boston Journal correspondent learns
from tin Surveyor(i'-neral that the total survey
iumher at tin* port of Bangor for lssi was
172.111.0!»4 feet.divided as follows : (ireen pine.
P.5M.214 feet: dry pine. 2J.s2b.741; hemlock,
etc.. l'i.i.VLs-jn: spruce. 122 A IS.2 JO.
Tin* tidal
>ur\ey in 1 ssi was 154.J4s.707, and in isso 12J.45n.5J7 feet, (ireen pine is about the same as
wo \ < ar- ago. but ten millions less than in lssi.
Dry pine -hows a gain of 200 per cent, over
isso and a gain of bo per cent, over lssi.
Hcm: <"k !ia- gained a
million feet -inee last year,
and -pruee about eighteen million feet. The
\
ir
T sj ru
alone this year is about equal
t'Ltla- t• •!i -ur* e\ of Isso. [j is thought that
Pi'i.ono.ouo to ] (5.n<in.oou feet will he surveyed
i‘i !ss;i.
ip. Leno!i-eot is fast getting hack to
it- palmy ia; s.
<•1
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The

As

Year

1882.

the threshold of the New Veat

on

look hack upon the year just gone, the
impression is that its teconi contains

we

lirst

little that is startling or noteworthy. This
certainly w.atld he the result of a super-

myrrh.

ficial

Mai-»r o'-ioii D. Myriek. of Augusta, died
\V< dim-day. D1 e. 27th. aged 4s years. Major
M} ; i*• k wa-a m -mber of the First Main* ( avail}. enuring at it- organization as second
li* us. nant and coming out of tin war a Major
by brevet for meritorious service. He entered
the regular army -<»on after the close of the
! ut returned to civil life.
war.
He was a
prominent member of the G. A. R., having
b
n
D partment ( oinmander of Maine. He
was Mii'T' r of
Vugiista Lodge of Masons, appoint d Stat<* Librarian b\ Gov. Conner and
oiniinued through tin* term of Gov. Davis. At
the time of his death he was < liief Clerk in the
p'-n-i n "dice of Augusta. He died of erysipelas.

iew.

\

rally prosperous

A gem

not a remarkable year

whole lias served
and

nation.

as a

however,
much

that

the

the

well, individually
dost, inspection will,

much

of

interest:

As the years go

it

so

historian,

newspaper
is to briefly

duty it
the departed year, finds
crowding his circumscribed
whose

on

us

A

reveal

year that

a

hut

chronicle

the

details

limits.

eminently a
peaceful year. Although the West kept
HE CASK (it SKIUJEANT KELLY.
up its average of cyclones and tornadoes
B Mi. J »ee. 2b. ]'leadings relating to the juand the Mississippi and its tributaries
risdiction of the State court to try Sergeant
kelly were completed thi- morning. Represen- last spring overflowed the adjacent countatixes of the 1 nited States Government wanttry, the elements have been less unruly
ed tin* question relating to jurisdiction submitted to and decided by the Supreme Judicial
than usual. Egy pt occupies the larger
Court of Maine without resorting to proceedof the war record, and the hostilings ’o take possession of the prisoner. The portion
(jnest ion goes to the Law ( ourt, \\ hich does not
meet til! May.
Should the jurisdiction of the
Mate court be sustained Kelly will be tried in
this county, probably next August.
IN (JEXEIiAI..

At n meeting of the Eastern Railroad directheld in R.oston Friday l'ayson Tucker, of
flic Maine < cut nil. was elected General Manaof
the Eastern road.
ger
.1. K. Osgood, of Gardiner, the well known
reformer, lias been laboring in Massachusetts
in the temperance cause for several months.
Gen. Fitzliugh Fee has been invited by the
Grand Army post of Bangor, to deliver before
them, and the citizens of Bangor, bis lecture
on "Tin
Battle of Chaneellorsville," which recently met with great success in Southern cities.
•lames II. Crowell, elected Representative at
Kitten last September, resigned, and. Thursday. 1 tennis M. Shipieigh was elected to till the
vacancy. A certificate was issued to Mr. Shipieigh Friday by the Governor.
The Journal say- the Kennebec jail workshop
closed the tir-t of December. There have been
made the past, season 12(10 pairs of men's brogaus. Pi ill pair- of men's slippers, 105 cases men’s
Kip bools and 20 cases boys’ boots.
There arc seven women prisoners in the
State prison. This is probably the largest number of female inmates ever confined in that institution at any one time.
The wiil of the late J. S. Pike gives Mrs. Pike
§30.000. and the income of the estate, for her
life. 'To the children of his brother, Gitas. E.
Pike of Boston, arc given §17,000. After the
death of Mrs. Pike, the income of,about §100,000 is given to establish a free public
library in
Calais, also a poor widows’ fund, and a fund
for poor people not paupers. To his daughter,
the wife of J. II. Robbins, he gives the income
of §20,000.
Howard Owen, Esq., will report the proceeding sof li gi.-lature for the associated press.
A special from Washington states that Mr.
Reed of Maine, maintains that the fruit, vegetable and lish canning industry would be
greatly injured by the proposed increase of tariff
on tin plates.
Colby University has wore scholars from
Aroostook than from am other countv in the
State.
It i- e> imated that a loss of §200,000 was
sustained by individuals in Augusta through
the failure of the Pacific Bank in Boston.
.Senator Frye made a handsome little speech
in the Senate, Wednesday, in favor of Blair’s
amendment to the civil service bill, which debar- intemperate persons from clerical offices.
Petitions are going to Washington from Maine
asking for a reduction, not an increase, in the
duty on tin plate, as an increase would greatly
injure the canning business.
The two candidates who are understood to
have canvassed the Maine delegation most thoroughly for the Portland collcctorship are General j. L. Chamberlin and Colonel Fred N.
Dow, secretary of the Republican State committee. Colonel Dow has been promised the
post-mastership, which will become vacant in a
few months, but naturally would rather have
the other (dace. To agree upon a candidate in
case it becomes necessary, is likely to be a
very
embarrassing thing for the congressional delegation. [Washington Dispatch to Boston Advertiser.
Du the22dof Fe bruary, Washington's birthday, the Portland Mechanic Blues propose to
give a grand reception to the Governor, which
shall be oil a larger scale than anything they
have
previously attempted. Governor-elect
Robie has signified his acceptance of the invitation to be present. It is expected that one or
more military companies from Massachusetts
will be invited to be pr. sent on this occasion.
The Union says a mother in Machias lias a
pair of twins, girls, nearly four weeks old; at
birth they weighed!J pounds. A common finger
ring could be passed over the hand and arm to
the elbow of the smallest one.
Cant. James Littlefield, Superintendent of
the Boston and Bangor
Steamship Company,
has gone to Chicago to attend a
general convention of general freight
agents.
or-

1

was

ities in that country were
ble for the expenditure of

remaika-

more

powder and

the

expense attending it than for the loss of
life or for brilliant generalship. England,

however, has

reason

to be satisfied with

result which gives her virtual control
Egypt and pmteets her interests in

a

of

the Suez canal.

The

between Chili

war

and Peru ended with the

complete subju-

of the latter country.
bles in Ireland continue, and

gation

lie continued

to

are

The trou-

apparently
indefinitely. The

assassination of Lord Cavendish and Mr.
Burke in Plucuix Park. Dublin, was the
most atrocious of the many ct iines which
have stained this fair isle with blood ; and
now a distress verging on famine darkens
some

sections. Accidents

have been less

on sea

frequent

and land

and disastrous

than in preceding years. The fate of the
Jeannette Arctic exploring expedition
was

learned

and

caused

Neither famine

sorrow.

have made themselves

a

pestilence
seriously felt in
nor

with

a

political elections
Republican victory,

deemed the State from

in

pursued

counting

Maine led off
which has

re-

of both branches
bills.

enue

has

By

many

necrology of the year includes
distinguished names. This coun-

try has Inst

two of its

internal

certain features of the

revenue and

on

other articles.

by

the

dilatory

reducing

taxation

It failed in the Senate

tactics of the Democrats

to prevent its passage with amendments
reducing the duties on sugar and iron.
The Senate passed a bill defining the

for

its “columns to

courteous and open de-

a

bate of ail sides ol the

ren, Mrs. Daniel

linker,

Webster,

Mrs. Abraham

they don’t come, the
high. The trouble

Local

Review

of

the

Year

1882.

nominated for Congress at Portland; Woman’s
Christian Temperance Union held a convention in
Belfast.
•21st. Small house on east side owned by F. p.
Karnes, burned; MeClintock’s block took lire, damaging the Prog. Age office, Isaac Allard’s, and W.
T. Colburn’s stores.
21th. Seh. S. L). Hart,
bailing from Belfast, but
owned principally at Isiesboro, lost at Chatham.
26th. Sch. .St. Johns launched from the vard of
Carter & Co.

too

“invited

Hallowed.

ot

He does not apreturns of propet ty

will not pay his poll tax, he ought not to
take any part in ordering municipal affairs, and
should not vote.
I think the penalty of disfranchisement is the only effective way to ensure prompt payment of the poll tax, and it is
•
a proper mode to adopt.
Fourth.—Under the present system of taxation there is much double taxation, but none
that can be reached by special legislation.
It
can only be done
by a new system. The taxation of mortgages I do not regard as double taxation inconsistent with the system. The land is
taxed and the money is taxe.i, and that is in
perfect harmony with the system of taxing
everything. I do not think the taxation of
mortgages should be repealed singly, unless it
is done for the purpose of enabling real estate
owners to hire money tit lower rates. That
would ho class legislation.
Fifth. It is proper to exempt from taxation
certain kinds of property as the exemption distributes itself evenly under the unerring natural law. Church buildings, school buildings,
libraries, etc., may properly lie exempted. I
should favor such exemption. The exemption,
however, should never depend upon tin1 ow nersbip. Dwelling houses, if taxed generally,
should not be exempted because they are parsonages owned by a society. Brick ware-houses
on business streets should not be exempt because the fee is in a college or religious society.
Tax all of a class, or exempt all of a class. To
tax A's dwelling house and exempt that of his
clergyman is unequal, and all inequality of taxation is iniquitous.
son

Lincoln, anjJ Miss Adelaide Phillips. In prove of compulsory
Europe, Auerbach, Trollope, Rosetti, under oath, which he thinks “ would
The Civil Service Bill.
Darwin, sir Charles Thompson, Gari- probably lead to fraud and perjury.
baldi, the Archbishop of Canterbury, Dr. The honest men would be taxed, and
Oil Wednesday of last week the Senate passPusey, and others of prominence have the rngues would escape through the ed by a vote of .'!!> to 5, wbat is known as the
meshes of the net.”
As to amending Pendleton civil service bill, from the fact tint;
passed away.
it was introduced by Senator Pendleton of
Maine has been a sharer in the gene- the law, so as to facilitate the collection
Ohio. The bill was prepared originally, howral prosperity of the country.
Her man- of poll taxes, be sees no mode except by
ever, by Dorman B. Eaton, President of the
ufacturing interests have thriven and are making the payment of the tax a condi- Civil Service Reform Association, and lias
growing, and there has been a revival in tion of voting, and this be regards as been amended in but a few particulars. It
shipbuilding. The passage of the bill highly objectionable. With respect to the applies only to the Departments and to custom
double taxation of mortgaged real estate bouses and post-offices having fifty or more
now before Congress will greatly benefit
appointees. The following is a synopsis of the
shipbuilders and owners, and we may and of stocks of goods and other personal measure as
passed by the Senate:
safely look forward to a continued, if not property for which the holders are inThe bill provides for a commission of three,
increased, prosperity. The usual local debted, be say s the remedy is not easy representing both political parties, with a saleach of
who shall
rules
review cf the year will be found in other

to find, and he thinks it lias thus far been

columns.

sought

in

uin.

A hasty and crude mearesult in great inprobably
A Demand for Cheaper Sugars.
and injustice ; but it is possible
equality
is a commonly accepted doctrine
that a carefully considered and well
the necessaries of life should hear
\

sure “would

It
that

the minimum, and the luxuries the

guarded

max-

this doctrine has arisen
reduction of the tax

demand for

a

sugar.

In half

we are

told, the

on

the homes In the land,
sugar bill exceeds that

paid

and in families of limited

for

means

Judge

a

they

is

$1.10 for every
in the country,

churches,

against reli-

says:
I IV < l that justice demands a eompulsatory
<»aih from j»r«»]>»*rtv holders. both real and personal, and a law which -hall eompel assessors
and selectmen to tax tin* full amount returned.
The gros- inju.-tiee done the whole
tax-paying
community by permitting individuals to make
a bargain with tie selectmen of towns, that in
ea-e the\ shall lu eoine re-id(‘iits of that town,
their tax shall not exceed a fixed sum, is apparent, and yet it i- fr< «|Uentl> done.
1 think the
payment of the poll tax should be one of the essential qualitieat ion- for voting. * * * I do not
believe a law relieving holders of mortgages of
teal -late from taxation will be a benefit or relieve the borrower by redueinghis rate of interest.
I believe tin* saving hanks of Maine are
overtaxed and should be relieved of part of the
burden, but I believe in taxing them.

emergency, and Republican efforts since
to secure a reduction have proved un-

have

tax

community
gion, morality. education, and the best
interests ol society.” The next letter is
from L. A. Noyes, Treasurer of the Portion i .Savings Hank, who differs from
Judge Haker on compulsory returns of
properly and the poll tax, while agreeing
with him as to tlm taxation of religious
j
and educational institutions.
Mr. Noyes

as
try. The tax was increased in I
explained by Senator Frye in his speech
here last September, to meet a temporary

The Tariff Commission, while

goods
proposed a

Hut, he says, “To

government and

England— this government allowing a
rebate on exported sugar. The duty on
sugar was designed in the first place to
protect the sugar planters of Louisiana,
who produce only about H per cent, of the
present sugar consumption of the conn

and iron

an

uses, but from which
income from rents or oth-

own

purposes, is to throw the influence of the

in

the duties

favois the taxation of the

patsom;ges>, colleges, academies and similar buildings, used for their legitimate

and is assessed, practically, per capita.
The granulated sugar, which costs nine
cents a pound here, is sold for six cents

availing.
reducing

derive

erwise.

amounts to

man, woman and child

r

tions for their

paid for sugar than for meat. The tax
on this article of prime
necessity, undi-r
existing laws,

Haki

cases

property of teligious ai.d edtn ational institutions not occupied by such institu-

bread,
more

may be drawn so as to
in part, if not wholly.

statute

relieve sue!:

In full accord with

imum of taxation.

cotton, woolen
front 20 to 25 per cent.,
on

reduction of hut 15 per
cent, on sugar. This is naturally regarded by those most deeply interested—the

entirely inadequate. At
present imported sugar, except that
grown in Hawaii, which comes in free
under a reciprocity treaty, pays a duty in
consumers—as

Win. Kihvanl Would, list], of Portland,
thinks that •‘further legislation should be
made to eompel a more truthful list of

about 55 pci cent. : that is, the consume!
pays $1.50 for every dollar’s worth ot
Nor docs the evil stop
sugai he buys.

property subject,

to taxation/*

He says:

Tin law of New Hampshire, though it seenis
at first reading rathei
wre, is none too strict
to bring out into
daylight avast amount of
her*'.
This tax is in effect, a premium j property now buried under the consciences of
men.
le al estate should not be compelled to
on adulteration.
To it we owe our adul- ;
•■arry mom :11 a 11 i'-own load. Xor can 1 see
terateu sugar, molasses, syrups and conany g.»od r* a-on w In relig’nms and educational
iu-‘’tuti-ms should not be treated as freemen
I
used
fectionory,corn-glucose being largely
mi her 115 n as p;m)»ers. \ just fax and an
equal
tax. wit! !>*• a low lax.
for this purpose. Under the

present duty

worth from 0} to 71 cents

j

J

the West, to the extent of 10 to 25

j

sugars

are

per

per

without being detected except

cent,

h\

1

iii!>.-!•. ■! county lawyer,
whojwrites
ti'tiii: Dexter ver the initials T. 11. !> I’..
A

pound. In the West, where it is
chiefly made, glucose is worth from 0 to
5 cents per pound. It can be mixed with
all soft sugars, such as are largely sold in

raw

iav< i> a statement under oath front
every

I taxable person, and regards the present
law as affording ample means for the colI
leetiou of ]ioil taxes.
With respect to
‘•double taxation" lie says
H

:

Uic hard pan under this questhe most accurate chemical analysis. As
tion is, if
A for what I! owes him, shall
the prices of raw sugar more nearly ap- w thereby inercasc the burdens of 15, by increasing tiic rate of interest or otherwise? This
proximate the cost of glucose, adultera- t debt
is clearly A’s property and should be taxed
tion w ill decrease, and the people will get ; unless by so doing we cause 15. to suffer. There
is no double taxation unless 15
pavsa taxon his
not onh better, but cheaper sugars. This
property, directly, and a tax upon what he
owes A
can be brought about by a lower duty on
indirectly. If 15 lias to pay this tax in
addition to his own, then it would seem unjust.
raw sugars.
But it it comes out of A alone, then it would
It is obvious who are the
of seem to be desirable.
!,. me
WC tax

so ms

j

supporters

powerful

more

interests of the

Congress than the
whole people. The sugar
with

growing interest of Louisiana and the

glucose

corn

just

a

reduction of this

un-

And

they have an ally in the
monopoly which controls
tire importation from Honolulu,
regulates prices that the free su-

tax.

San Francisco
the

e;

and

so

gar of California costs more iban the taxed sugar of the East.
In opposition to
the tax, and
tlic people for

the demand

of

per cent age of tax upon its taxable value.
Tliis shows no inequality.
Where then is the
burden it bears? If it is anywhere, it
seems to me to lie in this :
It cannot conceal
itself from tlie assessors.
It we enact such laws that
personal property
cannot escape its just tax. then we have done
away with all cause for complaint in regard to
1'eal estate. When we have
prevented such escape we have tightened the only screw that
seems now to be loose in our tax' laws.
New
Hampshire has already adopted such provisions
as I have alluded to. and it is
claimed has scoured good results.
A pi t it ion for such a law in Maine, has been
generally signed lu re.
extra

interest of the West have

thus far defeated

j

seconding
A Franklin
county savings bank officer
cheaper sugar, are the imids views in tiiis concise form—
presents
porters and refiners of foreign sugars.
f irst--personal estates tube
in under
The leading importers and refiners of oath. This to lie required andgiven
enforced by
tixed
bv
penalties
and
not
legislation,
left to the
Boston and Portland have signed a projudgment of the assessors.
test against the recommendation of the
second
Pol] Taxes. No name to be entered
Tariff Commission, and the newspapers

demanding cheaper sugars.
will do well to heed the de-

generally
Congress

are

mand.
The

(littering views with regard to taxpresented elsewhere, and the numerous plans suggested for the Congressional reapportionment of the State indicate

ation

that there is trouble ahead for our Legislature this winter.
At the outset they
well make up their minds that
please everybody ; and then

as

cannot

do the best

they

can.

in the House this session,
the last Legislature, by a

practical

business

l’HOIIIlilTOKY

as

she was in

clear-headed,

man.

AMESIimknt.
The Legislature will be asked to allow
the people to vote on a proposed amendment
to the State Constitution, at the next State
('ONSTITt'TIONAI.

prohibit the manintoxicating liquors as a
beverage, in Maine, thus incorporating ti,,.
prohibitory principle into the fundamental law,
taking the question away from partisan politics and placing it beyond party caprice. At

election,

which shall forever

ufacture and sale of

the last session of the State G. L. of Good Templars the Sec. was instructed to prepare and

distribute blank petitions to this end, and

cordingly

such

week to the 300

ac-

blanks will be sent out this
Lodges, and the other temper-

ance societies in Maine, thus reaching
every
part of the State, and our adult citizens, without regard to sect or party, are cordially invit-

ed to

respond.
had an earthquake shock at to
Sunday night, followed two hours later
tempest of thunder and lightning.

Hock land
o’clock

by

a

The Sullivan Bulletin is to

“change its spots.”
It will remove to a central location and become
the Hancock County Democratic Bulletin.
Bed Cloud declines to be

injun!

interviewed. Bi°-

$3500,

for
competitive examinations of applicants for office. Officers are to be apportioned upon a
basis of population among the states, and
promotions shall be from lower to higher
grades. Political assessments and removals
for refusing to make such payments, are prohibited. The commission is to make report to
the President, and investigations for his guidance.
The commissioner- are to employ a
chief examiner, at a salary of 83000 a year, and
a secretary and stenographer at 81000 salary.
The commission shall sit in part at Washington. and when at work in any state, shall call
to their aid three or more officials of such state.
Examinations shall occur in each state at least
twice a year. Collectors and postmasters, and
other Tiiited States officials are to give the examiners conveniences in their buildings when
possible. Penalties of fine and imprisonment
are fixed for deception or false testimony before the commission. Clerk- in custom houses,
postoffices, and in the departments at Washington are to tie classified, so that promotionmay be made for experience and iitnos-. in
regular order. Oil and after six months from
the passage of this act, promotions shall take
place only after proper examination. Nepotism is forbidden, in that not more than two
persons of. the same family can be eligible to
the various grades of clerical office covered by
the bill. Members of Congress may give certificates of character, blit other interference by
them is not allowed.
Intemperate persons
shall nol be allowed to retain clerkships, or to
he appointed thereto. Political assessments, or
collections by senators and representatives are
forbidden, and soliciting money s of clerks in
their offices is prohibited. All violations of the
act are punishable by a tine not exceeding
$50(X), or by imprisonment not exceeding three
years, or by both tine and imprisonment!
ary

prepare

The measure is not all that the advocates of
civil service reform de-in', nor does it wholly
meet the views of those mainly instrumental in
securing its passage, but all these regard it as
a step in the, right direction.
The fate of tic
bill in the lion si* will now be watched witii in-

terest.

In tin

Senate the Democrat-

but could not

prevent its passage.

House it will be

In

the

comparatively ca-y matter
to send it to the speaker’s table from
can only be taken out of it- regular

for them
which it
order

delayed

by

a

two-thirds

a

vote.

.Should the trill become

law. it i- reported

a

inofficial circles that the Picsidcnt will

appoint

Dorman H. Eaton, of New York, and E. (
Graves, Chief of the National Hank of I!
demption Agency of the Treasury DepartmeiT.
as the two Republican commis-ioners authorized by tlic bill. The third commissioner, who
■-

is to boa Democrat, is not yet named. Meanwhile the Pre.-ident is complying in advance
wi li the

provision-

of the hill.

that there shall lie no

n

He has decided

morals for

political

causes; that hereafter ail employee- of th government in the Treasury Department, if competent to perform the duties of their position,
1

will lie retaim d. and lie

tinetly

\\

i-hes them all to dis-

understand that it means them

well

a-

their subordinates.

us

A(;kno\vli:ix;i:mi:x i s.

knowledge

last week

Wo omitted to

receipt

of

a

ac-

hand-

very

Christmas card from our

enterprising
friend. Hon. Fred Atwood, tf Wintcrport.
Mr. L. K. ])iekey, of Monroe, sends us from
Washington, 1>. ('..the Report of The Comsome

missioner

of

Pensions

for

1882.Messrs.

Wild A

Stevens, manufacturers of
rollers, send us a neat calendar for

printers'

From the Home Insurance

\\.

Ins3.

Company

have

tlie Home Almanac for lssj.We ha\e from

the voting list unless such person is liable to
property tax or exhibits a collector's receipt
showing tin pavment of a poll tax for the cur-

on
a

rent

year.
Third -Double Taxation. Persons to be allowed to tile, under oath, a list of debts, including mortgages of record and To per cent, of the
amount to be deducted from his valuation.
No
debts of less than $100 to be tiled.
Fourth- Houses of religious
worship to be
exempt up to $30,000. All other propertv
to
1
1
be taxed.
T iftli. Educational institutions to be
taxed;
""eh taxes to !„■ paid by
scholarships open to
competition under proper restrictions aud regulations.

In conclusion
ter of Hon. L.

give place to the letA. Emery, of Ellsworth,
we

the law partner of Senator Hale:
First.—I regard the whole system of municipal taxation in the State as radically wrong.
The fundamental error is the wish and effort to
reach all cla-ses and items of property. In pursuance of that effort the laws are framed to
search into and expose the individual's private
business affairs. This effort on the part of the
State i- met by the counter efforts of the individual to avoid such exposure and to conceal
what property he can. Tims the matter of adjusting the public burden degenerates into a
contest sometimes ill-tempered, between the
officers and the individual. The officers often
yield to the persistence of the tax-payor, and
the tax-payer in eases where the officers will
not yield, too often obtains ids end by perjury.
The. result is that the tax-payer is harrassed,
and the municipality often deprived of its proper resources. It is a wonder that a free and intelligent people have so long endured so imperfect, and unsatisfactory a system.
The proper mode of raising revenue hv municipalities is to tax a few kinds of property such
as can not be hid, and leave the even distribution of this lax among the people to the natural
and unerring laws of trade. The present system
works gross inequalities and injustice. It is too
complex. \ simpler system would lie less unequal and unjust.
First.
If tlie present system is to he retained,
there are statutes enough now on the hook to
each
tax payer to disclose fully his
compel
property affairs, lie can he compelled to furnish
a list of property on oath, and can then be crossexamined on oath, it all depends upon the
pluck of the assessors. If the individual does
not come in voluntarily, it shows that he lias
not been heretofore taxed enough or at least
not overtaxed. The assessors can therefore
from year lo year safely raise his valuation until he does conic in. The tax payer can get no
abatement without submitting his lists. Ageneral and liberal raising by the assessor of the
valuation of ail tax payers who do not bring in
lists, etc. will soon bring such tax payers before

J.

fore the American Bankers' Association.Vn
addressed to the Editor of the Journal

envelope
with the

Compliments of ••Old Noisy," containhandsome card from A. Little A Co., Portland, hearing the signature of Will L. Littlefield,
a Belfast boy. who represents that linn oil tin-

ed

made and to resolve against them in the fu
and also to emulate all that is commendable.
As lias been our custom for a number of years we
give a local summary of the year in Belfast. Our
old
errors
ture

a

INDUSTRIES

the

compliments of the season, a calendar for
January, 1SS3.W. C. Treadwell,of St. Louis,
has sent us a handsomely illustrated publication
description
Pacific Railway,

taining
and

a

con-

of The \\ abash, St. Louis
etc.

It is thought that the next annual session of
the Maim- State Grange will be held ill this section of the State.
Bangor has been mentioned,
but

Belfast? Waldo is the
why
banm-r county of the State, having twenty-one
Granges with a membership of over sixteen
hundred, yet it has neither a State officer, exnot conn

to

cept deputies, nor has a session of the State
Grange ever been held within its limits. Belfast \* easy of access by rail, boat or stage, and
its hotels and boarding houses could furnish

ample accommodation.

There i> a large, live
Grange, ‘‘Seaside’’, located in the city and a co-

operative

store, and in the county three or more
agricultural societies. The claims of
Belfast and of \\ aldo county deserve consider-

successful
ation.

The Rockland Opinion, whose inconsistency
in the matter of newspaper credits we recentlyexposed, reminds us that it is not obligatory to
credit articles taken from other papers. It i>
act of courtesy,

however, to do so. and as
regarded by most journalists. The editor of the Opinion boasts of
being an exception
to the rule. Well, we will have no
quarrel
with him oil that score. We are
glad he finds
something in the Journal worth stealing.
an

such is

If there is

paper in the State which devotes
more space or has shown a
greater interest in
the Maine fisheries, than the
Republican Journal, it
Yet
the

a

certainly

is not on our

exchange list.
the Journal seems to he the
only paper in
State that is not
supplied with a copy of

the report of the Fish Commissioners.

synopsis published
change.

this week is

from

The

an

ex-

The moss hanging from the brunches of
Southern trees, so familiar to
anyone who has
visited h lorida, and the adjacent Slates, is being
used in the place of hair, for
upholstering purposes.
[Exchange.
And lias been so used for more than a
quarter of a century.
I he \\ omau’s Co-operative Itress Association
of New A ork failed because it had not a
large
enough Field. Kate Field, the President, is

sharp as
An

a

briar,

uor

but she is small.

exchange has an article captioned
Shops.’’ A good many

Vest on Liquor
not only missed

a

vest blit whole suits

an

<

BcItaM.
1- tle

but

<kiobi:r.
Ite\ s. (.oodenougli preached iii~ far- urd
at I nivei --a list ehurch.
2d.
Ice formed— lir-t for sea-on.
5th. Interest on *2'.,o;)0 of Belfast’s indebtedness,
known as the wai loan, een-ed ; the amount n
funded.
l'.Hh. The Old Fellow trespass ea-c, ( astle vs
Hanev, tried —\ .-rdict for .left.
2*1 h.
Sch. Daylight, the largest -■•:..
.nr
built in Belfast, laumdied from the vard of
W.
>.

Cottrell.
.‘loth.

Court

id- 'V. H. Simpson, for 22 years editor of the Republican Journal died, aged 57 years.
15th. Sch. Charlotte T. Sibley launched from the
yard of ( arter A ('•>.
2-id.
Sell Martinique iamudsed from the \ ai d <>t
1>. W Dyer; Blanche, little daughter of ( apt. Ge<>.
Patterstiall. drowned at the upper bridge.

of

2!*t!i.
tint n.

Mil**Srapie- .p.'dt aged L'
Thank-adving llay.

1st.
Waldo County Kdueational meeting held at
igh school room.
Utii.
Belfast Reform club organized.
l*th. Sch. Susan N. Pickering launched from
the yard of J. V. Cottrell.
-Dili.
A. I>. Beau appointed postmaster
11

The

kirks.

There were no serious tires during the year.
Four small dwelling houses were burned—John W.
Nash’.-, on Vine street or Corbett’s Lane, Harvey

Special Di-pai- h
ni si a, Jan. ::

corner

Legislature.
\mz.\tio\.

tli«* Republican Journal.
I’oth Houses of tie .Maine

t*

A'

Bridge street, a small house on
tlie east side owned by F. 1*. Enines, and a bouse in
South Belfast owned by Wm. II. Hall.
A lire
MeClintoek’s block at the

Maine
its men

on

High streets, but

le gislature met at i" \. m an i .rgai:i/cj
by the
election of officer- nominated in tin; Rejmnlieaa
caucus Tuesday evening,
l'iic officers of the senate

of Main

follows
lion. J dm L. I utier, of Pcnobsc.<\,
President; (..'baric- W. ’Iilden, Hadowcd, sccrcta
ry ; (...) K. Minot, of Rcigrade, A --istant St< r.

are as

extinguished with small
loss. The heaviest tire was the burning of Woods
A Co’s store house with sixty tons of hay, Scpi
*
was

Cliarlcs 11

r>

18th.

I.oyei>y,

,.f >idm

assi;; m —.enger
otcr, of h arming!"
The following ai" the officer- -f tin llous«
J
Manchester Hay
u Augu-ta, speaker; < >n.;un 1
I.
tnitli, of I.itehtield. lerk h r ink I Padci
Newport. A>-i-;.u,; ( lerk <. barle H. (let.dud
Wm. 1
Jackson, Me-Smilii. •: I'"p-ham
Assistant Me--»mger.

I..

The state of the matrimonial market is a sure
prosperity. When the outlook i- hard Cupid is shy, but when a season f prosperity is as
sured there is much giving in marriage. Thenwere fifty-six marriages in Belfast in the
year
1882, against forty-six in 1881. .January furnished

test of

■

J. Manchester

*

Hay

lej
<•!

no,

»;;

jn
Hall, Rockland, had
and J. Maori -ter Haynr-.
Augusta, n.a<
dared the- candidate. On Judge Hall's motion th.
nomination was mad.* unaninunis
Tile Fusionists madt the following nominations
President ol the senate. Wm M Ru-t, of Waldo;
Secretary, W. W. Moise. Augusta; Assistant, W.
W. Perry, < aiiricn; speaker "f tin
House,
spoflonl. Deer Isle: Clerk, otis s Kowi*. !v

the Governor’s

Council.

The cuntest

between

of Port
Raker, of A iigu-ta. ami II. Ib dm *
land, for the Attorney iienera'ship, i- very
i.»e
There is a lively scramble among the candidal-

for (

illers

"ini

Judicial

Supreme
•M s

h

harrow*

Court.

ri:i >id;n«.

Die January term -e emirt G ..m
Tuesday, Ju-tici* Barrow^ «»n tin- Bei

00,8 between fin and 70, lo between 70 and
80, and 7 between 80 and 90. Thirty-six have died
of consumption, 10 of pneumonia, 0 heart di.-ease,
0 old age, 3 drowned; of cero
spinal meningelis.

city

thih.

r

apoplexy’, lung fever,

(

harles A. Kllis.
The

{

me earn

M-IN I.

Mr-,

'n»l y i-

which has hern

ease

11 rr

-•

I
<ity of Belfa -t and the r ti!rrigid of preIerr.‘!i ami mm-pivp-nvo
will i>robabl\
heard at thi t« rm.

The follow im

■

re

•!

tier.

rep

agreed upon between

in

iimr-

<•.j ug
.<kh"i )•

'i.e.-i

-!

allei

Cast spring the Tay Payers party carried tie j
f lijs] Ji uv. No.!hm: 1
i
city for Mayor by a large majority. On. of tie
Beiy. \rne-. Ti nnliG Wm. r p.• w
’debt. T.» t• ;promise* wa- to ref.m l tie* cit;
f rank L. Btanehard, -mekb*
end tin.1 city’s interest in the railroad was nee"
><
ir-porf. Franklin t ha.-e. Monroe,
gaged as security for a new four per cent. !.>,>,
Wiuterport, R. \V Kni-, l,ei!a-t. (
with wide to refund the outstanding six
per eent
Vo
Winter]!'a i. ( ha- I Knit:
U idle the work of
bonds.
refunding ha- e ■:
ufi». Knight, IV muni, Mi; m 1. \\
progre ssed as rapidly as we could wish, a very
1)01*0.
promising *tart has been made. The war loan of
-K< ON I» J
!; \
John Wi-*.\.
$2 ">.000 has been called in and enough of the long
fort, Jo-i.ih Nicker-'i.-wain ;!
bonds exchanged to place the whole amount re
Belfast, Nathaniel -immen-, Jr Be
funded at $60,000. It is confidently believed that
St«'\
the
end
of
at
the municipal year SlnO.noh wid have
I'
Soule, ><*ar.-ino:it, i). W
been refunded.
swe11, l\no\, Wellington

j

•.

W.

:

churches.

Last

summer a

Whittaker.

been manifo-tod in
protracted revival

added many members to tin* church*
One society
has eluiuged pastors, Kev. Mr. Gondeuough lea\
ing tin Cniversalist church and settling in California. The other pastors remain the same. A
temperance wave, rolled on by .1 K. Osgood, visit
ed this section in early summer, which has -mm
what receded, but which accomplished much g*n>d.
-.

MISt'ELLANEOrs.

Tlieire were many business changes during tin*
Busin*-.—
year and many improvements made.
places have been so renovated that now Bella.-;
can boast of some of the handsomest .-lores in the
state.

The early

ice crop
blessed with large growing
raised than »".cr before in

season was

while the summer
crops. More hay
year.
The following

was
was

favor a!

e

t

>

the

tire

the principal

event-

of

the

year—
a \xr

tin.

Very mild; n*»t a particle of -now n tin*
ground, little or no frost, vegetation green and
growing; Mrs. Joseph 11 lvaler scru-d dumb-limi
greens picked in tin* open air.
2d.
A slight tire at the Methodist parsonage.
Oth. First sleighing of the season.
1st.

11 til.

House of John W.

troved by lire.
10. The celebrated

Nash, Vine street.de-

foundry cases settled, tin
foundry company becoming tlie owners; work bein
Hall’s
granite
yard.
gun
17th. Train struck the team of A. A. Le—an,of
Winterport, at Railroad crossing, lower bridge,
smashing sleigh and injuring Mr. Lessan.
1 >111 Sheriff Baker, at Freedom, captured George
Spear, the Soar-mont shooter.
23d. A xel Hay ford begins the manufacture of

barrel heads.
24th. Cold day.
grees below zero.
2'>rh. Mrs. Ann

Crosby, died
2sth.

Seh.

Thermometer twentv two de-

M., wife of the late ex Gov.
Boston.
Warrenton, of Bangor, towed to ihiat

pnrt water-logged.
31st. The Belfast Block Companv began t*>
ufaeture ship’s blocks.

man

FKBKt Alii.
1-t. Seh. Stephen E. Woodbury run down and
.-link eighteen miles N. N. W. of Race Point !>\ -eh.
Enoch Robinson.
oth. Heaviest snow storm of the season ; >unda\
—no services held in
any of tlieehurehesexcept tlie

Methodist.
Oth. James Dwinall, of Portland, a tramp aged
o3, died at Belfast jail alter walking eight miles in

the deep snow.
7th. A. B. Mathews died, aged 47 year-.
17th.
Reunion of Belfast boys at Boston, Mrs.
Hose Leavitt, of Bangor, so-called spiritualist, **xposed in Belfast; W. G. Frye, Esq. appointed F. v
Consul-general at Halifax, N. S.
20th. slight tire on Washington street.
22d.
not observed
Washington’s birthday
heavy storm.
20th. Gen. Neal Dow, of Portland, addr**—*’ a
large audience at Hayford hall, on temperanc**.
—

Brock,

mud

Mayor
20th.
30th.

street,

Seaside Grange I*, of II organized.
City election; George E. John-on elec: !
by a vote of 007, W. B. Swan, 327*.
New city government organized.
Harvey H. Smalley’s house, on Bridge
burned.
APRIL.

12th. Geo. E. Brackett elected Grand secretary
Grand I.odge 1.0. of G. T.
13th.
First salmon of the season caught in Penobscot bay, by C. F Treat. Searsport.
loth.
Hiram <). Alden, Esq., died, aged *2 years.
17th. Order passed city government transferring
to trustees, in mortgage. Belfast’s interest in the
railroad; Edward Johnson, *1. II. Drummond, ami
Frederick Kobic elected trustees.
20th.
Mrs. Susan G. Sbnpson died -iidddenly,
aged 77 years.
27th. Heavy fall of snow in Wald** counts.
MAY.

2»1. C. W. Haney elected Junior Grand Warden
Maine Grand Lodge of Masons.
lath,
stable near corner of Main and Cross
streets took lire—damage slight.
2sth. Ship Louis Walsh, with a cargo of 2,500
tons of ice, sailed for Liverpool, where she arrived
June 11th.
First cargo of ice ever shipped from
Maine to England.
20th. Sch. Mary A. Hall launched from the yard
of McDonald A Brown. Belfast Temperance Alliance organized—300 persons signed the pledge.
30th.
Memorial Day observed by Thomas H.
Marshall Post G. A. U.

*tli.

loth.
New steamer Penobscot, of the B. A. B.
steamboat line, arrived on her first passage east.
12th.
Zenas Ellis, of Swanville, thrown from a
team in Belfast, and severely injured.
13th. Peter, young son of Mrs. Thomas Larey,
drowned
into a cistern; Seth L. Milliken

by falling

■>!>

Ik Pla.ig
\:■

1

I-jr-

n

i lank\

»•

tt.iinrv.

!..n,'.

i-t.

B.
\\

»-.

b

!.I

\\

hr

I'latM MiatAiUKS.

M

Ben

F.

'i

Burnham
The n\

-e:ir-

mug.

I*

Kim *.>

id.

B.

.!

a

-1.

M--

«

I.am*. Br<

Ii. W.

Me -li'
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he one of the yming-'-! ivies em| anel
in
Waldo county.
Mr. II. K. Hamlin, a
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II. m
lin, of Bangor, was admitted » tin* bar n \\
said to

day.
There

jur>

wci*i• no

trials
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Wednc.-da>
The

Grand jury got through Wedm-.iav after
having found but■ one indietmeni
(,'tia-. 11.

noon

W est, of

-ear-port, tor
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I,elan
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Morton.
Fish and Fi-iiing.

The K!l*w «.rtIj Amer-

publishes

the follow ing item- from t ».*« anv ilit*;
Sclir. A. H. Wlutmon -a
d for Portland I >< e. lb. with bd.OiM) a ms of clams and her-

ring. The factory has closed for the season,
hav ing pm up altogether *200,0on cans of lobclams, nultish and

sters,

fishermen

herring.

The lobster

taking

up their traps for th seaaccount of the scarcity of herring

are

son.Oil

tin* Gloucester

lishing

mackerel for bait,

ve.»e|s

'rin

se

nr*

are
v

Using

orth

No.;;
bout sp

per barrel and make expcn*i\•• bait.< ertain
parties in Piscataquis countv have ree. m ,v be» n

poaching
catching

around

Boyrd

Lake, in ornev il!<•. In

white perch with set nets. Two of
the offend* rs wen* arroted and settled at a co-t
of

Kastport Sentinel reports

£7d.do.The

frozen

herring

very scarce, as high as si.do per
hundred having been paid for them. One vessel succeeded ingetting a cargo at Grand Manan.
tin first caught there during the cold snap
about two week* ago, which wen* carried t *
market and sold for s.I.pMi.Fi-dn run n rep* vf
a sean-ity of eels in tin
Kenncbr..Tin Vugusta Journal says; Th- tom «<*d li-lieri. of
the Kennebec arc flourishing.
The ie. mar tin*
dam is lined with boys and men armed with
sharp pointed wires 1 nt in tie form of a hook
and attached to handles. Tin* w ater i- swarming with t he fish and many bushels are ruptured
f smelts were taken
daih.Twelve bushel*
from one net on the river in Steuben, on l 'ridav
fin* old fishermen sav thi- iof la-t week,
the largest haul ever made in that town.fin
destruction of weirs in a recent storm has about
ended the sardine hu-iue** at Kastport for this
sea*on, a.* tin* weir* cannot be rebuilt until
spring.'-arrv sin* It fishers an* reaping a rich
harvest just now.
*•
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deep religious interest

>m
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opened with prayer by Ib*\. Mr. CTovvmnshield.
The following a1*e the officers of court -.Sheriff,
sel Wadsworth; crier, John T. Aver!!!; m-e-serg-

and

A

O

1>

•”>0 and

UKLKilOCS.

(.'. A.
imu-

keag: Assistant ( lerk, T. C. Creed, Vinalliaven.
A general caucus will be held
:- c\.ming
>r
th" nomination of state "Hirers and member- of

of age. 9 between in and 20, 12 between 2o and 3o.
7 between 30 and to, 9 between 40 and no, 9 between

JUNL.

elevated

w.a-

Augusta, had

(>. (».

The city sexton reports 8"> deaths in 1882, again-!
While the number is not so large as in
some former years it embraces
many prominent
citizens, such as Win. II. Simpson, Hiram O. A1
den, William Otis, A. B. Mathews, and M. s.
staples, Three persons were drowned during tin*
year—-Peter Carey, John C. Hervey and Blanch
Patter,shall. Of the s.’» deaths this year PI were
women and 39 men.
Fifteen were under In years

KKFt

r

Whole number of votes,
to a choice,

84 for lssi.

maii-rn, dropsy of heart and unknown.

for -]»* ak«

caucus

Necessary

HtTAUTY.

cancer, Bright’s disease,
inllammation two eaeh; and of paraly.-is, men
ingetis of brain, diphtheria, insane, canker, whoop
Ing cough, eludera infantum, typhoid fever, rin-u

in

lows.

husbands from abroad, while thirteen young me.i
were caught by the charms of out of town ladie.-.
M<

balloting

The

eight brides, February five, while Murch'gavc hut
on
April live, May four, June four, July five,
while in the sultry month of August the wedding
bells did not once ring; September started in with
five weddings, October five, followed by November, the banner month in the year, when ten blu-h
ing brides were led to the altar; December dosed
the year with five marriages. Of tin* fifty -ix marriages, twenty-four couples were Bella,-t people;
in nineteen cases Belfast ladies overlooked Hie
charms of our marriageableVoting men and »
1,

tlie

K.

messenger.

la.

MATKIMONIA

Palestine Commandery, No. 14, Knights
Templar, organized at Masonic Temple.

liq-

ear-

DECEMBER.

1st., oft Race point, and sch. S. D. Hart, hailBelfast, but owned at Islesboro, was lost
June 24th, on Chatham beach. A cargo of hard
pine owned b\ O. W. Cottrell was lost in January
in a Rockland vessel, while Wui. Ritchcr A Son lost
a cargo of coal in a vessel not owned here.
from

and

granted

NOVEMBER.

Feb.

started in

adjourned

sixteen divorces

;

■

\V oodlmry, hailing from Belfast, but
mostly owned
by Jacksonville parties, was run down and sunk

Smalley's,

lire,

l.-d.

Brooklyn was recently sold at San Francisco, and
the schrs. S. J. (iilmore, Tamihroo, Stella and Mazurka have been disposed of. Sch. Stephen E.

II

street took

sermon

SHIPPING.

ing

»i

High

■

The ship-building interest has been very brisk.
Eight vessels have been launched during the year,
three are in process of building and there are contracts for several others. Of the eight launched
three hail from Belfast, while the others are in part
owned here.
In addition t<» these tin* sell. Abraham
Richardson, a tine coaster, and the sell. Oazelie
have been purchased. The ship Louis Walsh has

ship City

aon

extinguished.

was

W <odi>Li».
lore house on w harf, with
ha- hurned.
sixty ton-•'■t.
F dap
'onmiandcrv l>. T. of Bath \isits
Be fa-i
2 <th.
>■•', l’eiiolis*■(11 iaunche i from the vard of
Carter A (
-6th
Coi i,.
i,
Davis. of !*<■ 11';»-*t, died ;;f
Pori J sit I»«• 1, 'I \a

Durham it Hall, manufacturers of boxes,
have had a good year’s
work and their business is already too large for
their present quarters. They cut up probably more
feet of lumber than any c nieern in Waldo county.
All the minor industries are prospering.

the

drowned at I.akc IjuunU

rve.

lirsl IT* -t of the
The Angler bouse

15th

ness.

.Sear-port parties;

Johnnie H.

b.tcook

doors, sash and blinds,

have

shops.

Boston is agitating the question of
railroad.

SEPTEMBER.
Mate ejection; "eth I.. Millikeli elected to
lion-ton
iected to -tate legi.-iaCongrcs-. \
tin
»
|. i; hie for G
.or bad tSi majority in
Utli.

have increased their granite business. The axe
factories of B. Kelley & Co., Sherman iV Thompson
and Coo. Hardy have all had a good run of busi-

"Mr.

on

AUGUST.

yard,—a new business—and is employing 2> men.
This industry is hut in its infancy and at the end of
next year,
probably, the business will be doubled.
His foundry business is also in good condition. Mr.
I an\. Murch has begun the manufacture of
slop’s blocks, another new industry. which is al.-o
hi a very nourishing condition. Fernald Bros,

to

overcome bv

Theodore Scott died, aged 78 years.
1). L. Peavey’s store on Plmmix Row, took
lire, but was extinguished.
26th. <;. A. Brown elected pre.-ident of Maine
Deaf Mon* Association.
2*111. ( apt. Georg-T. Crabtre
of Rockland, m
a v i-it t > Belfast, was found dead in iiis bed.

and blinds l,2">0,000 feet of lumber, and working
men.
The shoe factory has doubled its work
in the past year and enters on the new with glowing prospects. Mr. C. J. Hall has opened a stone

sold

peddler,

a

5th.
2i-t.

forty

been

George Wentworth,

25th.

heat and fell in street.
27th. Sch. H. .J. Cottrell launched from the vard
of J. V. Cottrell.

have closed a season of prosperity. Some new ones
have been added and one or two have ceased to ex
ist. Mathews Bros.’ sash and»blind factory, one of
the best in New England, lias had an unprecedented rush of business, manufacturing into doors, .sash

road.The Ossipoe Valley News sends, with

entitled “Tlx- Great Wabash Illustrated.'*

JULY.

National anniversary—not observed here.
12th. House in South Belfast owned bv Win, II.
burned.
Hall,
ith.

e

Q. A. Bean, (ten. Eastern Agent, Chicago,
Burlington A Oiiincv IR., 306 Washington st.
Boston, a pamphlet containing an address on
And on the taxation of real estate :
California and the Pacific Coast, containing
Some urge that real estate bears too
great a much of interest about that far away portion of
share of the taxes.
r.s this true? It is valued our country, its business resources, etc., by Mr.
for purposes of taxation the same as
personal
property. >o far it is equal. It pnvs the same Llovu To vis, Pres, of Wells, Fargo A Co., be-

this tax, and it remains to bo seen whether their
influence will continue to be

represented

abolishing

people

opened

question,” and has
representative men in all the
walks of life in Maine to give their
view-.” (m Saturday last the Journal
printed the first instalment of the discussion. The first letter is from Judge

to know that Belfast will be

bill

the

burdens

to distribute in Maine the

of taxation V lias

Marsh, Thurlow Weed, Prof. John W.
Draper, the Rev. Dr. Bellows, Senator1
Hill, of Georgia, Clarkson X. Potter and
E. W. Stoughton, of Xew York, Horace
.Maynard, of Tennessee, (ten. G. G. War-

publican party; but these reverses arc
regarded as merely temporary, though
much depends upon the attitude of the
two great parties in the months which
precede the next Presidential election.
The National Capitol has naturally been
the scene of important events. When the
year began Guiteau was on trial. He was
convicted and sentenced Feb. 4th, and
subsequently exteuted. A protracted
trial of the star route conspirators ended
in a disagreement of the jury and a new
trial is now in progress. Congress sat
until August 8th, the session having
been protracted by Democratic filibustering. Among the more important mea-

a

no

fairly

greatest poets,

Longfellow and Emerson, and from other
spheres of life and usefulness have been
taken Richard Henry Dana, George P.

satisfactory

the Geneva Award bill, and the
tion to refund the extended hi per cents,
in 3 per cent, bom's. The House passed

readily

conceded.

long been a vexed problem, and we can hardly expect that the
present Legislature will wholly solve it.
Hut it may, and no doubt will, accomplish something in that direction. The
Lewiston Journal, in raising the question,
“Can any thing he done by legislation more

bill.
The

That thero is

borne. This has

the Pendleton Civil Service

passed

for reform will bo

easy matter to so adjust the burdens of taxation as to have them equally

at work on rev-

are now

It is

banks,
proposi-

It is

decided vote the Senate

a

they

mon

them to be examined- If

valuation has not been put

pans of the State.

ous
room

something. The report of the Tariff
Commission, provided for at the first session, was presented, and the committees

may

extend the charters of the national

Maine.

The

of the country, and both branches went
to work with a purpose to accomplish

Succeeding elections in other States were,
however, generally disastrous to the Re-

which became laws were the Morbill of Senator Edmunds, the bill to

in

Eighteen hundred eighty-two took its departure
Legislature which met at Augusta however, is, that the assessors are not firm
or persistent enough. They decline to
on
Sunday, and on Monday was ushered in the beyesterday will be called upon to consider enough
encounter the opprobrium that a rigid enforceof the new week and year of 1883. This is a
ginning
first Monday in December. The Presi- the
question of tax reform, petitions to ment of the law will bring upon them. No season of retrospection—a time to glance backward
dent’s message met the general approval that end having been circulated in vari- further legislation is necessaiy..
Third.—I have always believed that if a per- over the twelve months that are gone—to note the

Fusion misrule.

sures

Reform

Tax

the

Electoral vote, but no action was taken
by the House. Congress reassembled tlie

world-wide

any section, and abundant harvests have
been the rule, and not the exception.
In the

to be

course

1 louse

was

Var's

brought

reception
to

at

tin*

White

sad termination

by

tie
Midden death of the Hawaiian Minister. KINha
H. Allen. Mr. Allen had been presented to
a

tlm President, and while

on

his

wax

t«*

an

ante-

seized with vertigo, succeeded bx
spasms, and though promptly attended bx phvsieians soon died. Mr. Allen was for some
years a resident of Haugor. has served in the
room

was

Maine

Legislature

State, and
wide

was a

and in

111:111

Congress from
ability

of marked

this
and

popularity.

Orit Pa 1 kn r I-aws offer to American Inventive
Genius a better protection than afforded h\ those
of any other •ountry, and at a much less price.
This is but a deserved recognition of those contributing so largely to the welfare of our whole eountry,
yet many inwntors faii of reaping their just rcw ard
by not having their claims properly presented t<the commissioners. 'Plus can only be done tnrough
an agent conversant
with the ’workings of the
government office, p vs ted is p* Patents already
granted, and capable to advise as t the
ity of a new article, and the wisdom of procuring
Patents therefore in foreign conn trie-> As for many
ears pa>t, we are pleased to commend to inventors
Mr. K. 11
l.d'iy, of 7»'» state street, I.oston, as a
leading and most successful solicitor *f Patents:
one whose long
experience and lamiliarity with
the laws and technicalities relating to American
am Foreign Patents render him second to no
living
ctfGert in his own particular line.

patentabil-

*M. (Jambetta died in Paris .Sunday. French
say the stability of the Republic will not
S' affected by GambettaN death. Gambetta's
R‘ath is interpreted in Austria as a guarantee
long peace between Germany and France.

Jpi pel's

t

of

News
I'HKMinp

Belfast

Vicinity.

tie.

I

Itev

Ex-Sheriff Charles Baker,
Monday assumed
charge of the firm of Baker & Shales, Win. M.

by which we can
subscribers for the Journal, copies of

new

popular hook, “Army

(ierrish’s

Woods retiring.
The Post Office, Custom House and Banks were
closed New Years, but the day was not otherwise
observed, the shops being open as usual.

Life;

Unniniseenees ol' the War,” the price
which is $1.:»m It is a neatly printed,substantial,
•und volume, and is the first hook lo portray the
uf the private soldier’s life during the great
bi llion. For one new subscriber and $2.50 we will
vc Hite
copy of the book. For two new subscribers
<», one copy. For three new subscribers and
wo copies. The honks will be delivered at the
e -ei., po-tp.ii
io any addre-s on receipt of

\ Privab
•i

->

A petition is in circulation in this city asking the
legislature to make all the principal bridges the
property of the county to build and keep them in
repair.

Theodore Gerrish, of Bangor, will lecture
.'searsport, February 1st, and at Belfast, Feb. 2d.
The lecture in this city will be under the management of the masons, and the proceeds will be used
for masonic purposes.
Rev.
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Fred Carter, marketman, lost a valuable horse
Iasi week. The animal was taken suddenly ill in the
-tall, and lived but a short time. The lmr-e was
worth sloo. This is the second horse Mr. Carter
has lo-l since last April.
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reached this city yesterday of the drowning
<m Mom lav oil' ( lam Cove, Camden, of Freeman
Ki h and Bert Young aged about fifteen years each.
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d, it as. resigned his position :Tnd will
-ic-c.
led le. Air. .J. F. Rich.
Mr. Rich is a na1 i*' hicnt, ami graduated from the Wesleyan
ivcr-ii, Conn., high in iiis class, and for the
~t two y.-irs has been t* e l ing in the
Randolph
i■. * -ii;. New A “i'k. llceomes well recommend,1vn

iv

I j.a*

Hi. i

I
I
l

.;

A. J. F.

a

to
ol

a-

sheriff his

J. Lofke ha- iu-l repaired for David Tilton,
Ivn-'\, what he thinks is one of the best clockin Waldo county.
It is one of the tall hall clocks in
use a century or so ago, and hears the maker’s
H.

f

■

name—‘•Samuel Kuulctt. .Monmouth.” The moveas ever.
Mr. 1.
ke offered the owner
ment i- go•
$40 l*> leave the clock at hi- simp, but it was no

temptation.
\ All \ m.K Propeutv. Axel Hay lord,
another column, advertises for-ale alibis real
estate in this city, which »•uuprises Hayfoial Block,
erected a few years ago at a cost of $:J.">,000, his
Miicii

in

private dwelling
Belfast foundry

house-, one-half
Mr. ilayford is interested in

In use, tenement
<•.

millin'- at St. John, N.
1 bile--

spring.

the

m.\'«*

di-p

>-«*d

w

ill

previously

of

in

move

the

rty will lie so',.! at auction March 2.‘»tli.

prop

New

B., where he

\ii\

Attention is

s.

eim Isemen

special bargains offered by T. AN
Andrew-

Belfast-Mark

called t«»

Pitcher A

o.

special induce-

offers

twenty days to close out his
stock of winter clothing-Fred Timm, custom
shoe maker, has moved to the front room over F.
& L. F. R >biiin-' -tore, Main st., Belfast.
.W. T.
Howard i- a line marble worker, and persons in
want of anything in hi- line should give him a
ments tor the next

all.

Exchange

..Tin* Printer-

has

a

notice in

an-

which don’t fail to read.

other column

Mr. F. J. Mori-on write-from Philbr<»ok, Mm,tana. that Mr. John ( oombs, formerly of Waldo, was
severely injured about the middle of December.
Mr. < oombs had until re’ently been at work for
Mr. M'-rison, but at the time the accident t*»* k

place was hauling logs to a s:lw n.j|]
loading his *am the lever which held

While
tin*

ur-

logs got

loose and struck Mr. Coombs a violent blow in the
back, knocking him .put.* a distance. H* fell into
a rut in the road where the logs rolled over him.
Mr. Coombs was hurt internally and at the la.-t

writing he

in

was

a

condition, although
The near
r;

iitieal

<

hope- wen. en: Ttain>*d
est physician w i- -ixty

of hi-

reeov«

live miles

nut he

was

ay
twenty-four hours alter the
>ul»-e.juent!\' Mr. Mori son rob* to lor;
aw

for and arri\ed

-cut

evident.

Benton, cighly-tivc mile- away, for

na

Heal in-

strumentS

am Kit N< > 11Tin*

11;

Penobscot

cr

iaii'l

the

on

anchorage

1

run

in

Bangor Whig

Meant
sa;
of Dee. 22. ran from Bock

Portland in

a

in

snow -torm

li\hours and twenty-four minute- and <ei there
turn trip from Boston, on the Jbtli, arrived in
Rockland at <■>:#> \. m., and at Winterp-ut at U:;»r»
a
M. On the next trip west -he made fin.' run from
Belfast to Camden, Is mile-, in I hour 11 minutes;
left Rockhu.d al f< Mo k. m., -auto trip, arriving in
Bo.-ton at
a. m
o» this last pa--age she ran
from

Seguin

Boon

I.-land, 4‘> mile-, in b hours to
minute-, amt returning from Boston on the g:*ii;,
'.•ft ih. iv
a :pi p. m
rrning in R wkland at 4 .d“7
A. m., bid g ales i*n hours 27 mPiuto-. Mich ato

■

ee--:

n

of

■•1c passages at thi-season i- i-nu-ual
!)ed.. .The steamer Mt. De-ert m ule

n:

not unex

<

tier last trip f<>r the
De-ert

on

on

tin

-*

route

fr-un Rockland to ML
spring .-lie will again
usual-Tim -f-amor H-nry

-ea-on

Saturday.
as

In the

M'-rrison make- two trips per week between Ellsworth am! Rooki-tn l... .The < ainm.rcial says it i-

reported
ropellei
from R*

that

th.

contract

:,

building

for

a

new

the B. A B. S. S. Co.,
laud to the eastward in winter, ha- b. -u
amer, t

run

for

closed.
Id;
ar-

!

Iam

vxsi Fits

i>

Rkai.

tran-tors in real

Est

k.

a

estate

f

>r

The following
the week ending

Bliss, dr. Wa-hingtou, k- Beni. P.
l'ham. Liberty. Ezekiel Burges-, sear-mont, to
u-1i;- W, t w-.-I i,
M>»ntville.
Philip < irvor.
N-.rthp :i, P- Janie- W. Carver, same town. A. ««.
arsimu.t. I
Caswell,
Georgianna F. Pea-c, ApL-.i- M. Dodge, Isle-b*
to Kih-ia J.
pleton
l),”!g*-, s.iiij. :-.wn. Angk E. Dyer A al.-., 1 airiwd. b Goo W. C'lark A als.,
nity. I'd nit a M.
e«aroo|>,:i a al-., Troy, t<» Geo. W. Clark A al..
—Hiram

I nity. John F. Hall. >earsmwnt, to Win. Ja« k-• •.i.’
-Montviilc. Ja.me- R. Hurd, Wintumort, t-» E/.ra
R- Whelden, Jr., -nine town. sarah P. Harriman,
Pr-spe't, t » Pereie If. Harriman, -..me town.

Lucy A. William- A als., Bangor, to Geo. W.
Clark A al.. I’uity
Eliza Herriman, Pro.-pect, to
Almira F. Ginn, same town.
Daniel Haradun,
Belfast, to V F. Houston A als., same town. Cuth
erine Jordan, Belmont, to Elijah Pease, same
town.
I. A. Knowlton, Belfast, to Wm. E. Mahoney A ah, Northport. W. E. and Sarah E. Mahoney. Northport, to Robert II. Coomb-, Belfa-t.
Rebecca A. Merit hew, Searsport, to Emma V.
Sargent,

-nine

town.

Linea- Mason, Monr >c, to

Chri-topher ( Moody, same town. E. s. Plummer
A als., Clinton, to Geo. W. Clark A al., Cnity.
Reuben Rich, Winterport, will, t<» Caroline W.
Smith. Almon W. Richards, Liberty, to Antoinette Towle, same town. Reuben sibley. Belfast,
to John A. Jackson,
Northport. Elias (.. Skidmore,
Cnion, to Au-tin Wentworth, Monlville. Charles
B. savage, Morrill, to Geo. A. Jackson, same town.
Jo-oph F. Wiley, Lincolnville, to Jo-eph Wiley,
-aimtown. John E. Woodcock, Sear-mont to
•k'tiah c. Oakes, same town. John Wilson, Waldo,
-herifl, to Oiiuda J. Wilson, same town. Frank
Webber, Jackson, t■> D. D. Gould, same town,
susan L. Dearborn, Troy, to Philo P. Estes, same
town. E. P. Frohock, Lincolnville, to E. D. Freeman, same town. John Greely, Palermo, to Jonah
11. Greeiv, China.
E-ta J Wiley, Sear-mont, to
Frank Barlow,

same

town.
Union,

ed, and it is expected that lie will keep the school
the standard. Miss Belie French, assistant
ip
i'i the

Intermediate school, ha- resigned, to be sue
■■••eded by Mis.- Hattie Bates.
Mis- French is an

ternoon, at which a course ol' instruction was followed designed to impress upon young minds the

excellent

principles

the North

Primary, assisted by Miss Emma Wise.
try Pierre t ikes Miss Collier’s place at the
Intermediaie. Mi.-.-Evic Carter resigns at the

Mi-- Al

Primary

b

>

t-

from

to

be -mreeded

by

Miss

Zidie Cnr-

tlie North Primary.

Nelson Mullin. Esq., Custom House
North Haven, was in Belfast last week 01.
business
( >1 < henery, and family left

r iit

"i

!«

it> on Friday for Boston, where a stop of one
will he made, after which they will proceed
f
Jacksonville for the winter_Mr. Hayward
1* r<-.\ member of the legislature from
Frankfort,
■

week

■

i- the

youngest member of the House, being but 25
Theodore Herrish, of Bangor,
wa- in Belfast last week-Rev. Mr.
Libby, of Belt’a.-i, lectured at Orrington on Thursday evening of
la-t w«ek. The Orrington correspondent of the
Bangor Whig says—The third iu our course of lecyear- •»! ago-R»\

tuiv-

wa- given Thursday evening by Rev. C. E.
Libby, of Belfast; subject, “Man.” It was an able
ami scholarly production, holding the closest atten1 ’n of a
large audience to the close. The only
criticism we have heard is that “he stopped too
..The Waterville Mail says—Mr. W. Ii.
>iiii5cy, so long and so well known at the railroad
ma-iniH* shops till within a year past, has arranged
turn from Belfast to his old home and friends
Waterville.tames Mitchell has moved to Ban
r
.Charlie Dickerson, of this city, is tiring on
Bedfast railroad. He is to learn to be an engi

W

II.

"Utfineer
p

-;

of

Waterville,

is to

be

the Belfast railroad for the win'h y Webb, of
Unity, Me., has been apl
(irofcssor of agriculture in Delaware col-

1

ib

1|-'

Richardson,

<

i,re

on

ri'Iv—T Webb is a graduate of the Maine
"liege ai Oi'ono—C. IS. Ilazeltine and fain.
‘‘n

r,,llt<'

f,,r Jacksonville, Fla., where
they
spend the winter—Miss Lena Pierce is visit-m Boston...-Mias s.
c. Starret, of Belfast, hag
l.cin appointed ns the committee on
languages, on
win

part of the Maine Pedagogical society_Miss
I-Ilk- Colburn, of Belfast, will leave for Boston
next week for the purpose of
receiving further inthe

structions in vocal music.

i.

in

temperance, and which also included
other exercises to further interest the
There has been an average attendance oi
of

songs and

pupils.
about forty boys

and girls of from three to fifteen
year* of age. On Monday afternoon last a picnic
supper \va> provided and the friends and relatives
were invited to witness the presentation of
prizes

and other exercises.

Pl.uxiNAi
•>!li

five o'clock at least seventy-five children, all members of the Union, assembled in tut; Universalis! cstry, and were seated at
supper. After the tables had been clear 'd away
the President of the committee having the management of the Union made a few remarks and w ished
the young people present a Happy New Year in the
Then
name of the Woman’s Temperance Union.
At

followed songs, readings and recitations by the
members of the Juvenile Union, which were very
interesting and pleasing. The song “Cold Water
is Our Motto,” by Katie Patterson, the othersjjoining in the chorus, was particularly effective. Mrs.
Babbage presided acceptably at the piano. This
part of the exercises closed with a line recitation
by Mrs. Iiavid Alexander. Then came the presentation of

prizes,

as

follows:

To

Willie Berry, for

regular attendance, knife and glass ink-stand Annie Pendleton, for regular attendance, a purse; Ah.
bie Smiley, for perfect lessons, an autograph album; (iiissie Knight, for perfect lessons, a book;
La arena Crockett, for bringing in members (10) an
autograph album ; Luella Lewis, ditto, ditto; Lein
Brown, nine members, a writing tablet; Ceorge
Curtis, for general good conduit, a sled. Mrs.
( has. A. Pilsbury, who
occupied the clmlr, was
presented by Miss Hicks, in behalf of her co-workers in the temperance muse with a handsome
pocket diary- The Kev. Mr. Boss was now called upon
and delivered an excellent address, in the course
of which lie expressed his surprise and pleasure at
finding the Union was so strong in members, and
so vigorous.
Mrs. Wooster Parker followed w ith

that all the money needed in future,
prizes aim to sustain the Union, would be
forthcoming. Brief remarks were also made by Mrs.
Moore and Mrs. Cyrus Patterson, and with the
singing of the Sweet Bye and Bye, in which all
joined, the party dispersed, having spent a very
pleasant and profitable evening.
an assurance

for

The Belfast National Bank last week declared
semi annual dividend of four per cent.

a

Willie, young son of A. V Sawtelle, was badly
injured Wednesday afternoon, by being run into
by another boy while sliding down Commercial
street. He was badly cut about the bead.

—

Tuttle last week photographed a group of twenty
girls, the stitching room force of the Belfast
•shoe factory. The picture is a present to Mrs. Ingalls, formerly in charge of the room.
two

Burnham. Mr. and Mrs. Peter Barrows celebrated the 25th anniversary of their marriage by a
silver wedding, Jan. 1st. A goodly number of relatives and friends were present during the day and
evening and some very acceptable presents were
received. The evening was spent very enjoyablv
in various amusements, including a candy pull_
Wilmot s., a little son of Win. Weed, 10 years of
age, on New Years day, hauled over one cord of
green wood more than half a mile, with a pair of
calves not quite a year old. He made nine loads_

The county commissioners have under contemplation the erection, at the jail in this city, of a work
house and yard, where the class of drunken tramps
can be made to poun 1 stone. As it Is now they seek
the jails where they can pass the time in idleness.
If this cia.- of criminals knew they would he put
at hard labor it is believed they would slum our

city.

sleighing is splendid and every
impr lying it.

Justice Ivnowlton, Dec.
•2Sth, state on complaint of Aluen \\ Aehorn vs.
lit'.-. Sanborn, for assault and battery. Sanborn is
Achorn’s father-in law. A family matter. Acquit
ted.
ihi; .-lore Judge Boardman, Aehorn\s
Poi.k

Before

N«m:s.

i;

Previously Aehorn
had complained of his wife—a charge of adultery
on whicu
wa- acquitted.
A Men I), ( !ia-> will petition the Governor and
Conn- ii for tin- pardon of Joseph S. Pa terson, of
this diy, now serving a life sentence in the state
prison f r ar-oii. The petition is signed hy the Belfast city government, Custom House and Post-ollice
olli dais, county ollieials. and representative men of
our city,
d in* prison warden writes that Patterson's drporlmi nl is good. The young man has
served two years, and every one seems willing to
to

kill

in

Acquitted.

r.

Services

Lodge

«»i

tin-

Belfast

making
earnestly hope that

Chora!

Society

bers from Tvv«*mbly Lodge, Camden, wen present
v.Mrs. Jessie. Billings left home last week to
vi>ii relatives in Rockland... The sudden death of
Lertie Miller, on of Cyrus Miller of till i"wn,
caused

are

the musical public, and
umm as possible will ho

as

fore.

making

!."«

vi.

a

large (diorus, with extra attractions.

i'i stom

session enacted

a

HorsKS. Congress at the last
law requiring the Secretary of

the clerical force of
!he custom houses of the country, in order that, if
deemed necessary, there might he a reorganization
of the force.
For some departmental reason it has
the

Treasury

to examine into

been deemed expedient not to make pubreports of the special agents -ent to investigate this subject.
The injunction of secrecy havhitherto
lic the

ing linally been removed, tin* reports of the agents
upon the custom houses in Maine have been presented in summary form. Wc give those of local
interest
Belfast.

Estimates for DM. One ( ollector, fees;
'! Deputy Collectors, $:),12s.'>0; janitor, $400.
Special Agout recommends same compensation as nec.with
of
now
one
ollector
essary
exception
Special
employed for live months, whom lie recommends
-bould be employed for six months, thus increasni.
ing expenses
Contingent and incidental
expenses estimated, $"77.02.
Frankfort
and Winterport—One
District,
Bangor
Deputy Collector and Inspector, $0oo.
Ca-tine district. Brc-cnt force—One ( ollector
at a compensation, in addition to lees. of $la0; one
special Depwl\ Collector and Inspectoral « astine,
$luG; ..nc special Deputy Collector and Inspector
at Bucksporl, $luO.*»; one "qteciai Deputy ( ollector
and Inspector at (Jastine, $"21.2b, niic special
Deputy ( ollector and Inspector at Sedgwick, $'<21.2b; one Special Deputy ( ollector and Inspectoral
Deer Isle, $>21.2b: amounting in aggregate 1 »

$ 4 si»:». 7b.
The following are the figures recommended for
1""4 Collector. lees and $l.bu: one special Deputy
Collector and Inspectoral Casline. $lo‘.(b; one Spc
• ial
Deputy ( ollector and Inspectoral Bucksport,
$(>uu. on.' sp. < ial Dcput> (. ollector and Inspector
:.! Castim*. $‘JU(); one Special Deputy ( ollector and
Inspectoral Deer Isle, $t>0U; one special Deputy
('ollector and Inspector at Sedgwick. $3»>.b; a total
co't of $ til’d.

feeling of ,-adness

a

among his

friend-

Sk yksmont.

eifort to inten d

present at the Cniversalist vestry this I’hursday
evening, Jan. 1th. The conductor, Air. Blake, w ill
lie present with new mu-i •.
It is the intention to
givt an entertainment, in the spring. An invita
lion will he extended to the Kockland musical society, and it is hoped that they will join us as be-

held every Sunday by Rev. J. P. Simvery interesting meeting ot Central
held Saturday evening. Several mem-

are

was

j

The Christinas tree at the M. K.
'•huri'li was a success in every particular,
\bout
two hundred dollars worth of presents were displayed. The children’s concei t was also successfill and the management deserve mueli credit foi
their ctlorls.... Mrs.
has.
anai
i- still failing
and it is feared tliat she will never beany better
father
Andrew
cattle buyers, died last Friday.... Dr.
was buried last Friday with Masonic
hom vs. Sermon by Rev. J. 1*. simonton, Chas. W.
Han y olliciating at the grave. The doctor was
for about twenty six years in practice in this town
and leaves a large circle of friends to mourn his
loss
Mr. Deo. Clark’s oldest, daughter is very

1.awry,

ap!

...l

tile

—

and her recovery is doubtful-Mr. Isaac
Mureh one day last week while chopping in the
woods cut his foot severely-The dancing school
sick

Heal has

bought

a

evenings_Mr.

Samuel

at Camden and is

moving

more

place

thither.
<

derstand ihat

ksi’okt.

Rev.

Saturday evening. He has been awav about four
years, -pending one year in Kansas and the past
three in Council Blufls, Iowa, where he lias been
engaged in business. IK* returns in about two
weeks—We now average t trains daily from this
place to Bangor. The three regular trains that have
for the past three summers have this winthe first time been continued, and these with
tlie special. teamboat trains make the number above
specitiod. We are glad that an increase of business on the road requires extra trains-Farmers
are taking advantage of the good traveling, and are
hauling hay to market in large quantities. It sells
all the way from $s to $11 per ton deliveredrun

ter for

There

was

an

public tempt*
Moniiok.

unusually large attendance
meeting last Sunday.

at

yet it is much better to have it at hand when
three doses will cure you. One Bottle will last
your whole family a winter and keep you safe from

danger.

26teow45

the

ranee

The Waldo and Penobscot Agricult-

j
I.

w,

Boston; jI

lo; Mi nit,i, Wade,

2d, sehr. Empress,-, New Vork.
SAILED.

W

l.YltVKS.

Robert Dority is loading a cargo of pig iron
railroad wharf, for New York. Tin* iron comes
the railroad from liango
Raker A .shales
have loailrd with hay sehrs. Fli/.aAnn, Hero and
Minolta, for Boston.
>ch

...

KOI

other farm products remain the

Providence, Dec. 2s. Arrived sell. Sandy Point,
Pr int, Wehawken. Dec. 31. Arrived sell. Ilarmona,
Patti11 -hall, Eli/.ahetlipi»rt.
Jacksonville, Dec. 27.
Arrived seh. Prescott
Hazeltine, Swett, New York.
Savannah, Dee. 2‘.». Vrrived -eh. William Frederick. Ames, New b ork. Sailed Dee. 2Sth. sch. H.
J. Cottrell, Haskell, New York.
Perth Amboy, Dee. 28. Sailed sell. I sola, Smith,

suffering

are

FOR THE NEXT
All that have examined this lot
that the

knowledge

«fE SHALL OFFER

150 Pieces Brown Coiton,7-Bc.
by

the yard

former

web,

or

Great

price

Bargains

!» and 10c.

errors

and in-

IN EVERY DEPARTMENT.

5th.

weakness, early de-

W e are determined to reduce
and in

All-wool,

MARRIED.
In this city, Dec. :40th, by Rev. Mr. Eibby, Asa
an Haul, and Addie E. Collins, of
Waldo.
In this city, Dee. 7th, Thomas F. Murphy and
Miss Jennie L. Ivnowlton, both of Swanville.*
In tiii- < ity, Dec. 7th, Mr. Leslie A. Ivnowlton, of
Swanville, and Miss Lizzie M. Haswcll.of Monroe.
In Jackson, Dee. 24th, by J. H Cook, Esq., Mr.
Willis F. Cook and Miss Mabellc E. Drake, both of

50

everywhere

at $I.C.">.

GARMENTS, $3 la $25.

close

the above lot. and

out

Bear in mind that

n

stantly

now

is the

SHAWLS,

we

SOKl'I.W.

HAY 1

not

only

con-

HA Cl'.AINs

M hm,

Oil

counters, but shall always meet or go
under any one > that can » made on
that

I fry and

ol

have made

have

our

anything

stock

Blankets,

for the sale of gar-

season

marked them down to prices that
will insure a sale.
1

our

that will astonish any customer.

It' you wish to save money,

ments is about over, we propose to

In Centre Lincolm ille, Dec. 24th, Mr. Charles
Drinkwater. of Northport, and Miss Luc\ A. Williams. of Lincolnvillc.
In Montville, Jan. 1st, by I. IL 'Hioiupson, K>q
Harvey 1*. Douglass and Miss (Ora M. Lord, both
of Knox.
In Searsmont, Dec. 2Jd, by Rev. J. I*. Simonton,
Mr. James E. Clement, of Belmont,and Miss Arveda
L. Brewster, of Searsmont.
In Searsmont, Dee. 27th, by Rev. J. 1*. simonton,
Mr. Miles S. Brewster and Mis- Annie J. Thomas,
both of Belmont.
In Montville, Dec. 2.7th, by Rev. Wm. s. Stevenson, Mr. John B. Mvriek, of Montville, and MisArdell Sawver, -d' Palermo.
In Corinna, Dee. 2.T1, by Rev. J. F. House. Mr.
John W. Carlton, of Winterport., and Mi-- Viva F.
<ieiehell, of Corinna.
In searsmont, Dec. 21th, Mr. Walter R. Hewes
and Mi-s Jenna F. Burroughs, both of seaivmont.
In Camden, Dee. 10th, Mr. David IL 11 a 1 and
Miss Lura IL Mimiian, b *tii of Lir.eohiv ilit-.
In Appleton. Dee. 17th. Stephen simnion- and
Hattie A. M(*Guire, both ot Appleton.
In Roekport, Dee. 2cr|i, Mr. Randall Simmons, o
Warren, and Miss Lizzie E McLaughlin, of Cam-

we

so

time to purchase

As the

Jackson.

den.
la North Haven, Dec. 2'Th, Hiram <
Mi'.!-, ;
( -linden, and Hattie L
\ <»ung, of Vinalhavcu.
Li \\ (ti'i'i'n, De*
2.»d, Frank Ladd and I.i.i
L.
I Tower, lormei 1\ id Lima hr. ille both oi \\
I
c.
I
>(
Ro'-kiand,
2Jd, Cluster F. Day, and s:\rah
s. Mitchell, both ,'! Rockland.
In Thomaston, Dee. loth, Charle-A. Pierce r. \
i Annie 1. Shibles, bo;li of Th'.ma-ton
in El!>\\ oi l1 >ec. 2Hli, Mr. Curtis R. Foster and
Mis- Minnie M. Goodwin, both of Ellsworth.
In Ellsworth, Dee. 27th. Mr. 'Sth I. Smith and
Mis& ih leh \
Brown, botti ot Ellsworth.
< wIn Hatic: ■( k, Dec. 27th. .V s Wm.il A me.-, «
land, and Miss Mary A Phillips, .if Ellsworth.
In lViion-e.it, De<-. 17th, Mr. Mert-m M. Grindai,
and Mis- Hattie J. Devereux, both of Penobscot.
In Deer Me, Dec. <!th, Mr. Warren Bray and MisOrilla s. Pre.-sev, both of Deei 1-le.

sold

prices

order to do

6th.

Tomer, of Me

<•

DAYS!

20

ever

$1.00,

Vice

emues

Fancy

( Linds.

SACKS & DOLMANS,

T. W. Pitcher & Co.,
For

Opposite

Cloakiap,

under the heading

National Sank,

we arc

selling

them at CHICKS that

vi 11 til AKAXTKK A QFICK SALK.

■

1

j
j

in V>. M'Mitville, Dec. 2',*l;i, William Thomp-on,
aged 7"* years.
la >earsmont, Dee. 2'Jth, < apt Edward Lawry,
aged >:» \ ears, :i m»mtlis and 17 days.
In Lawrence, Dee. 2'.'th, Maria, wile of L. M.
Morgan, and daughter ot Jonathan Lord, L-q.,
formerly of Buck-port.

..

In Liucolnville, Dee. List, Bert 1\ Miller, aged 17
years, l months and la nays.
In Swanville. Dee. 2uth, Emeiine, daugliter oi
Joseph and Esther E. Hamilton, aged 2s year-.
l it Camden, Dee. 2ath, Mr. Joseph D. Mirick, aged
! 7b years, ;> months and in da>
In Kineoinville, Dee. 2.‘>d, Mrs. Fidelia Young,
| wifeoi DidOon Young, aged 71 years, 11 month-,
i
In Rockland, D< <• 2*th, Rufus Veazie, aged bo
years and 11 months.
In Rockville, Dee. 2*lh, Edwin R. Blaekington,
.»> year-.
I aged
In Roekport, D< <\ 27th, daughter of da.-. (.. Lane.
In I’niou, Dee. ibth.Johu Payson, aged about >.’>

j

>.

|

I
j

j
|

years.
In Rockland, Dee. 24th, Mrs. Joliana Christina
Whlgren, a native of (.ambaearleby, Finland, aged
‘>J» years, b mouths, and 24 days.
In south Warren, Dee. 22d, Oliver Peters, aged ;>S
vcars, 11 months and 7 days.
In Washington, Dee. ltlth, Andrew Overlook, aged
b7 year -.
in Washington, Dee. Islh, Robert Hopkins, aged
sb years.
In North Waltloboro, Dee. Kith, Ida M., wife of
John A. Barlow, aged 2o years,
In Warren, Dee. l tth, Melissa Studlev, aged .‘W
years and *.* months.
in Ellsworth, Dee. 22 1, Hezekiah Cook, aged 77
years.
In l)«-e
-N-. Deo. lath, Mr. Thomas Warren.
Mkmokiam.
In the (h ath of Mrs. Ellen KelPeirce, her family and this community have
-u-i iine(l mi irreparable loss. Mrs. Peirce was born
in >a!i-bury, N. IL, in 1812, and died at Winterport,
i L D>2, and was therefore seventy years
Me., I
of age at the time of her death. She was tin*’daughter of tlie i Ion. 1 -rael W. Kelley and Rebecca FletchHer maternal grandfather
er Kelley, of Salisbury.
was the Rev. Elijah Flet -her, a Congregational mini-tor of Hillsborough, N H. The late Hon. Daniel
Webster married Draco Fletcher, an aunt of Mrs.
Peirce, and they wore married at the home of the
Before her marriage Mrs. Peirce
latter’s lather.
was much at the home of the great statesman, and
was a favorite m ice of his.
Mrs. Peirce was the
In

ley

sister of Albert

L.

Kelley, Esq.,

of

Business!
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>
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I
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CIUR LIME OF

ter and reputation of her ancestors.
Know ing her quiet, retiring tastes and disposition, I feel some hesitancy in speaking of her as
her character demands. But justice to her memory
demands that a life so pur** should not pass unnoticed.
she was not one of those who keep the
ala lias ter box of l heir love and tenderness sealed up
until their friends are dead, hut was alw ays tilling
the lives of all around her with sweetnessand perfume. she did not keep her flowers to scatter on
the coffins of her friends, hut scattered them al.’
aroun 1 her while they lived, to brighten and cheer
their lives. She was ready to speak the approving
word and the word of sympathy, while tin* ear
could hear and the heart be cheered by them.
Many a poor, weary soul has been comforted and
fed by her quiet ministrations and acts of benetieenee. The humble and the lowly found in her a
friend in whom they could always contide.
What more natural than that a lady like this
should draw around her a large circle of intimate,
lqving friends, and that her death should he greatly
and sincerely mourned.
It is said that they live the longest who live the
be.-t. But she lived her three score years and ten.
and they were tilled with usefulness. Truly she
lived long and well, and will always live in the
memory of those who knew her, and her memory
will be “Like ointment poured forth.”
Mrs. Peirce was a highly respected member of the
Congregational church in Winterport. She leaves
a husband, one son and one daughter, to whom she
has been the perfect w ife amt the perfect mother,
several children in early life preceded her to the

better land.

Her son, Rev. Webster K. Peirce, lives in Brimlield, Mass. He officiated at his mother’s funeral,
and the services were eloquent and touching in the
extreme. Probably one of the most solemn and intensely interesting funeral ever witnessed in Winterpm t.
The daughter remains at home to solace her father
in his sor.* bereavement.
The memory of the just

is blessed.”

'll M.l.
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Dress Goods,

1 >AV'

OFFER SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS
to

the public.

Tic
in want "1 any thing
my line -’.<• *ii• 1 mu fail t>» give me a. call.

New

Boston

Clothing

Store.

MARK ANDREWS, Proprietor,
11 Phoenix Row,
Belfast, Me,
1} 11

:

Plushes,
Velvets,
Table Linen,

Napkins,

BELFAST.

tM

m ti-m the
umlcr-igned wil sell at p•.11;'■
Jl following described real estate -ittinted in
Bell a i, mi the- 25th day of March next, at flay ford
Hull, at 10 o’clock A. M., namely, unle-- pn\ ions
l\ disposed of—The llayford Block, situated eorm

'S 'll L

<

of Church and Beaver street*; Hu* briek building
Beaver street occupied by John Damon, and om
three 'lory brick building, known as the vest building; the Sanborn hou.-c and four double tenement
hou.-e.- and eiw .-ingle tcuciiicut with large -table
and carriage house, and one large bail.ling used for
packing ice. Said buildings all in goi.d order and
Also three
all are occupied by paying tenanl
house- on Cedar street; nineteen acres .»( hind under a high state ot cultivation, with good house and
out building, on Belmont avenue; one piece of land
in North port, ninety-live acre-, known as the Hail
pasture.
Together with hor>e.~, carriages, harnesses and robes, and farming tools, with a large
lot of household furniture; also fort; .-two .-harepreferred .-toek of lli-1 Belfast and .Moe-ehcad Lake
Bailroad; one umlivided half of the Belfast Kmn
dry and machinerv the wharf and buildings now
occupied by Had A. Cooper for lumber yard: onehalf sc hr. Nathan Clifford and one-fourth of .-•hr.
A. llayford.
Said -ale will be adjourned from day
to day until all sold. >ati-faelor\ title given to ad
property sold. Terms of payment half cash am!
reasonable time with good undoubted paper.
A X LI 11 A A F< MID.
Belfast, Jan 1, iss:>.—1-wl

Towels,

on

Quilts, &c.

-.

Winterport,

and the late Webster Kelley, Esq., who were at one
time able attorneys of the Waldo bar. She became
acquainted with her husband, Charles H. Peirce,
Esq., at the home of her brother, Albert J.. Kelley,
Esq of Frankfort, now Winterport, and w as mai
lied at Salisbury, N. IL, in 1S.*57, and came immediately to F rankfort, now Winterport, to live, w here
she has ever since resided.
It will be seen by tie*
foregoing that our deceased friend came of noble
stock, and most nobly has she sustained the charac-

Winterport, Jan. 1,

!

I

Furnishing Goods,

DIED.

■

A

ac-

from

lyrCS

l.arle.-tmi, I)ee. js. Sailed sch. F red A. Carle,
ion, Baltimore.
Vrrived sell. M. L. < roekett,
Bo-lon, Dec. 30.
Knox, Wintcrport.

WANTED.

are

4th.

coy. loss of manhood, ,Ve.. ! will send a rerim; that
wilt cure you, FREE OF CHARGE.
This great
remedy was discovered by a missionary in South
America.
Send a self-addressed envelope to the
RK\ JosKl*!! T. INM in, station />, Xew York City.

( on

—

prices

50e. to $1.0(1 lower than any
made in the city.

same.

from the

nervous

half wool, choice

3d.

an

CARD.

A
To all who

discretions of youth,

are

and mixtures, and have alsold
at 15c. to ilOr. pet vafd
ways

colorings

fort.

ol-, Pernambuco.
President, Bedlield Plummer; TreaBatavia, Nov. 10. Arrived brig 11. C- siblev, Fb»wsurer. Kiel K Palmer: Secretary, h. 11. Neally. i
CHI to H N<m;s.
Rev. Mr. I.ibby, on Sunday
ler. New castle, N. s. W.
Board of Trustees : Monroe, R W. Mayo; WinterIasi, speaking of the increase in church memberRotterdam, Dec. p.». Cleared ship David Brown,
ship for the year, said that the M. K. church alone port, I W. Ritchie: Newburgh, Deorge sweetser; Pendleton, Charleston.
Divmont, Amos Whitney; Brooks, J. W. Kang; i
M \ RITIMK .MISCKLLAN V.
has received on an average lb.oon memhers for every
The ti-hing’- h. Bartie Pierei', id tons, of North
Sunday in the year-The watch meeting at the 's.vanvillc. A. K. Nickerson; Frankfort, K. <
Haven, has been sold to Capt. John Aiken and
West; ITosp t, Dr B. Colson. The company votMethodist church Sunday evening was well attendothers, of (rloueestcr.
•d to make extensive repairs on the park, addition
ed. There were two able sen ions delivered, one
Freeman IL Smith, of North Haven, will have
by Rev. Mr. i I ale \, Methodist, of s« a r- port, and one to halls, .-table.- and .-eats and voted to take off al- built the coming winter, a tishing schooner for
( apt. Aaron Smith, late <d the sell. Bartie Pierce.
entrance
fees
on
of
all
exexhibits.
Stock
kinds
by Rev. Mr. Tufts, Baptist, of Belfast.\ n.’w
«
apt Isaac Darby, of Belfast, is in command of
!
cept trotting horses mu-t pay 10 per cent. The
furnace has been put in t * the Methodist church
-eh. E. 1
Warren, of Sear-port.
C pi. James IL Perkins, of Belfast, went t.o New
company have about $1:>.**0 in the treasury and
edilice in this city.The M 'tliodi-t I pi-' >pa!
b ork, Monday, to take command of sen. Welaka,
will lay out tin* largest half on the grounds
a
Sun lay
>1 held tii i/ annual me. ting M >n l.i\
( apt. Cottrell coming home.
this yea’. ...The nice sledding enables farmers to
The freight of the ship S\rcn,at Bath, with .-purs
evening dan. 1. The Sunday sell > »1 } car wa- of bat
from <)regon, l- $lb,uno.
.-tart
their
which
sells
from
to
ton.
hay,
$.">
$12 per
nine months on aeeoinit of the annual meeting beHath has beaten herself the past yearand has built
-J. \. M<Kenney is getting a large lot of red oak
essels of 10,000 ton- burden, all told. In the State
ing changed from April to Jan. The report of the
for ship timber, trunnell- and plank-Atwood
tons iiave been built the past year, and 23,010
02,307
C.
F
show.
.I
that
the
had
been
«.inn,
year
supt..
tons are now mi the stocks.
Maine lead- the world
Brown ha mill yard full of timber to saw. ...A
one of great prosperity.
The avi rage attendance
in wooden .-hips, and Bath leads all cities.
Nowslight sleek of earthquake was felt here Sunday
Ills been l it. To inteiv-l lias been d vp a id‘profit
Bath i- going for iron ships.
The nii-sing steam hark Mendoza, "t Bath, i- reevening.
ablc. resulting in many conversions.
IBu one
ported safe at >t. Thomas, having been blown out
Brooks.
Fine w inter weather and sledding_
The Treasurer resclu.lar died during the year.
oi'Jier course* She had boon out 24 da\s from Bath
I
got daughter of s. Foss, Jr., is very sick
;
New b ork.
yen
be
>rtcd
tin(in
tnees
to
in
a
p
prosperous uidition,
QU ICK Work ON Boap.1i ship. The ship >. F
with membranous croup-The srhooisof the town
tie-asm
••oil,- ti.ci being $2.bb. Tii- Librari: n
arrived at Boston from
Uor-oy.of Searsport, M
are generally prigre^sit -r favorably-Mrs. (
V. j ilolio,
i condition The
b in a g
r.-p >r' !
library
Phiilippine Island, Nov. 221, lad-n with lbon
t•11.of
''l -nroe. has a hue store and stock of good-ugar. The work of discharging was begun
I• blowing •mi
|I
-rs were elected
for the enduing
Nov. 27t.h, and the vessel wa-elean 1 for Meibo .fin-,
F. (.inn. "up! : Marv s. Wood, A--t. ; W. Kano i- adding new lines of goods to hi- st >ck j A list ralia,
year: (
b; Me--rs. Henry W. Peabody A Co..
|
ot kitchen I m ni-hing- and stoves.... Har \ est I Kune
In a 1I Dem 221, with a general cargo of 1,-nu ton-*.
supt.; Helen M. < oilier, supt. of Infant Depart• •range at last meeting on
dition
to
the
work on the cargo, tin-old fore.nia.st
eve
elected
i
the
■"'•••
Tuesday
\. C. K;b
m--iit; II btie TrU'-ell,
Trea- :<1.
wa- taken out and replaced w ith a new one, a new
follow ag "fli'*ers : >K, W. C. Rowe: «)., Joseph
A. Russel;. Librarian; Dora Hod'Yey, : t As-t. Lib:
gang rigging wa
put in place, and -( veral other re>• oli
K., C. Lane; S.t K. O.'dantial: A. > S.
1 ia Macc. 2d As^t- Lib.; Deorg.- A Beckett, Chur- i
pairs and iuipro ements were made. Considering
the
number
of
1
Jr. rhaplain, S. 1-css, Sr.; T..J. D. Jones;
day- and Sundays and holidays on
i'b r: Ora B. B‘cke!t, Organist; flattie Trus-cll
which no work could be done on the cargo, t!u time
m. Kaac I caliiers ; D. K., Thomas Jei’erson
P.,
<»
t.»
made i- said
be the quickest ever know n in Bo-,
aiM N.
l\*t»-ligili. Artist-*; Teachers, C. L. LibMary siantial; C x.phia Rowe. F., Mrs. !!. H. ton.
by. J. A. M e
Mary Jack--)!;. Tiieo. fl. Murphy,
27.
The Secretary of the
Washington, 1*
K. A. •-. Mrs. 17. D. Hall. Installation next
>";«vcy;
rgc \. B -ckeit. Hattie Hook, K i/a Huiinaw. il,
Trea-ury ha- sent t » .mgri -s a statement a- to
Tuesday eve by Bro. M. J siiles, Jr., Jaeksoi. pilotage < i.urges, which
mains the following New
Flora D. K i'iwit.s, I '. -ba If. Conan!, Mr-. Thomas
ho'd elosi*d in Di-t. No. <1 la.-t. week. It was
Fin-land item.-: 1'..mi-table, ti-hing \ <•--ids, 2b cent( ondon. Klwin Fro~\ Alice Macomb-w, A. C
Kiper du.\ ; vessel- oj i:Hi tons or le--,b> cents per
l<\ • harle-M. Wallace, ot Belfast, ami ga*. e
taught
lls. J. B. Liltl'Uield, Cora B
Beckcli. Mrs. Frank
for forty day-:
after forty days, 2b eentday
satisfaction-Tliep* has Keen borne trouble in
L. Curtis, Mary Little
perduy; \e—>■!-. over ion ton-, bn cents per da\
Banks, Belli1 Collier, Mr
school in Di-t. No. s... (,eo.
fort -i\ty day-, and after -:\ty lay- 2b rentDavis Post D. \.
lield.. ..Tin* subject of Rev. Mr. Ross’ Sunday
Host.ui, vi',--H- under 200 tons, threepar dav.
R. in' ei I -t and Md M-nidays each month in < range
fourths of a cent per ton perdu ; vessels over 2ou
morning sermon at the North Church will be—
hall-The largest pair of cattle in town, if not In
one-!,ait cent per ton per day: ves.-ris loadton-,
T'e-a
New
Years
and
tt.
Rermanent
r.iusfeni
ing
the county, may lie seen at the barn of J. R. Little.
unloading allowed from live to forty-live
sermon.
Missionary concert in the eveningdays free of charge. B ingor, Me. vessels from
li Id. They girl nearly eight let t.J. W. Lang
b'.i t 3oo tons.
N< -:t week will be the week of prayer.\l the
io -t p r ve-.-ei, while loading;
will : e ar Augusta during the session of the Legisve.-<e|s ov er 3ou tuns pa\ from $1 to $3 per day.
1 niiariau church the subject of the discourse for
Bath, M. from bo rents to $1 pci diiy, according io
lature.
the morning service will be. “The Temporal and
size ej vessel. < astine, Me., 2b cent- per tide of
( amdi.n.
Tin* ire ruin panics «.f Rook port have
twelv- hours, lialf rate- lbr vc-sejs under 20
Lternal."
The subject ->1 the evening lecture,
ms.
Fast
Me., vessels 2b tons l > 7b tons bo cents per
“Adoption of Yahweli Worship.’’ Both services been clearing Lily pond of snow, preparatory to dav. port,
vt— !-7b nm-to I bo ton.-, .? 1
;
ves-els
per day
will be conducted by tin* pastor, Rev. Kdw. frown,
cutting ice. ..Alt. Mart/, and troupe left on their above lbn ton.-, $2. Fblgartown, Mass., vessels of
bo tons, 2b cents per day; from bo to |on ions, 33
winter tour last Monday... .Knowlton Brothers are
inshield.
cent- per dav; from loi t> IbO tons, .bo cents per
making some heavy derrick castings for parties at day; from
lbn to 200 tons, 02 cent- per day ; from
» vi.
The follow ing are the olli -<*r.--ele< t of
Eitzwilliam -., \ !....< >n Tuesday, of last week, San- | 200 to :;oo toils, 7b cents per dav; from 300 to loo
My-tir Crange of tin.- Iowa: M. A. Hunt, M.. N >;tii
ford Dyer wa> caught between two heavy planks | tons, $1 per day; vessels upward of 400 tons in
H. Ailenwood, O.; H. 1*. Farrow, I..;T. I>.Thomas
proportion. (iloiieester, Mass., 7b cents per day
and so injured as to lay him up for a few days_
for a vessel of about 100 tons.
New Bedford. 3
: A. Mnrriner, Jr., Treas.:
i. (
Cammett, See.;
11. M. Bean is building a breakwater off from his
cents per In tons per day.
Nantucket. 3 mills per
P. \V. Morse, A.
; K. 15. Clements, <*. I\.; L. 15.
ton per day.
New burypor., under bo tons, bo cents
shipyard to enable vessels to conn* to his wharf to per
day; 2on tons, $2 per day. Portland, 2b cents
Mur.-e. Chap.; Hannah Alexander, Flora; Helen
discharge lumber —\ number of our young peoPlymouth, 2b cents per day.
per hundred tons.
Jordan, Pomona; Villen 15. Hunt, Ceres; Esther ple l >ok a sleigh ride to Union last
[Special Dispatch to the Boston Journal.
ThursdayBark Alice, Dyer, of Lincolnvi!le) at Baltimore,
Morse. I.. A. <.; YY. >. Hunt, Clior., Addle CrcsServices were held last Sunday evening at St.
has chartered to load coal for Havana at $l.f>0 per
sey. Lib.
Thomas church, by Rev. Wm. Walker, of Thomaston, register tonnage and t ll vessel with cooperton. Mr. Walker is expected to hold services at the
age. The pro.-peet looks fair for paying business
Isu;s»«jk>)
A mas»iuerade ball at Ryders Hall
back.
same place next Sunday morning-On
Monday
Sl’OKKV
Dee. 7th hit. 22.20 V, Ion. 123.20 W..
New Years eve. called out about two hundred
a
evening last, the (C A. R. Post No.
ball
at
gave
ship Lucy A. Nickels, Nickels, San Francisco, for
people, old and young. There were about forty
Queenstown.
with
a supper, under the charge
Megunticook hall,
Sells. Caroline knight. Race Horse, T. Kimball,
couples in eostume. \ turkey supper was served in
of .J. s. Cleveland, Esq.Carleton, Pascal & Co.
R. I,. Kenney, and Montieel o, all of and from Rockthe Seaside House at midnight. It was a very enjoy.
have placed two large ami elegant signs on'their
with lime, have diseh: rged crew- and hauled
land,
able affair-The prii ripal amusement here at the
upon Erie Ba.-in, N wv York, for the w inter, being
store, the work of Marcellos Prince.Schooner
unable to sell their cargoes.
present time is horsi -trotting. The roads are in
Emma E. llart, which has been under repairs at
Sell. Stephen (j. Pinkham, 14s tons,built at Boothsplendid condition... Skating rink at Ryders Hal! Coombs A
Day’s yard, will sail this week for Bel- buy iu 1*71, is sold on her arrival at New York, to
..The
of
exterior
the Seaside
Wednesday evening..
Martin B ake and others, of Boothhav, at
Capt.
fast, where she will take on a cargo of hay for
House is about comi leted. it is one hundred feet
$800(1.
s. (
Charleston,
Latest
report from Jacksonville bar, is that the
long, four -tories high, and contains SO rooms. It
sell. Penobscot has got over and proceeded on her
WiN'i KKi'our. Hon. Fred Atwood has received
will have a billiard room, barber shop, and a large
to
Baltimore.
passage
restaurant-Capt. Samuel Harbour’s collage is a letter from Col. Hubbard, dated Monterey, Cal.,
Dec. P.ilh, saying that he and his party of sixty othCompleted and i> a very handsome edifice.
A brave ami faithful guardian of our
Robinson A Arey have built two beautiful cottages.
ers, arrived Dec. l.Uh, all well, and found a most
homes and property rescued from im.Mr. Henry Spratt has also built him a small
magnificent hotel complete in all its appointments.
minent peril.
cottage.One hundred lot- have been-old and The temperature at Monterey is from .>0 at night to
A very popular ana well-known member of
7.'* at noon, ami Col. H. thinks he shall get through
our police force, who lias performed duty twelve
many will build upon them the coming season.
the winter very agreeably, as there is a large and
years at the Union R.R. Depot, on Exchange
Puosi-Ei T. On the evening of Dec. 25th, the
Place, in Providence, R. L, gives his unsolicited
very pleasant company. The Marquis of Lome
house of Mr. and Mrs. J,. L. Ames was brilliantly
and Princess Louise were among the guests at the
testimony. Hear him:
illuminated and well filled with relatives and
“I have been dreadfully troubled with disease
time he wrote-Miss E. M. Hall, our principal
of the Kidneys and Liver during the past six
friends.
About forty partook of an excellent supdry and fancy goods dealer, has had a wonderful
months ; at times I was so severely afflicted that
per ami then proceeded to the sitting room, where
run of custom of late. For some time she
employed
I was unable to stand on my feet, as my feet and
a Christmas tree was found,
tastefully arranged three clerks, and she is as good as three more herlower parts of my legs were very badly swollen ;
and laden with gifts of which all received a share.
self— Your correspondent was made happy on
my urinary organs were in a dreadful condition,
The gift- were the more appreciated from the fact
Christmas by receiving by express from a friend in
my blood was in a wretched state, and it hail bethat many of them came from a distance—from
come so impoverished and circulated so poorly
Boston, tlie gift of an elegant easy chair_Mrs. E.
Rockland, Portland and California. Santa Claus
that my hands and teet would be cold and numb
B. Lord and Mrs. C. 1C Coodwin, the etticient presacted well his part distributing the presents.
and so white as to appear lifeless. I could not
ident and vice-president of tiie ladies sociable of
rest nights, but was so distressed all over that i
Among tin* guests, whose ages ranged from four
the M. E. Church, w ere surprised by the presentacould not lie still in bed, but would keep turning
or live upwards, were some elderly people—Rev.
tion on Christmas night of a splendid silver cake
and
rolling from one side to the other all night,
H.
Carley, in his s.lth year, his wife in her 79th basket to each of them-Our Catholic friends had
so that I would feel more tired and exhausted in
year (parents of Mrs. Ames; and Mr. John Ames,
a grand supper and dance at Curtis Hall last week
the morning than when I went to bed. My confather of I,. I,. Ames in his s.id year. The presence
-Mi*. Lemuel K. Stubbs, an aged citizen, died at
dition became so serious that l was obliged to
of Mrs. Thompson and (laughter from Rockland
North Winterport last week.
He lived at “Stubb's
stop work, and for thirty days I was unable to be
added much to the pleasure of the occasion. The
on duty.
I consulted the best doctors, and tried
Point,” where several generations had lived before
Rev. II. <i. Carley read a poem hastily written for
the numerous medicines and so-called cures, but
him, ami in the same house.
the occasion, and this was followed by some interrapidly grew worse, and was in a sad condition
Ca.stink. The Rev. («. c. Winslow has lately
every way when a long-time valued friend of
esting remarks from Mrs. Thompson on Christmine, prominent in this city in a large express
mas days and
friendship tokens. The occasion received, as a Christmas donation to the Methodist
company, urged me to try Hunt’s Remedy, as he
was one that will long be pleasantly remembered
church, $25 from Mr. Pea body of the firm of Peahad known of wonderful cures effected by it.
body & Kidder, Boston, and a chandelier for the
by those present.
Upon his representation 1 obtained two bottles of
new vestry from
fames Emery, Esq., of BucksSi aksi'okt- The officers of Sears Lodge I. i).
the Remedy and commenced taking it as directed,
I>ort. The chureli has also received—by paying
and greatly to my surprise in less than twentyo. F. were installed on
Monday evening by I. (>. only $25—a nice new vestry
organ, from the presi
four hours I commenced to feel relieved. 1 was
Lstes, of Belfast, I>. I). (L M. The following are • lent of tin- New
England Organ Co. The selling
in an awful condition when I began to take the
the officers—E. S. Cyphers, N. G.; I)r. Libby, \.
of
the organ is $125, and it is one of their
price
Remedy, and had no faith in it; therefore, when
<;.; (.. E. Adams, Sec.; c. E. Rice, Treas-Fivebest make... Several members of the Masonic
I found almost immediate relief, even in one
man McGiivery Post G. A. R. will install officers
day’s use of it, my heart was made glad, and I
lodge and their wives, took a sleigh ride to Penobthis (Thursday) evening, Past Commander, G. L.
assure you I continued to take the
scot on Wednesday evening the 27th,5 to attend
Remedy and
to improve constantly from day to day. 1 took it
Merrill, officiating-The Searsport National Bank the installation of oDicers of Rising star
Lodge_
me
with
on my trip to Maine, lor I was bound to
has declared a semi-annual dividend of 1 percent
Capt. Samuel Weseott arrived home on Saturday.
have it with me all the time, and the result is
Mr.Theodore II. Murphy, of Belfast, lectured in
Ilis vessel, the Henry Whiting, brought a load of
that 1 improved speedily all the time I was away;
the M. L. Church Sunday evening_Rev. Mr.
coal for Sargent & Dennison of Portland, and is
and ever since my arrival home, which was sevRoss, of Belfast, was in town Tuesday to visit. hauled up there for the
eral weeks ago, I have been on duly every day.
winter-Capt. W. S.
Rev. B. B. Merrill, who is quite ill with nervous
I feel first-rate, and the swelling of hand, feet,
Brown, who has been at home a few days, left on
and legs have disappeared, and the terrible backprostration. Mr. .Merrill will probably take a leave Monday for New York, to rejoin his
the
vessel,
of absence and go on a trip for the benelit of his
ache, which used to bother me more than all the
brig Woodbury, which is about ready to sail for
health—The Ladies Circle ol Hie Methodist Sorest, troubles me no more, and I sleep splendidly
Barbadoes....The Rev. A. E. Ives, our Representnights, and surely have very excellent and forciciety will meet with Mr??. Mary H. Colcord this ative elect, closed bis labors with the church at
ble reasons for speaking in praise of Hunt’s Rem(Thursday) evening, and the North Searsport So- West Brooksville, on Sunday last-Quite a numedy, for it has made a new man of me. I don't
know what I should have done without Hunt’s
ciety’s Circle will meet this (Thursday) afternoon ber of ladies and gentlemen made up a sleighing
and evening with Mr. and Mrs. James E. Marden
Remedy ; it. is the best medicine that I ever took,
party, and drove to Bueksport on Friday evening,
and I \ery gladly recommend it to all who are
-The Guest says: Commissioner Colson has exand returned by moonlight.
afflicted with Kidney or Inver diseas*?, or diseases
They were shown
©i the Urinary organs.
amined witnesses in live cases where damage is
Respectfully,
great attention by Mr. Moses, who served them
ISAAC AV. FA 1R B ROT HER.’1
claimed under the Geneva Award : ship Delphine,
with a good supper-The town schools combark Alina, brig B. K. Eaton, ship Mary Goodell,
lyr28
menced on Tuesday the 2nd....There was a happy
ami brig Joseph Park; as there are six or eight commingling of old and young, old time and new
witnesses in each case, and the testimoney has all
time dancers, in Town Hall on New Year’s evento be written, it will be seen at once that some time
ing, with music by the original Witham’s band. It
was
a joyous occasion-Sell. James D01 >hue armust necessarily pass before all the claims are ad
STRONG, CAPABLK I’ROTKSTANT l.lltL
on Monday with coal for Castine
to go to Massachusetts to do general house
Packing Co.
justed. The hearing is indefinitely postponed, sub- rived
-A slight shock of earthquake was felt in this
work. Address
ject to the call of the commissioner.
on
about
o’clock.
0.30
vicinity
lwl*
Sunday evening
CARR IK DCRNING, Belfast, Me.
1

12 !“2c>

Newlmryport,

land, Adams, Belfast.
Fortress Monroe, Dec. 27. Passed out brig J. H.
Lane, shute, for Caibarien.
New York, Dec. 27.
Arrived sell. Welaka, Cot
troll, Charleston. 27th, arrived ship Oneida, Carver, San Francisco.
28th, arrived seh. Paragon,
shute, Providence.-28th, cleared sell. Harry White,
t<>r Point-a-Pitre. 20th, arrived sch. Sarah FI PurvC Lisle, Frankfort; (Jen. Banks, Norton, Frank

Fancy Suitings

l'liese fabrics

Dr. l¥IACALASTER’SS!T^;t”S

FORKIGN PORTS.
Society held their annual meeting at the Town i
Liverpool, Dec. jr,. Sailed bark Adolph Obrig,
Hall, Wednesday, Dec. 27th, and chose tin* followCardilV.
ing "timers for the next year: President, Freeman staple-,
Algora Bay, Nov. 28. Sailed bark Arietta. Nidi,
:

I Case

ache i> the Children’s lriend and Mother.-’ comfort.
It deadens the nerve and gives permanent relief.
For sale by dealers in medicine.
lyr.'llt*

Dec. 2‘J.
Arrived sch. Charley
Bucki. F rench, 1 >arien.
Brunswick, Dec. 27. Arrived -ch. Florence Re-

lOlc.

price

2d.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Castine.

former

8c.,

I S.

ural

Atwood

1 Case 4-4 French Gamhrics,

dose out strong.
!•:<;«is—Nh material change on fresh lots; fresh
eastern and Maine eggs, with Vermont and New
York, 33334c; Canada, Prince Edward Island and
western, 21U., 3.31c, nearby stock and ( apes, 353M7e,
and upwards for fresh-laid brought in before thev
become stale.
The quotations for beans, potatoes,
apples and

at

l.MKKICAN

fst.

upward turn; line northern factory, 13*2 314e; <io
western factory, 12** 3i:P4c; fair to good, of all
makes, 10312b,c. It is thought that cheese will

Minolta, Wade, do: Hero, Low,

IIK

SPECIAL MlilUISS.

SATURDAY, Dec. 30.
Butter -Tin* market is linn and prices are ad'aiming on choice grades, new and fresh made; line
t resh made western
creamery, 40/j ll 34*20; choice
tresh made dairy, western and northern, 35<j37e;
tail* to good, 30g35c; tine fall lots of Vermont .and
New York dairy, 30<j34e; tail’ to good do, *25g2Sc;
western ladle choice fresh made, 25l-a<|27c;
cooking
butter at buyer’s prices.
Cheese—The market continues linn and with

2nd, sehr-. Mary Eliza, Bullock, Bo.-ton ; Geo.
Shattuek, Hart, Lincolnville. To load lime and bay
Jan.

I

Straw # ton,
Turkov # ft,
Idals
Veal # ft,
ngO
:;;i
Wool, washed, # It.,
Wool unwashed#ft2:5«->.">
Wood, baiil,
S.COgti.OO
Wood, soft,
B.(X)gB.50

i-_1_«.
LLGUUU
1UB1ACI.

ARRIVE!

AI.ONG

llgl

t

—< > p—

HOgTO
7'2aS
Ii,00g7.uo

Beef, Corned,#ft, Sgln Lime, # bhl,
11.7
Butter Salt, # boy,
20 Out Meal, # ft,
.7.2„ij
Corn,# bn,
8HOnions,# ft,
:i'iU4
Crashed ( orn, # hu, ss 1 lil,Kerosene,#gal, 11 «20
Corn Meal, # bu,
ns Pollock. # ft,
r.g.vi
Cheese,##.,
14gll! Pork, # lb.
l(gl.7
Cotl'.n Seed, # ewt, l.ii.7 Plaster, # bid,
LOO
Codtlsb, dry,#lb,.7,‘2g812 live Meal, # ft.
:: 1,
Cranberries, #qt, sglO Shorts, # ewt,
1,2.7
Clover Seed,##., login Sugar,# tb,
s‘2ai(i
Killin', # bill,
i;.:7i)gs.7.7 Salt, T. 1,, # bu
40
III, See.!, # !m,I.s7a.'i.OO S. Potatoes, # ft,
;i(Jt
Lard, # ft.
I4gl.7 Wheat Meal, # ft, 4‘23->

PORT OF BELFAST.

do.

:tn

logII

ft.,

Slaughter

Offer 6

RETAIL MARKET.

SHIR NEWS.

for B<>>toii.
Jan. 3d, sehrs.

12gi:i
14gl0
I'-’1,
12gl t

-LOO 512.00
77
o..n
l.2(lfil fill
7„s
47 a .VI

#

Tremendous

NEW STORE!

TROIH CERS.

7gll Potatoes,
(>.7g77 Bound Hog

Cheese# ft,
Cbieken # lb,
Calf Skins # lb,
Duck # ft,
Kggs # do/,
Fowl##.,
(loose # lb,

Remedy.

Jan.

T V IG

7nas.7

Beef##.,
Barley# lui,

Ca'sar among kidney medicines.
!ti- Hunt's Remedy, and if will cure. Before it- commanding power, kidney and
liver ailments flee as conquered
enemies.
Id cures are marvelous: its sway unquestioned. It reaches ease- that are given up and
Impeless. To ail who are alHieted in stomach, bladder, kidneyor liv.-r. we come with the encouraging cry, “D not fear!" then- is sure relief in Hunt’s

1st, sehrs. Hero. Low,

TRICES

Hay # ton,
5g(i Hides # ib,
Beans,pya,#bu,2.7,>g,'1.00 Lamb # lb,
medium,
2..70g2,7ri Lamb Skins,
ycl low-eyes 2.7.7 g.'I.OO Mutton # ft.
Butter##.,
22g2.7 Oats, # In:,

“Do not Fear. You Carry Caesar,”
Said that ilbn-trDu- emper *1 to his boatman, in the
st< rm.
And we -Tin .-u\ to the thousands who are
compelled ! admit --now iull\ that they have some
form of kidney disease.
I>
not fear: there i- a

Jan.

RDDl.CE M AKKE l'.

Apples b Imsh,
dried # tb,

Boston has had but two city clerks since it
became a city.
>Pr. Samuel V. MeCIenry held
the position from 1822 to lsf>2, thirty years, and
his sou succeeded him that year and is also
completing hi- thirtieth year of service. The
Democrats now propose to turn him out, not
because be i> inefficient, but for the reason that
h'* quiet !\ votes the Republican ticket at national elections.

do.

!

It

---—----—
BELFAST PRICE UURREJMT.
<’orrected Weekly for the Journal.
I'.v C. H. Sargent, No. s, Main Ntrevt.
I

2!)th, selir-. Robert Dority,
Mary Eliza, Bullock, Boston.

I

you are consumptive, do not rest unti
you have tried this remedy.
Sample Bottles 10
cents. Regular size 75 cents. Sold by your
Drug-

class entertainment will be

Dec.

T. W.

eases,

provided.

Monday for Washington,

been

tirst

a

ADVICE.

family or yourself. Consumption, Asthma, Pneumonia, Croup, Hemorrhages, and other fatal diseases may set in.
Although it is true German
Syrui* is curing thousands of these dreaded dis-

—

over

M. \V. Prince and family left
1). C. They w ill he
away about two weeks-Mr. W. s. Homer, a native of this place, and a former resident, surprised
his numerous friends here by his appearance last
Bt

Iasi

cere—M., 1). O. Bowen; Overseer, Lewis Winchenback; L., Grade Bowen; S., E. A. Payson; A.
S., A. s. Jackson; T., Israel Woodbury; See.,
J. It. Dickey; G. K., El bridge Acliorn; P., Mrs.
Ephraim Wiley; C., Louisa Winchenbach; F.,
Lucy Wentworth; I,. A. s., Elsie Banks; C.
Clara Jackson
Large quantities of stave lumber are being drawn to the mills, and there is
general activity in tin* woods and on the road_
The Ladies’ Sewing Circle met at Jesse II. Frye’s
last Thursday evening.
There were about thirty
present, who had a general good time. That quilt,
which has called for so
many ten cent pieces all
over the State, w ill be sold to the
highest bidder, at
Grange Hall, Thursday evening, .Ian. Dili. We un-

of John and

Kaw rv, tin*
N. I’. Bean

will close after two

GOOD

Now is the time of year for Pneumonia, I.ung
Fever, &c. Every family should have a bottle of
Bosch ek’s German Syrui*. Don’t allow for one
moment that cough to take hold of your child, your

be

ntri:

onton.V

have him liberated.

an

seems to

Linuoi.nviuuk. There was a Christmas tree and concert at the M. E. Church.
Two
trees were well 111 led with presents for both old
and young; and among them we noticed a Housebold sewing machine for Mrs. Mattie Rankin, a
very comfortable scarf presented to the pasior. beside other numerous gifts from bis friends here.
(

wife complained again-t her husband for threaten-

ing

one

Morrill.
Revival meetings still continue.
Eleven have professed conversion, and great interest has been awakened. ..Honesty
Grange P.
of II., at its last meeting elected the following ofli.

—

.Ji VKMii: Tkmi'Kkam

August last
a Juvenile Temperance Union was
organized in
this city.
Meetings ere held every Saturday af-

teacher.
Miss Collier, assistant at the
"oiith Intermediate will take the prineipalship of

Freedom. Oftlcers of Dirigo Grange for ensuing
year have been elected as followsD. B. Johnson,
M; W. II. Beal.O; C. Bellows, L; M. M. Clement,
S; E. E. Hall, A. S.; N. Hall, C; T. S. Keene, T;
Mrs. L. M. Bellows, S; A. Clement, G. K.; Mrs. F.
Johnson, C; Mrs. N. Beal, P; Mrs. C. F. Harvey, F;
Mrs. H. B. Gliddeu, L. A. S. Private installation
the Oth
Discussion of the project of erecting a
building for the use of the Grange, set on foot a
year ago, has been renewed.

The Belfast foundry and stone yard resumed
work after the holidays.

The »>Hirer?,

Wednesday evening gave

•*

t:i

gallery

>■

(

relations with the
Baker's term
lawyers of the county have been verv pleasant.
Sheriff Wad-worth, Mr. Baker's successor, was an
invited guest. The affair was a very pleasant one.

if
'i-

Baker

Mr.

1

•'

Fogler, C. of
Foekc, Sentinel.

W. H.

il.J.

complimentary turkey -upper, at his resilience.
the Waldo county Bar. During the four years

tlie

T-

man

elected oUlcers of King Solo-

were

c

>.:

F\ Sheriff

a

-Hi

-•

Ingiui.am,

there. I wii 1 visi-

=

a
:

aider, C. of

•

pri-oiiers

!hpo:

v

on

a

council of Ma.-ons,Jn this city, on Tuesday
«
ciiing last J. C. Cates, '1 I. M.; Oeorge T. Os(
W. Haney, I*. C. of W.: A. (
Bur.
i.e, I*. M
F. Johnson, Recorder; F. S.
-■e-s, Trea-.: Cha-.

T.ue ice is sixteen inches in

-w

'V

his pond

\ .|U llitV.

goo

Tbr

i-

at

by

seen

ne was

follow.

...»

was

New-

beginning of the
would be well for the

ii

spring

the house and potted in October, where
has blossomed and borne fruit. The berry is
large and ripe.

debts at the

v.r

«

vim* set out last

ironi a

it

un

customs of

1 -s

.-.lip

\

taken into

r <«irl> at
lielfa-t and MontH girls in the school.

h lr

ii.

civ

house.

ha- presented the Ladies’
l i.; m w itii a cheek for $.*»<».
cm «*l that amount.

.b..ui-.m

Years.

New

on

We have
offer to those

made arrangement':

securing

Happy

st bscribers.

Nkw

for

and

PATENTS.

R. H.

Will In

Mild at U>WEK PRICES than
ever

IiEEORI. NAMED

FANCY

GOODS!

LADIES S GENTLEMEN’S

EDDY,

No. 70 State St., opposite Kilby, Boston,
Patents in tlie Cnited State.-; also in Croat
Britain, France and other foreign countries. ('opies
of the claims of any Patent turni-hed by remitting
one dollar.
Assignments recorded at Washingto
A’o agency in the United States possesses superior fa
c.ililies for obtaining Patents or ascertaining the patentability of inrent ions.
B. Jl. F.BDY, Solicitor of Patents.
■secure.-

Underwear,

Hosiery,

HOODS, CLOUDS,

TESTIMONIALS.
“I regard Mr. Jbidy as one of the most capable
(nut successful practitioners with whom I have had
ollieial intercourse.”
(HAS. MAS( )N, Commissioner of Patents.

employ a per.-on
capable of securing

trustfor them an
worthy or more
early and favorable consideration at the Patent Oftiee.”
EDMI ND Bl'BKK,
I,ate Commissioner <*t‘ Patents.
“Inventors cannot

LEGGINGS,

more

in fact all

our

stock lias been MARKED
1 () CE( >SE.

D<)WN

Boston, October lb, l>7o.
H. Kl>I)Y E-(|.—Dear Sir
Y<*u procured for
Since then you have
in 1840, my first patent.
me
in
and
advised
acted for
hundreds of cases, and
procured many patents, reG-ues and extensions. I
have occasionally employed the best agencies in
New York, Philadelphia and Washington, but i
still give you almost the whole of my busines>, in
your line, and advise others to employ you.
K.

me

Yours truly,
GEORGE DRAPER.
Boston, dan. 1, 1.883.—lyrl

IVHKSrJU-: AM) KXAMLXK Di li

FRED TIMM

STOCK JiEFOIlh: PI RCHASISO.

MOVED his -hop to front room o\ er E. A
I.. I.. ROBBINS' grocery store, and he will
be pleased to have all his friends ami customers
to follow him there.
Particular attention paid to

U\>

liepairin-j
nml

Rubber Roots

Shoes,

all patWies ami taps waku vNTi:n ro stick.
-ivI
FRED TIMM.

n.

All persons indebted to this

NOTICE.

188:5.

H. H.Johnson & Co.

holding
Town
ALL
Prospect
notified
187(5,

Town Orders against the
firm should cal! and settle with
dated prior to March 10,
present them for payment at
as all
the Town Treasurer
oilice on or before January us before Jan.
20, 1883, as interest will be stopped on said order ;
after this date.
JOHN L. LIBBY,
unsettled accounts at that date
Treasurer of Prospect.
Prospect, Dec. 27, I8S_\—3wl
will be left for collection.
persons
of

MARBLE WORKS!
1\

I lMiWORTHY BlILDIMi, CHURCH ST.

W.

T.

HOWARD,

.MANFFAt'l'l HER AND DEAI.EIE

to

are

1, 1883,

IN

Monuments, Tablets, Headstones anil Marble
Shelves of the Best itallun and American
Marble at the very lowest prices, Iron
Vases, Bouquet Holders,
and the usual variety of Cemetery work always on
hand. Good satisfaction warranted.
•
Belfast, Jan. !, 1883.—4wl"

Don’t Poison Yourself
10 cents
MISTAKE,
> all
I>Y
spices, Medicines,
PRINTER’S
but send

vour

Jan. 1, 1883.—3wl*

for labels for

Ae.. to

EXCHANGE, Belfast,

Me.

crooked and sputtered a little, what a
1 tell ye 1
student lamp you'd make 1
A
made a cruise in a boat, dod gast it!”
roared Mr. Spoopendyke, slipping oil'the
Tilt* following very remarkable little poem is
Woirlerful Surgical Operation Removal of Irln- :i contribution to tin San Francisco Times from handle as he realized the outrage to his
tin* pen of Mr. H. A. Deming. The reader will feelings
by his wife's ignorance. “And
ary Stones from the Bladder Successful.
see that each line is a quotation from some one
there wasn’t any oil or any measly widof tin- standard authors of England and AmerMr. Simeon Tietsell, of -mu
N Y., Mad
ica. This is the result of years of laborious ows in it ! 1 sailed, l did,” and Spoopenbeen treated for .-even year- by various physicians
m
rcli among tin* voluminous writings of thir- dyke lurched around the room again and
for what they call stricture of the l return, without 1 ty-eight leading poets of the past and present.
brought up all standing.
The number of each line refers to its author belb finally consulted Dr. David Kennedy,
benefit.
“1 should thought you’d have been
low :
of Uoiid«»ut, N. Y., who found his trouble
be
afraid!" murmured Mrs Spoopendyke,
1. Win all this toil for triumphs of an hour?
Frinar) < aleuli or Stones in the Bladder. Toe do.
gazing around him admirably'. “1 would
2. Life's a short summer, man’s a flower.
t -r at otiee remove-1 the foreign bodies with the
not go out in-one of those boats for the
2. B\ turns we catch the vital breath and die.
knife ami then gave his great Blood Specific, “Fax
•I. The eradl-* and the tomb, alas! so nigh.
world.”
orite Kerned)
to prevent t heir reformation.
7. To he i> better far than not to be.
The
“Of course you wouldn't," grinned Mr.
o. Though all men's lives may seem a tragedy ;
entire treatment was eminently successful, and Mr.
somewhat mollified by tlie
7. But light cares speak when mighty griefs Spoopendyke,
Tn 1-elf- recovery was rapid and perfect.
“Much you’d
tribute to bis courage.
are dumb,
'Ybile
Fa\orite Kenied)
is a .-perilie in all
s. Tin* bottom is but shallow whence they
know about taking in sheets and lightKidnc) and Blad let ii-- a-e-.it i- equally valuable
conn*.
ing the binnacle and overhauling the
i•* e.i-:-- of Bilious Disorder-,
2. Your fate is but the common fate of all:
Constipation of tin*
boom tackle.”
in. I'niiiingled jo\s h«*re no man can befall.
Bowel.-, and all the class of ills apparent ly inseparl'pon my word !” exclaimed Mrs.
able from the constitution of women. Tr\ it. Your 11. Nature to each allots its proper sphere:
12 Fortum* makes folly her particular care.
ke, her face radiant with deSpoopendy
iruggi-l has it, and it- cost i> only one dollar a hot12. CuMoni does often reason overrule,
light. “Did you do all that? 1 don’t
t.
The luekv man is lie who puts this advice in
11. And throws a cruel sunshine on a fool.
know about the barnacle or the broom
practice. D-ui‘t forget the name and address, Dr. b">. Live well: how long or short, permit to
tackle, but I’m glad you learned to take
heaven:
I>
i -! k -s:ni• -1 y, K< uidout, S 't
flic Doctor would
for- iu sheets, because you used to kick them
have it e.nderstood that, while he i- engaged in the j It;. Tln-y who forgive most shall be m* st
given.
off so, you know, and bahv--”
introduction of hi- medicine, Favorite Kemedy," 1
so
17. Sin may be clasped
close we cannot see
Yah !" snorted Mr. Spoopendyke.
iie -tills continues the pr.u tice ot Ids profession, but
it> face—
j
I s’pose
'•onlines himself exclusively to oMn practice, lb
In. Vile intercourse where virtue has no place. “Sheets and ropes, 1 tell ye!
12. Then keep each passion down, however
tr« at- all diseases of a < hronie eliainci-r, and perye think we hauled in feather beds and
dear,
white spreads and shams.
You’d hear
thniis all the minor and capital operation-: of sur- j
2 2 l ieu pendulum betwixt a smile and tear.
■..
-1
the captain sing out, ‘Hard a lee! haul
lyr.l
21. Her sensual snares let faithless pleasure lay.
away jib sheet!' and then I'd catch hold
22. With craft and skill to ruin and betray.
and null.”
22. Soar not too high to fall, hut stoop to rise,
24. We masters grow of all that we despise.
I should thought you'd been scared to
22. oh. tln-n, renounce that impious self-essaid Mrs. Spoopendy ke, her eyes
death,”
teem !
glistening with love and reverence for her
2*2 Riches have wings and grandeur is a dream.
“Is that the name they gave
27. Think not ambition wise because *tis brave. husband.
Jn. Tin* paths of glory lead but to the grave.
you? 1 believe I'll call you llardilee
22. What is ambition?
*Tis a glorious cheat—
It's real pretty
hereafter.
-AT THE
2. 2 Only destructive to tin* brave and great.
“You .just call me that once, just one!”
21. What’s all tin gaudy glitter of a crown?
howled Mr. Spoopendyke, temporarily
22. Tin- way of bliss lies not on beds of down.
22. How long we live not years but actions tell—
forgetting his sea legs and stalking up to
•2 1. That man lives twice who lives the first libhis wife at his natural gait.
“You draw
well.
me the first time and—and—and
2.7. Make, tln-n. while yet you may- your God that on
shiver my stove pipe!” continued Mr
\
ur friend.
22.. Whom Christians worship, yet not compreSpoopendyke, suddenly recollecting that
hend.
lie was nautical, “If 1 don’t make you
27. Tin* trust that's given guard, and to yourself
throw over a lender or lose your standing
be jllst,
understand me.'” and Mr.
l- oi ii\e we how we can. die we must.
rigging!
ke regarded hi* wile intently
Spoopendy
2.
l>r.
Johnson:
3,
4,
Prior:
Young:
Rope:
"'•well: 2. Spencer; 7. Daniel; s. Sir Walter to note the effect of his threat.
••I!: ", Longfellow: 10, Southwell; ll.Con“Certainly,'’ replied Mrs. Spoopen
gre\e: 12. Churchill: 12, Rochester: 14, ArmYou mean that you don’t want
dyke.
strong: 17. Milton: 10. Bailey: 17, Trench: In.
>onn-r\ii!e: p.», Thompson; 2*2 Byron: 21. me to call you by that horrid name, or
else—or if I do, you'll make me get up in
>nio l*-tt : 22. * rabbe: 22. Massinger: 24. < ow;
-7. Beattie: 20. ( owper: 27. Sir Walter
the morning and build a tire.
Isn't that
of i si:i'ii.
D
<i.:nit; 2n. Cray: 2‘2 Willis: 20. Addison:
about the fender ?”
it,
!»\d'-n: 22. Francis Cliarles: 22. Watkins:
'•That's just it!” grinned Mr. spoopen'L Herrick: 22. William Mason: 20, Rill: 2,7.
1 2tna : 2n. Shakspeaiv.
dyke. “You made it on the lirst tack.
All you need now is a centerboard and a
An Old, Old Question.
bar room to be a Canard steamer!
If I
ever want a sniff of salt air, all I want to
A spirit ilia! from earth had just departed
do is to ialk ship to you.
Now I teh you
Lingered a moment on its upward way.
Vml, looking bark. ►aw. as though broken<>ur counter* completely covered witn
what you do.
You put your helm up and
h« -arted.
for the kitchen, d'ye hear ! and just
it> friends and kindred weeping o'er it-* clay. away
as soon as you've taken in canvas and
'<
*!'
ems tlx y loved
medearly. Had I known it
M \ lit; had been inueh happier.” it .*aid.
put the stops on, you start a tire in the
by «*iii\ at out* parting have they shown it
and get me up a dinner of lobsgalley
l ie ir fondest kisses keeping for the dead?”
I'll scull down there dicouse and dull !
1 iarper'< Magazine.
rect ly, as soon as I've bent on a clean
IN SILK
LIN FN.
shirt and a staysail around my neck.
Gems of Thought.
Where's my stu'ns’ls :'”
lb'ligi'mi i- ii<>t a thing of noise and spasm,
“Didn't you leave ein on board ?” I hi t
bat of -ilent se|f-.-;tcrilice and quiet growth.
tered Mrs. Spoopendyke.
lame- Spilling.
“Where arc they !" roared Mr. SpoopGr*-at men are they who see that spiritual i>
endyke “(Jet ine a pair of stu'ns'ls bethan
an\
material
>irong«-r
force, that thoughts fore 1
open polls on ye ! Cults, dod gast
I rule t h< world.
[Kinerson.
it! Cutis! Don't ye know that eutfs are
laith draws tlie poison from every grief. stu'ns'ls!” and
having rather impaired
’ake- tie sting from every loss, and quenehes
his phraseology by necessary
tb« tin in every pain: and onlv faith ean do it. the effect of
IN KID. >ILK ,\ Woks'I I D.
explanation, Mr. Spoopendyke accepted
Holland.
the articles from his wife’s trembling
lb i- a go«»d mail. people say. thoughtlessly.
I li ; would be mop chary oi ,-ueh prai-e if hand, and scowled at himself in the
A

Literary Curiosity.

FRANK W.COLLINS,

REMARKABLE POEM TO WHICH TIIIRTYEK.H I POETS ('ON TRIM TE A LINE EACH.

JUST OPENED

READ ?

INSPECTOR AND DEALER IN

STRENGTH

Boston & Bangor Steamship Co.

Fresli, Sifloted, Dry & Pickled

BE1WEEN BANGOR & BOSTON.
Toiic.liiDK at Hampden, Wiiitn-poit, Bark.-pnrl,
I |{„, klatel.
'raispert. Belfast, <

vigorously push a business,
strength to study a profession,
strength to regulate a household,
to

untold miseries (hat result from indiscretion
lit** may he alleviated and cured.
this assertion should purchase i
the new m‘die,d work publish''11 hv the I'K A i’.opy
MEDICAL INSTITUTE. Poston, entitled, THE
SCIENCE OK LIFE; OK, SKLF-PKKSKRYATION. Ex
hausted Vitality. Nervous and Physical Debility, !
Premature Decline in Man, or Vitality Imnaired l>y
the Errors of Youth, or too close application t<> |
business maybe restored and manhood regained. !
2')“Ih edition, revised and enlarged, just puUClied.
It is a standard medical work, the best in tin*

THE
early
Those who doubt
in

strength to do a day's labor without physical pain. All this repre-

Clams & Lobsters,

sents what is

wanted, in the often
“
Oh! I wish I
heard expression,
had the strength!" If you are
broken down, have not energy, or
feel as if life was hardly worth living, you can be relieved and restored to robust health and strength
by taking BROWN'S IRON BITTERS, which is a true tonic—a
medicine universally recommended
for all wasting diseases.

Lewis Wharf, opposite M.

Freight Depot.

wish to call your special attention to the fact that
I have on hand this season the largest and most

I

otiered in this vicinity.
My lish were all
bought direct from the catchers, on which 1 am
able to oiler a bargain in any quantity to suitcustomer-.
All lish bought of me aye

N. Fremont St., Baltimore
During the war 1 was injured in the stomach by apiece
of a shell, and have suffered
ft omit ever since. About four
years ago it 1 to tighten paralysis, which kept me in bed six

My facilities
| unsurpassed

501

in

the

Clams

and Lobsters

My lobsters

state.

are

of

hi« h is worth

u

Heating cars, and boiled to order, thus t»s
|
slicing customers oj the freshest stock put upon
the mark'd. Clams by the barrel, luishci or gallon,
j always on band at I.HWKST MARK FT PRICKS.

better uiedh al book in every

iving had

H

a

the

business, I snail make

son

of

complete

a

Ho A ll orders

by

mail tilled

when desired.

w

despatch, and
quoted by tele,

Prices

y reflected they could bestow nun"
M a ie K-eJn nbaeh.
*

ruth

;■•■!

the food of tin* human spirit, which
grow in its maje-tie proportion- wit hr and more truthful view.- of <iod and

!i"!
art

1

hi- univ

higher.

:

[Garfield.

I*

ban uiv -ay out. and 1 shall be Hi* ea-ier
‘I all my i:It
There*- no plea-urc i' living,
if you're to be corked up for-ver. and onlv driblb \ mi mind out bv the -iv. like a leakv barrel.
G Ol’ge Kliot.
"!'

It ofti n hapj ns that men are very pious
without !•-ing very good, Their religion
xnd- it-« if in '!'•■. otional feeling- and mt\ ice-,
v liii'
iii-- e\j| pa--ioiis of their nature remain
uu-ubdued.
[( liar
Hodge.
I in- gentle progre->i«.n and growth of herbs,
flower-. tr< »
and yet irrepres-ihl.•
g'*nt!
wid' h no fep-e ean stay, no violence re-train,
iik Io\ e that win- it- way and cannot I- vvithany human power, because it-eif idivine power.
[Iamgf»*llow.
—

—

I ii add it ion t" the above
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Ladies' Merino Vests.
At
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T, W. Pitcher & Co..

CHEAP, ALCOHOLIC DRINK. ^ : Highly
recommended by Chemists and Phy iicians ds
A POSITIVE TONIC, ALWAYS
ACCEPTABLE AND RELIABLE,
as it does not stimulate the brain or irritate
the system and leave deleterious effects. On
the contrary, ft furnishes just that which is
necessary to the brain, strengthens and quiets
the nerves, -purifies the heart’s blood, and
thereby makes only the best flesh, bone and
muscle.
It works wonders, erring
£
XEKYOl
and GENERAL DEBILITY,
MALARI A. I>\SPLI'MA. J \-OM.M \.
Produces a healthy action of the Liver and
Kidneys, fortifying the system against the
miasmatic influences, and will be found invaluable in all pulmonary and bronchial difficulties. DELICATE FEMALES, NURSING
MOTHERS and WEAKLY CHILDREN can
find no remedy equal to this healthful blood
and nerve food tonic. L WFor sale by all
Druggists. $1.00 per bottle. Prepared only b V
WHEAT BITTERS CO..
Office 19 Park Place, New York City.

Trouble

JACKSON, Brooks F. 0.,
Land survi ving in all it- branHies.
Flats of <ur
vry> made wliei. required. Old Plans r.,pird i,i*at
I
and accurately.
Conveyancing, Deeds of ;tl
kind.-, Bonds, Leases, Assignments, Agreements
di;charges, &<•., promptly executed, Patronage
solicited. Correspondence will receive prompt at2‘J

THUMBS & OSBORNE

SAIL MAKERS
ANI)

DEALERS

IN

JUNK, PAPER STOCK, IRON

& METALS.

Swan & Sibleys Bros.* Wharf,

Belfast, Me.

*£*‘Highest

cash

metals, bones, &c

price paid
:t7

(or old rags,

junk

ALMOST AS BAD.
Whal the Perplexed

Physician* Bo in Cases
Emergency.

of

tell you the honest truth,” answered the
doctor “Bright’s Disease bothers the medical men
almost as badly as cancer does. Having passed a
certain stage, both point straight to eternity. It may
be

unprofessional

or anv
on

patient

kidney

BENSON’S

deity.’’

to let out the
tome with
trouble acting like
rU'ClXK POROUS
conies

secret, but whenBright’s Disease,
it, 1 tell him to put
PLASTER

without

doctor spoke by the card. The Capcine goes
right to the spot. If you can be helped, the Capcine
will do it. Look out f-»r frauds. I> the word capcine cut in the middle of the plaster > If so, you are
all right. Price 25cents. Seabury&Johnson, ChemIm52
ists, New York. Highest awards.
The

L

Brooklyn bugle.
A

number of alleged
; ewspaper-s
the country are commenting upon a recent reputed declaration ot
Mr. Blaine that he is not a candidate for
the Presidency, as if he had come to tli a
conclusion since the recent elections. As
early as last duly Mr. Blaine freely stated to personal It iends that he was not an
aspirant fi r the Republican nomination.
Indeed, such a statement appeared in
newspapers in August.
Consequently
there was nothing
in the result of
the November elections to change Mr.
Blaine’s plan and put poses.
[Boston
Journal.

legged Yankee orator named
Jones was pretty successful in bantering
an Irishman, when the latter asked him,
“How did you come to lose your leg.'"
A

one

Sot

Beverage.

a

beverage, but a medicine, with
curative properth
of tin* highest degree, containing no poor whisky or poisonous drugs. Thcv do
i">t tear down an’ already debilitated sv-stem*, but
buihl it up. < )ne bottle contains more hops, that i-.
more real hop .strength, than a barrel of ordinnn
beer.
Kvcry dnigji-t in Rochester sells them, anil
tile physicians prescribe them
Fvening K\pre>s
on Hop Bitters.
are

not

a

“You’re giving
tally slang.

me

syrup”

is

successor

As a true and efficient tonic, and one that excels
all other iron medicines, take Brown’s Iron Hitters.
The

man

who

back.

lends his inlluenoe rarely gets it

Du. Ki.ink’s Dre.at Nerve Restorer is the marvel
of the age for all Nerve Diseases.
All tils stopped
ree.
.Send to‘.HI Arch Street, Phila. Pa. r.wb
M

e are

not

surprised that

been very squally
N.

so

far.

the winter should have
Il is only a month old.

Magic in the Nineteenth Century,
McRea, Wyebridgo, Ontario, writes: *-I

have
sold large quantities of Dr. Thomas’ K< i.ik ime
on,; it is used for colds, sore throat, croup, etc.,
and, in fact, for any affection of-the throat it works
like magic.
It is a sure cure for burns, wounds,
and bruises.” For sale by R. H. .Moody, Belfast.

FDR PAIN,

“Did you have a pleasant tiip, dear?”
—began Mrs. Spoopendyke.
•■Cruise! not trip, cruise!
You take
cruises on boats, not trips. Do you know
what a cruise is
‘Isn’t it something to hold oil in ?" inipiired Mrs. Spoopendyke, timidly. “The
Bible tells about the widow—”
“
That’s it. exactly,” returned Mr.
spoopendyke, with preternatural solemI went to sea in an oil can.
nity.
I didn’t know it until I got home and
consulted your profundity. You hit it
lirst clip. If you only had a chimney on,

M UXS. SI AEHS.
And all other bodily aches
anti pains.

FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.
Sold by all Druggists and
Dealers.
Directions in It

languages.
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Childrens' Hoods. Lace Caps, Collars, Handkfs., Hoop Skirts, &c.
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Agents for KVANS' STANPAHP SHITET
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copy.

Mrs. r. a. tut moiu:.
Mrs. II. /;. BABCOCK.

ii/;-Thi- Leeture should hr in tie-

Belfast Gas Light

That you can buy FrUNITl’HlT at No. To Main st.,
( HKAPKIt than any where else, becau-e we
have .just received a NKW slPPLY OK

Parlor and Chamber Sets of all kinds,
Extension and Centre Tables, Fancy
Chairs of every kind. Sofas, Lounges,
&»•., iu fact everything ever kept in
furniture store.

a

r:us

<

CORNICES & POLES OF ALL KINDS.
Curtain Goods of all kinds at bargains.
Lambrequin Patterns and any information in
gard to drapery work free. TIO l >.

re-

Company.

e

annual uniting of the stockholders of the
>K YRMM >R 1 NATIONAL H A N K, of Searsfor
an
election of directors and the transacl"»rt,
tion of any other business that may legally come
bcinrc them, will he held at their Hanking Rooms
on Tuc-dax. t!
Dili dav of .January, 1SS.5, at 1 o’clock
i’• M.
(
K. CORDON, Cashier.
he1.
i»j.— *\\ V2
Searsport,

Main Street, Belfast
(

Coombs.

u \s.

70

BAKER'S

Warranted absolutely pure
Cocoa, from which the excess of
Oil has been removed. It has three
times the stn ngth of Cocoa mixed
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar,
and is therefore far more economiIt is delicious, nourishing,
strengthening, easily digested, and
admirably adapted for invalids as
cal.

well

as

for

persons in health.

Sold by Grocers everywhere.

V, BAKER & CO,,

Dorchester,

t

>

rii 1-;

given that the City < M'dinam
prohibits the throw ing of ashes

hereby

\\\r.\L M KKTI N<. of the stockholderof the iJKI.l* A>T NATIONAL HANK for the
choice of Directors and the transaction of any other
business that max come legally before them, will
he held at their Hank Room .Jan. b, iss:>, at lb o’clock
\
\t.
A. 1! HRADHl'RV, Cashier.
Helfast, Di e. b, ls>_\— Iwab

•rpilK

rFMIK mnliTsigniMl gives notire that lie will prtilion thf legislature for an art granting privi1
lege t" rxteml his wharf proprrtv into the title water at Wintrrport. Me.
FitI'Jl) ATWOOD.
Der. -2S,*lsS-2.— 3w.'»»

No. 11 s South Market Street,
References, by permission.
rPYPE METAL, the best anti-friction metal fo I
X lining machinery boxes, for sale at
j sii.as I’EIKCE & Co..
20istf
THE JOURNAL OFFICE, j Isaac Bit’ll & Co

Boston
lyO*
Boston
Boston

l«--tity

!-•

(orn anil

T

BEFORE TAK!NG.

it

BISHOP

SOULES

SCIATICA

BIK'KSPOKT, MAINE.
Office Hours—11.30 lo 12 A. M.

2 to

5 P

M.

Pigs.

SACK AT ItAI \n:\v stock farm
F. A. (iltOSS, Foreman
Inquire ol
1 lei fast, May 31, ISS2.—23tf
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“Weil." said Jones, “oil examining my
pedigree, and looking up my descent, I
found there was some liish blood ia me,
and. becoming convinced that* it had
settled in that left leg. 1 had it cut oil'at
once.” “I5e the powers:' said I’at, -it
would have been a better thing if it had
settled in your head 1”
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FOR COLD IM T;C HEAD
maim'd an enviable 1 pntatnm when
known, displacing all other preparation-.
HI.CtMiM7.KD AS A \V0\DKK1 Ik DISCO! Kill
Sold by druggists at on emits. On
receipt of price
will mail a package, s.-ml for circular cuntainiim
full information and reliable testimonial-.
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throughout

cheap.”

“I’ll

ever a

•l>o you want anything dsn i" sh*askeii brightly.
"Any other rigging,
sheets, barnacles, jibs, it aril a lees or anything before I get thi; lobsters ami pull's.'"
"Avast!" sputtered Mr Spnopeudykc.
ou go do wlm
1 tdi \i u.
I'll heave
to and lash my helm until you pass the
word, then I 11 bear down.
Now you go
below, y ou hear
"I'm so glad he had a go d time," Soliloquized Mrs spoopendy ke, as slje scuttled down stubs, "though I'm sorry lie's
going to lush his lielai. 1 hope he won't
hurt himst il much." and tin patient lady
laid her course to the kitchen, where she
mumbled over the sea terms to tix them
in her memory, while Mi. Spoopendyke
wrecked the bedroom in search of the
necktie that was hanging down his Irek.

and clasped his wife in his arms,
‘‘home again, old girl!” and he kissed
\ enus mi the sun looked no bigger than a mean
the baby and slammed his hat against man’s offering on a church contribution plate.
the wall, while liis wife jigged around
Annoyance Avoided.
him, with smiles on her lips, tears in her
Dray hairs are honorable but their premature up
is
and
her
pearance
nose all wrinkles.
annoying. Parker’s Hair Balsam preeyes
vents the annoyance by promptly restoring the
‘‘Did you have a good boat ride?” she
color.
youthful
asked at length, straightening out her
What impudence!” exclaimed Mrs. Shoddy*
face and rubbing his whiskers.
“Here is a man applying by letter for a situation as
“Don’t know exactly what you mean coachman who signs himself obedient servant, and
I have not thought of hiring him
yet.”
by a 'boat ride,’” retorted Mr. SpoopenLiving Witnesses.
dyke. staring at his wife. “P’raps you
The hundreds of heartv and lualthv
looking
imagine 1 straddled that boat and stuck men,
women and children, that have been rescued
spurs in it. Tim boat I was on goes by Irom beds of pain, sickness and well nigh death by
sails and not legs.
I had a good sail, if Parker’s < linger Tonic are the best evidences in the
world of its sterling merit and worth.
You will
that’s what you mean. See. I haven’t got find such in almost
every com nunitv.
over Hie roll and
pitch yet,” and Mr.
Spoopendyke lurched across the room,
with liis limbs very wide apart, bringing
THE GREAT GERMAN
up belure his wife with a jerk and giving
REMEDY
Ins pantaloons a hitch.
“It's done you ever so much good,"
said Mrs. Spoopendyke, “but are you alRelieves and cures
ways going to walk like that?”
“What if I do?” demanded Mr. SpoopRHEUMATISM,
endyke, straightening up on bis sea legs.
Neuralgia,
“Don’t you like that walk ! Anything in
Sciatica, Lumbago,
that walk obnoxious to your sense of proRACK ACI1E,
priety Does that walk in any way grate
UKADACHi:. TOOTHACHE.
on your finer feelings !
Some day when
COPE THROAT.
I'm not busy I’ll fit you up with a
big
QUINSY, SWKI.LINOH,
mustache and a scent of onions and adSPRAINS,
vertise you as a daneiug school. Then
Soreness. Cuts, Bruises,
you can show me bow to get around
F HOST REEKS,
room

Conveyancer,
MAINE.

tention.

Port.

well, well !” exclaimed Mr.
.Spoopendyke, as he danced into the

STILES, JR.,

and

in

‘‘Well,

17w42

Surveyor

i- the most important event in the
life of man and woman, and it is not left to be
determined by any chance accident. The poets
make lover.- rave about bursting through iron
bars, lending letters, and breasting seas of tire
to r< in'll the la-loved
object. Hut (iod docs more,
lie tit- two per-on- fur each other, and
brings
tli- in toget her from the ends of the earth if
they
and
singly
purely desire it. [.James Spilling.
All rivers, -mall or large, agree in one i-harayter: they like to ban a little on one side.
I hey cannot bear to have their channels
deep't in the middle, but will,
always, if they can.
have ot.i• hank to -ini themselves upon, and an•Mher to get cool under; one shingly shore to
piav nva-r. w here they may be shallow and fooli'ii and ebildish, and another
steep shore, under
whieli ’h--y can pause and purify themselves,
a,id get their strength of waves
fully together
lor dm- occasions.
Rivers in this way are just
hki vv i-c men. who keep on- side of their lives
fo play and another for work, and ean be brilliant and chattering and transparent when
they
arc at ea-e. and
yet take deep counsel on the
ot her side
vyheii they set themselves to the main
purpose.
[Ruskin.
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land

up like a man. and take care of yourself.
1:
world may let von starve-, but it eannot
pr < ut you from becoming true and manly: if
.v,‘ii mi become so. however, rest assured the
vv“fbt will eventually lind a place for you. and.
perhaps, an honored place. Hut. he that as it
a
good Christian man is sustained by
"one thing far more substantial than the world’s
1
neath.
K. I*. Hoi*.

Marriage

National Bank.

No. 3 Main Street.

M. S.

in this world two heaps of human hapand misery
Now. if l can but take the
I n
snia 1 ie-t
bit from one b' -q, and add it to the
°tln
1 earn a j oint.
If. a- 1 go home, a child
11;i dropped a half-penny, and if. by giving it
anoth.-r. 1 ean wipe away it- tears, |' feel that 1
have don-- something. I should h«- glad, indeed,
to, o greater
thing-: but I will not'’ neglect this.
Mobn Newton.
Get

pair. p.
fittiiiK and .aivat value.

Opposite

1 he lib- w lii' ii h ads to heav n i- the life of
yitaritv. which consists in acting -im-erelv and
J1;y in «v v occupation. in every business
Mid in ail our dealings, from an interior and
thu- in av nlv origin. Such an origin is inh*-rlit in >m-l: a lib
wh- n a man acts -ineerelv
and justly b<« ail'* Ih*- divine laws require liiiii
to do -o,
edellborg.
■"

;

se.oo a

to

others. If he
sub T- i'.r til
good I). doe- he i- better still:
and ii Ii
-ui)
troni them to whom lie did
'.!•
i;:i- arrived :■» that h- ight of goodne—
;
it nothing but an increase of
hi-suiferingcall
i" it : if it prove- hi> death, his virtue i- at
it' summit
;t i- In roisn. complete.
[Rruyere.
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